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CHAPTER ONE:
INTRODUCTION & BACKGROUND

This thesis has three primary research objectives: (1) A thorough literature review was
completed in order to construct a database of all the known Middle Woodland period (A.D. 300700) mounds in the Apalachicola – lower Flint and lower Chattahoochee River drainages of
northwest Florida, southwest Georgia, and southeast Alabama (Figure 1). The database presented
in this document provides both quantitative and tabular data which may be used to evaluate,
describe, and compare sites within this research region as they relate to one another as well as
other sites in the Southeast. The significance of the database is that it represents a comprehensive
record of all the known sites and compiles all the relevant data for each site into a single resource;
(2) Through the lens of cultural materialism, descriptive statistics were used to summarize the
accumulated data and ultimately refine our understanding of Middle Woodland burial mound
ceremonialism in this particular part of the Southeast. The significance of these interpretations is
twofold: (a) the sub-regional specificity of this dataset will permit more fine-grained analyses of
human behavioral variation within the Southeast; (b) As a sub-regionally specific description of
human behavior this rendering of Middle Woodland mound ceremonialism is more locally relevant
than broader, regionalized definitions that rely on data from only a handful of the most heavily
excavated sites in the Southeast. These sites are not universally analogous to local conditions when
considering the heterogenous mosaic of culture in the prehistoric Southeast.
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Figure 1: Overview map of the research region
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This document intends to be more geographically refined and informed by all the known
sites in this particular locale, privileging none above another, while taking into account an entire
century of research in the region. Last, (3) geochemical comparison of Swift Creek and early
Weeden Island ceramics using non-destructive portable X-ray fluorescence (pXRF) spectroscopy
evaluated the origin of these two stylistically distinct traditions that are diagnostic of the Middle
Woodland period and whose distribution overlaps in this particular part of the Southeast. This is
part of a broader trend in Southeastern archaeology seeking to compare stylistically distinct
ceramic traditions which have become archaeological shorthand for regionalized culture groups
(e.g. Bloch et al. 2019). Part of the findings’ significance lies in the decoupling of cultural affinity
from these ceramic traditions in order to evaluate quantitatively a premise of cultural exchange
and local reproduction. Categorically, the Middle Woodland inhabitants of the Apalachicola,
lower-Flint, and lower-Chattahoochee river valleys were both Swift Creek and early Weeden
Island peoples.
In the southeastern United States, Native American mounds are often the most conspicuous
aspect of the prehistoric cultural landscape. While it is ill-informed to conceive of a ceremonial
life strictly separate and distinct from more secular routines (e.g. see Sears 1973 versus Sacred
Song 2000 and Billie 2000), these mounds clearly represent a set of past behaviors that diverged
from those exhibited at other contemporaneous sites. Mounds are the physical remains of past
actions that reflected an articulated system of customs and beliefs that continue to inform our
understanding of a culture that is otherwise unavailable for study. Mound ceremonialism may be
considered generally to encompass all of the beliefs and ritualized behaviors associated with
mound construction and subsequent veneration. Discerning those behaviors requires both
inductive and deductive archaeological interpretation of the deposits within the mounds
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themselves (e.g. Schiffer 2016). This thesis focuses within the Apalachicola – lower Flint and
lower Chattahoochee River drainages in northwest Florida, southwest Georgia, and southeast
Alabama because, as the data in this document help demonstrate, the culture history of these
drainages holds together as a cohesive unit. The research in this document also demonstrates that
the behaviors associated with burial mound ceremonialism were only loosely prescribed and
featured substantial variation within the region which is reflective of the sociopolitical
environment at the time. These results suggest that in this particular region, the Middle Woodland
period (A.D. 300-700) featured cultural developments that were distinct from any period preceding
or following it. These developments were characterized principally by an expression of Middle
Woodland peoples’ predilection toward novelty within the structural framework of Southeastern
culture at this time. While a thorough comparison with all other periods of human occupation
before and after the Middle Woodland period is beyond the scope of this document, a brief
description of the regional culture history is necessary for context.
When humans first arrived on the continent after the last glacial maximum, much of the
Earth’s surface water was still trapped in glaciers, so sea levels were lower and the coastline was
located farther out into the Gulf of Mexico than at present (Milanich 1994:38-39). The period of
time prior to the end of the Pleistocene roughly 12,000 years ago was generally cooler and drier
than later periods and people are presumed to have organized into highly mobile, small familybased groups of hunter-gatherers following the seasonal migration of continental megafauna
(Widmer 1988:155-59; Anderson and Sassaman 2011:59-60). Evidence from peninsular Florida
has suggested that lower levels of groundwater may have forced people to congregate at least
periodically around the edges of geologic sink holes which retained a reliable source of fresh water
(Clausen et al. 1979; Cockrell and Murphy 1978). Compared to later periods Paleoindian sites are
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rare and ephemeral, though several submerged sites have been found in the rivers of northwest
Florida (Webb 2006; Halligan et al. 2016). The only diagnostic artifacts of the period were the
large fluted and lanceolate projectile points that have been found in direct association with remains
of extinct Pleistocene megafauna in Florida. Presumably the vast majority of the Paleoindian
toolkit was fashioned from organic materials including wood, shell, bone, and fibers that have not
been well-preserved in the archaeological record (Dunbar and Webb 1996; Hemmings et al. 2004).
For this reason, compared to later periods relatively little is known about Paleoindian culture.
There are more sites that date to the Archaic period than the preceding Paleoindian and
both population growth and increased sedentism have been inferred. Though people were still
organized into relatively mobile groups of hunter-gatherers, ranges decreased after the end of the
Pleistocene and more generalist foraging strategies came to the fore as the climate warmed and the
diversity of the eastern woodlands’ flora developed. The period of time after about 8000 B.C. is
called the Early Archaic. It is marked by the abandonment of fluting technology and a change from
lanceolate points to smaller side- and corner-notched hafted bifaces that are considered to reflect
changing subsistence strategies that relied on more frequent hunting of smaller game, such as deer,
after the extinction of Pleistocene megafauna (Anderson and Sassaman 2011:80-81; Milanich
1994:33). Some of the same sinkhole sites occupied during the Paleoindian period were inhabited
through the Early Archaic and groundwater scarcity may have continued to be a pervasive limiting
condition for human habitation in Florida (Clausen et al. 1979; Cockrell and Murphy 1978). Many
of these sites were likely inundated as sea levels rose through the Holocene (Milanich 1994:106).
The climate continued to warm through the Middle Archaic period and stemmed biface technology
replaced the corner notched projectile points of the Early Archaic after approximately 5500 B.C.
As sea levels rose, wetlands developed along the Gulf coast and shellfish began to comprise a bulk
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of the native Southeastern peoples’ diets (Anderson and Sassaman 2011:83-84). By the Late
Archaic, after about 3500 B.C., sea levels had stabilized and the region had reached more-or-less
modern environmental conditions. As wetlands expanded and approached their contemporary
configurations, permanent habitation sites were established and subsequent population growth has
been inferred (Widmer 1988:163-65; Anderson and Sassaman 2011:84-85). It is during this time
that the first monumental earthworks in the Southeast were constructed at Poverty Point in
Louisiana (Gibson 2001). Technologically, the Late Archaic is marked by the advent of ceramic
technology in the Southeast. Late Archaic people tempered clay with Spanish moss fibers, which
proved to be hugely beneficial to prevent shrinkage and cracking of the clay matrix during firing.
These thick-walled ceramics were hand-molded, and vessels were generally broad undecorated
bowls that were fired in open hearths without any type of saggar (Milanich 1994:86, 129).
The Late Archaic grades into the Early Woodland period around 650 B.C. in northwest
Florida, and the shift is so gradual that some archaeologists have advocated for a “Transitional
Late Archaic” to bridge the two periods (Bullen 1959, 1951). The major technological change from
the preceding period was the advent of alternative ceramic tempering agents: sand, grit, and grog.
Sand temper consisted of small siliceous grains that were either intentionally added or were
naturally present in clay deposits. Grit temper, on the other hand, consisted of crushed quarzitic
rock whose grains were generally larger and more angular than sand. Grog tempering describes
the inclusion of crushed ceramics as a tempering agent, and any given ceramic sherd could have
had a variable amount of both sand, grit, and grog temper (White 2011:2). These mineral tempering
agents gradually replaced the organic temper of the Late Archaic because they were superior in
their ability to prevent shrinkage and cracking of the clay matrix during firing. These Early
Woodland wares also differed from the hand-molded ceramics of the Late Archaic because they
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were made with a coiling method that used a paddle to smooth the interior and exterior surfaces of
vessels prior to firing. This technique, in combination with the superior tempering agents, allowed
for thinner vessel walls and a wider variety of vessel shapes which included deeper storage
containers with narrower openings (Milanich 1994:129). As sedentism and populations continued
to increase, more regionalized cultures developed in Florida and across the broader Southeast. The
group of people living in northwest Florida during the Early Woodland are identified
archaeologically by the Deptford ceramic series. Through the Early Woodland, occupation along
the coastline was dense with sparser inland habitation consisting of smaller sites situated along
waterways. Site location is probably a consequence of subsistence strategies that had remained
relatively unchanged from the Late Archaic and featured a heavy reliance on gathered aquatic
resources (Milanich 1994:111-14).
Perhaps due to the technological developments surrounding ceramic manufacturing,
decorated pottery is more evident in the archaeological record during the Early Woodland period
than the preceding Archaic. The local decorated ceramic types included Deptford Simple-Stamped,
Deptford Check-Stamped, Deptford Linear Check-Stamped, and Deptford Fabric-Mark (White
2011:6). Deptford Simple-Stamped surface treatments consisted of linear, parallel grooves pressed
into vessel surfaces with a carved wooden paddle prior to firing (Willey 1949:357-58). Deptford
Check-Stamped types were created by the same method, but used paddles carved with
perpendicular lines that created many small impressed squares in a checkerboard pattern (Willey
1949:357). The impressed squares on any single vessel were typically quite similar in size, but the
size of checks could vary substantially between vessels. Although check-stamped ceramics were
first made during the Early Woodland period, they continued to be made through European contact
and into the historic period (White 2011:3). Deptford Linear Check-Stamped decoration was quite
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similar to the check-stamped design but instead featured individual rows of elongated checks, with
“…large, pronounced, parallel lands of one direction and...smaller transverse lands of the other”
(Willey 1939:355). Rather than being paddle-stamped, these designs may have been pressed into
unfired clay with a roller as they seem to meander across vessels’ exterior surfaces. The longer
lands were generally wider and had more relief than the transverse lands, which were nearer
together and oriented perpendicular to the vessel’s vertical plane (Willey 1949: 254-56). FabricMarked vessels were presumably stamped with a paddle covered in a woven fibrous material that
left the imprint of a textile on the vessel surface (White 2011:6). Many Early Woodland ceramics
were also adorned with three podal feet to elevate the bottom of the vessel above the ground
surface. These tetrapodal vessels were only made during the Early Woodland period and were
absent in later periods (White 2011:5). However, it remains unclear whether the technological
change was purely stylistic or related to a change in vessel function.
The Middle Woodland period was marked by a proliferation of burial mounds and
attendant ritual in the southeastern United States. Mound construction may have begun as early as
100 B.C. along portions of Florida’s Gulf Coast (Stephenson et al. 2002), but the elaborate rituals
and ceremony regarded as emblematic of their use did not begin in earnest until roughly A.D. 350
and waned around A.D. 650 in this part of the Southeast (White 2013). Middle Woodland societies
were more or less transegalitarian, consisting of self-organized autonomous local groups linked
into larger communities and networks of interaction around principles of mutual aid and
cooperation (Anderson and Mainfort 2002; Wright and Henry 2013). Despite the accumulation of
elaborate ritual paraphernalia, power and authority were likely decentralized and/or diffuse.
Habitation sites characterized as large villages and other smaller camps were located along
waterways as hunting and gathering, particularly the gathering of aquatic resources, remained the
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primary subsistence strategy through this period (Milanich 1994:166-67). Based on the large
number of celts/adzes recovered from Middle Woodland sites, there seems to have been a robust
woodworking industry and travel by dugout canoe was likely the favored mode of long-tointermediate-distance transportation. The earliest published excavations at the vast majority of
mound sites from this period came from the accounts of Clarence B. Moore (1999), who traversed
the Southeast by steamboat and dug into mounds searching for elaborate ceramic grave goods.
Fifty years later some of the sites were revisited by Gordon Willey (1949), who applied a culturalhistorical lens in the development of a ceramic chronology for the region which remains with us
today, albeit not without modification.
The best non-radiometric diagnostic of the Middle Woodland period along the Gulf Coast
of northwest Florida has been two of the ceramic series first identified by Willey (1949): the Swift
Creek and early Weeden Island traditions. Willey noted two stages for the Weeden Island series,
with Weeden Island I found only in Middle Woodland contexts and Weeden Island II found in
both Middle and Late Woodland contexts. As such, Weeden Island I is really better characterized
as early Weeden Island and is the only portion of the series truly diagnostic of the Middle
Woodland period. Generally speaking, Swift Creek designs were a south-Appalachian tradition of
paddle-stamping whereas early Weeden Island designs were the eminent Gulf Coastal tradition of
incised and punctated decoration during the Middle Woodland period (Wright 2017). Despite their
temporal overlap during the Middle Woodland, the Swift Creek series began to be made slightly
before the Weeden Island tradition and may have been reasonably well-established in the region
by the end of the Early Woodland period. The Swift Creek series was named after the Swift Creek
site excavated by A.R. Kelly (1939:24-31) near Macon, Georgia (Willey 1949:378) while the early
Weeden Island series was named after Jesse Fewkes’ (1924) excavation of the Weedon Island
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[sic.] site in Pinellas County, Florida. With few exceptions, Swift Creek designs were executed by
impressing a carved wooden or clay paddle into ceramics’ surfaces after the coils were smoothed
and prior to firing. Early Weeden Island designs, on the other hand, were made using a finger or
stick-like instrument to incise and punctate designs into vessel surfaces prior to firing. The shapes
of early Weeden Island ceramics varied more than the Swift Creek pottery – some early Weeden
Island pottery was skillfully sculpted and compound vessel shapes were not uncommon. Early
Weeden Island decorative motifs were also generally more naturalistic than the geometric Swift
Creek patterns and birds featured prominently in early Weeden Island designs.
In this research region, the Swift Creek series consisted of Swift Creek ComplicatedStamped, Saint Andrews Complicated-Stamped, Crooked River Complicated-Stamped, New
River Complicated-Stamped, Santa Rosa Stamped, Alligator Bayou Stamped, and Basin Bayou
Incised types (White 2011:7). Swift Creek vessels were generally tall containers with rounded
bases and notched or scalloped rims that flared outward from the vessel body. Swift Creek
Complicated-Stamped designs were highly unique and consisted primarily of interconnected
curvilinear designs with multiple elements that were repeated across vessel surfaces. Early
varieties were stamped across the entire body of the vessel, save the basal portion, but stamping
was later limited to a narrow band around the neck of the vessel (Willey 1949:379-80, 431-34).
Saint Andrew’s Complicated-Stamped was similar to the early variety of Swift Creek
Complicated-Stamped ceramics, except its designs were rectilinear rather than curvilinear. The
pattern was often made of many hatched rectangles oriented such that each unit’s hachure was
perpendicular to the rectangles around it (Willey 1949:385). This is not to be confused with
Crooked River Complicated-Stamped, which featured rectilinear zig-zag lines that formed a
herringbone or chevron pattern across the body of the vessel (Willey 1949:384). New River
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Complicated-Stamped was somewhat of a hybrid of types because it had a background of checkstamping overlaid by disarticulated elements of a complicated-stamped pattern. The complicatedstamped elements included concentric circles, interlocking whorls, lobate elements, or “rayed”
patterns (Willey 1949:386). Although Santa Rosa Stamped ceramics were made in this area, they
were considerably more common in the western Florida panhandle nearer to Pensacola (White
2011:7). The Santa Rosa Stamped design consisted of a contiguous zig-zag of “semilunar
markings” distributed vertically or horizontally across vessel bodies, likely made by rocking a
shell back and forth across the unfired clay surface (Willey 1949:377). The type Alligator Bayou
Stamped had the same semilunar rocker-stamping as Santa Rosa Stamped but the pattern was
bounded by incisions (Willey 1949:373). Basin Bayou Incised was the only Swift Creek type in
the region that was not made by some form of stamping. Instead, either curvilinear or rectilinear
patterns resembling scrolls, sometimes with punctations, were incised across the entire body of the
vessel or limited to a band beneath the vessel’s rim (Willey 1949:376).
There were relatively fewer early Weeden Island types than Swift Creek types during the
Middle Woodland period, but early Weeden Island vessel shapes varied considerably more than
Swift Creek wares. The types within the series were Weeden Island Incised, Weeden Island
Punctated, Weeden Island Red, and Weeden Island Plain (White 2011:8). Weeden Island Incised
designs included both incisions and punctations that articulated in curvilinear motifs that
sometimes depicted animals, especially birds. Vessel surfaces were generally divided into smaller
areas by incised lines and the areas between filled with incisions and/or punctations. Lobate
elements were common themes in these designs, but negative, undecorated areas were also
skillfully used to emphasize certain elements. The incised lines of this type frequently terminated
with a single large triangular or circular punctation presumably made with a carved implement
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(Willey 1949:413). Weeden Island Punctated designs were also generally curvilinear with a similar
emphasis on undecorated space, however, these designs consisted solely of punctations without
any incision. Punctated designs were typically delimited by spacing and patterns tended to include
triangles, scrolls, leaves, and lobate shapes. However, punctations also constituted background
filler that served to emphasize negative, undecorated space as design elements in relief. For
instance, an area of widely spaced punctations leaving an undecorated area in the shape of a leaf
may have been bounded by a single line of smaller punctations spaced closer together (Willey
1949:419). Weeden Island Red ceramics were otherwise plain vessels painted a bright shade of
crimson. These included vessels whose entire interior or exterior surfaces were painted as well as
some “zoned” types where surface treatment was limited to areas bounded by incised lines (Willey
1949:422). Weeden Island Plain was a group of ceramics that included compound vessel forms
and otherwise undecorated pottery. Some of these included unique nonutilitarian pottery that had
portions of the body excised prior to firing (Willey 1949:409).
The Swift Creek and early Weeden Island ceramic series occurred together in the
Apalachicola, lower-Flint and lower-Chattahoochee valleys during the Middle Woodland period
and the two ceramic series were frequently deposited together in mounds and middens. Jerald
Milanich (1994:166) remarked that
“The early Weeden Island settlement pattern in northwest Florida
resembles that of the preceding Swift Creek culture [and]…Many
of the Swift Creek sites…contain a Weeden Island component. The
settlement continuity between Swift Creek and early Weeden
Island is striking; clearly the two practiced very similar economic
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systems. In fact, the biggest difference noted thus far between the
two cultures lies in their ceramic assemblages…”
However, in this particular part of northwest Florida, Swift Creek and early Weeden Island
ceramics have not been sufficiently differentiated in archaeological deposits to suggest they were
representative of separate cultural entities. Middle Woodland period sites in this area were not
Swift Creek or early Weeden Island because both ceramic series were typically deposited in
tandem. However, in other parts of Florida the two ceramic series have regularly been used as
shorthand for the periods of time and the cultures with which they are associated. For instance,
Willey (1945) wrote of both a Weeden Island culture and a Weeden Island period (1949:396-97)
with both appearing in the literature for decades after. A good example of is the Milanich and
Fairbanks (1980:89-144) chapter titled “Weeden Island Period Cultures and Their Predecessors.”
While conflating the two ceramic series with separate cultural entities or ethnic groups as a matter
of fact may be of little consequence for other areas where they were temporally and/or spatially
distinct, in this region there is very little evidence to suggest they were separate groups of people
at all. However, the geochemical similarity of the two ceramic series has not been rigorously tested
as this thesis has sought to accomplish. Previous research at a handful of sites in the valley has
indicated that local clay sources are typically used in ceramic manufacture (Tykot et al. 2013;
Tykot 2016). Building on that knowledge, this research has introduced Swift Creek and early
Weeden Island ceramic types as an independent variable to examine the relationship between the
two series – that is, to discern whether they were both made locally during the Middle Woodland
period.
Some Weeden Island types that emerged later in the Middle Woodland sequence persisted
into the Late Woodland period even as mound ceremonialism began to wane (White 2013). Many
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of the same habitation sites were presumably occupied even after the mounds adjacent to them
were no longer used. Perhaps due to a paucity of diagnostic ceramic types, there seem to have been
fewer Late Woodland sites in the region when compared to the previous period. The ceramic types
that persisted through the Late Woodland, which Willey (1949) called Weeden Island II, included
Carrabelle Incised, Carrabelle Punctated, Keith Incised, Indian Pass Incised, and Tucker Ridge
Pinched types (White 2011:8-9). The type Carrabelle Incised differed from Weeden Island Incised
not only in chronological extent, but also in the variability of the design’s expression. The type
was characterized by a series of parallel lines incised in a constrained area beneath the mouth of
the vessel. The design area was bounded by a single incised line and the lines within it were
frequently arranged in either vertical or diagonal rows that sometimes created geometric patterns
(Willey 1949:422). The Carrabelle Punctated design was similar, consisting of patterned
punctations around the neck of the vessel, often bounded by a single incised line. The punctations
were made with a variety of implements but were generally oriented longitudinally around the
mouth of the vessel (Willey 1949:425). Some Keith Incised designs were also limited to a band
beneath the mouth of the vessel and were sometimes bounded by a single incised line. In other
cases, the decoration extended over much more of the vessel surface. The design consisted of a
single row of vertical lines intersected by a single row of diagonal lines, sometimes featuring a
punctation in the center of the space between them (Willey 1949:427). Another incised type is
Indian Pass Incised, which was created by incising parallel lines that formed long, looping
curvilinear whorls which almost resembled a fingerprint (Willey 1949:426). The final late Weeden
Island type was Tucker Ridge Pinched, created by pinching the unfired vessel surface between two
fingers in a manner that frequently left distinct fingernail marks and puckering of the clay (Willey
1949:429).
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Following the Late Woodland, another major change occurred in the Southeast as maize
agriculture spread and many of the regional cultures adapted a similarly articulated pattern of
motifs and rituals referred to as the Southeastern Ceremonial Complex (Knight et al. 2001; King
et al. 2007). There was a second pulse of mound building during this time and shell-tempered
ceramics became common across large portions of the Southeast. The Mississippian period is
generally considered to have begun around A.D. 1000, perhaps as early as A.D. 900 in some parts
of the region and extended until the time of European contact. The mounds made during this period
differed from Woodland mounds because they were not conical and lacked human burials. The
mounds were instead flat-topped platforms with structures at the summit that housed a hereditary
elite who were probably involved with managing chiefdoms’ investment in emergent maize
agriculture, to which their religious practices were intimately tied (Milanich 1994:356-77). The
people living in northwest Florida during this time have been called Fort Walton for the type site
located west of the research region.
Through the Mississippian period, when shell was not used as a tempering agent, ceramics
were generally tempered with a heavier proportion of grit than earlier periods (Willey 1949:457).
In the research area, Fort Walton people made a type of pottery called Fort Walton Incised. The
type was similar to Weeden Island Incised, featuring both incised lines and punctations, but design
elements were characterized by “volutes” and “curvilinear guilloches,” or interlocking scrolls
(Willey 1949:460; White 2011:11). These were typically limited to the uppermost portion of the
vessel walls and punctations were used both as background filler and as elements of foreground
designs (Willey 1949:460). Rims were both smooth and ticked, and vessel shapes included small
casuela bowls characterized by an in-turned rim as well as effigy pots, bottles, and unique sixpointed platters (White 2011:11). The type Pensacola Incised was functionally the same but used
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shell-temper (Willey 1949:464). Similarly, Pensacola Plain was an undecorated ware characterized
by shell-temper (Willey 1949:463). Another ceramic type was the Lake Jackson jar, which featured
handles, small nodes, or larger lugs to aid in carrying. The rims of Lake Jackson ceramics were
either ticked or more aggressively notched and they were either plain or had several incisions
below the rim (White 2011:9-10). Other types included Cool Branch Incised, Point Washington
Incised, and Marsh Island Incised (White 2011:10-11). Cool Branch Incised was essentially the
same as the Lake Jackson type with the addition of a series of incised arches beneath the rim of
the vessel. The arches consisted of either one or two incised lines and some had punctations or
small ticked incisions (White 2011:10). Point Washington Incised was more similar to Fort Walton
Incised for its use of curvilinear and looping designs often consisting of two, three, or four parallel
incised lines (Willey 1949:463; White 2011:11). Marsh Island Incised vessels, on the other hand,
were open bowls with a series of diagonal incisions beneath the rim that form opposing triangles
or chevrons (Willey 1949:466; White 2011:11).
In the Apalachicola-lower Flint and Chattahoochee region, the Middle Woodland period is
known from hundreds of sites, with 38 of them having mounds. A total of 42 mounds were spread
across 38 sites and to date they have only been studied in relative isolation (Table 1). While some
of the data regarding these Middle Woodland mounds have been disseminated for professional and
public consumption (White 1992, 2010, 2011, 2014) an equal amount exists only in technical
reports (White et al. 1981; White and Trauner 1987; White et al. 2002; White 2001, 2005, 2013,
2018) and many of the mounds have been completely destroyed or severely damaged over the last
half-century. For this reason, a more complete understanding of the people who lived in this area
during this particular period of time would certainly benefit from an easily accessible compilation
of all the available data regarding these mounds and their interments. If and/or how these mounds
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vary with geography, how they coalesce as a unit within this region, and how this articulates with
the Middle Woodland period as we know it across the broader Southeast is presently unknown.
Through a thorough review of the available literature, I have constructed a database of Middle
Woodland mound sites within this particular region that clearly delineates their physical
characteristics, their contents, and their relationships with other features of the cultural landscape.
This database also clearly establishes the spatial and chronological relationship between the Swift
Creek and early Weeden Island ceramic series in this particular part of the Southeast.
In the database, the Middle Woodland mounds are organized by their distance inland along
the waterways because this was ostensibly the primary mode of transportation during this time. A
critical datapoint for future research is whether the sites have been relocated or if only their general
vicinity is known. When possible, I have also attempted to document: the distance and direction
each mound is from both a fresh water source and a contemporaneous habitation site; the height,
diameter, basal area, and construction material of each mound; the number, location, and types of
burials present (e.g. extended, flexed, bundle, single-skull, cremated remains, secondary
interments, scattered bone, etc.); the location, burial association, and types of ceramics within them
(e.g. “killed” vessels, plain, check-stamped, Archaic period, Early Woodland period,
Mississippian period, Swift Creek series, early Weeden Island series, etc.); and the location, burial
association, and types of ceremonial regalia present (e.g. copper, mica, galena, steatite celts, pipes,
etc.). The database facilitates the direct comparison of these 42 mounds, both to one another and
to other mound sites beyond the boundaries of the research region. The descriptive statistics
derived from this database are instructive in the formulation of a composite description of Middle
Woodland burial mound ceremonialism in this particular region.
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Table 1: Middle Woodland mounds in the region, organized from northernmost to southernmost.
Site
Site
Site Name
Site Name
Number
Number
1Ho301

Fulmore's Upper Landing

8Li7

Estiffanulga

9Er87

Shoemake Landing

8Ca114

Gaston Spivey

9Dr21

Lake Douglas

8Gu5

Chipola Cutoff

9Dr14
(9Dr2)

Kerr's Landing (Bower
Plantation)

8Gu4

Isabel Landing

9Dr3/9Dr4

Chason Plantation

8Gu3

Burgess Landing

9Dr2

Munnerlyn's Landing

8Fr8

Brickyard Creek

9Se33

Hare's Landing

8Gu41

Howard Creek

9Dr18

Hardnut Landing

8Fr12

Huckleberry Landing

9Se27

Underwater Indian Mound

8Fr21

Cemetery Mound

8Ja2

Kemp's Landing

8Fr20B

Shell Mound Near
Apalachicola

9Dr27

Log Landing

8Fr20A

Mound Near Apalachicola

8Ja65

Waddell's Mill Pond (Area C)

8Fr19

Cool Spring Mound

8Ja1

Sampson's Landing

8Fr15

Jackson Mound

8Gd1

Aspalaga Landing

8Fr14C

Pierce Mound C

8Ja138

Poplar Springs Mound

8Fr14A

Pierce Mound A

8Li5

Rock Bluff Landing

8Gu10

Richardson's Hammock

8Li4

Bristol Mound

8Gu2

Gotier Hammock

8Ca2

OK Landing

8Gu1

Indian Pass Point

8Ca1

Davis Field

8Fr11

Green Pt.

8Li3

Mound Below Bristol

8Fr10

Eleven Mile Point

8Li6

Michaux Log Landing

8Fr1

Porter's Bar
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CHAPTER TWO:
ENVIRONMENTAL SETTING

The Apalachicola-Flint-Chattahoochee Basin connects the southern Appalachian
Mountains to the Gulf Coast and drains nearly 195,000 square miles (mi2) (50,000 square
kilometers [km2]) across southeastern Alabama (2,722 mi2/7,050 km2), southwestern Georgia,
(14,454 mi2/37,436 km2), and the Florida panhandle (2,574 mi2/6,667 km2) (Couch et al. 1996).
While this research focuses primarily on Apalachicola River and includes it largest tributary, the
Chipola River, I also include the lowermost 50 miles (mi) (80 kilometers [km]) of the
Chattahoochee River and the lowermost 25 miles (40 km) of the Flint River because of their
environmental and prehistoric cultural continuity with the Apalachicola drainage. This is the
research region within which our USF archaeological investigation program has concentrated, and
beyond the boundaries shown in Figure 1, both archaeological evidence and geographical settings
are very different (Belovich et al. 1982; White et al. 1981; Schieffer 2013; White 2018). Together,
the lower Flint, lower Chattahoochee, Apalachicola, and Chipola rivers as defined here form a
contiguous research region that also holds together geographically. The areal extent of the region
is nearly 200 km in linear length and ranges between 0.5 and 50 mi (1 and 80 km) in width,
containing a total of nearly 161 river-mi (260 river-km) including 40 mi (65 km) of bay shore, 35
mi (56 km) of barrier islands, and a 15-mi (24-km) barrier peninsula around St. Joseph Bay.
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The area shown in Figure 2 is composed of two broad physiographic and ecological regions
that can be characterized most simply as northern upland plains abutting southern coastal lowlands.
The Flint and Chattahoochee Rivers run through the northern highland region, which are
characterized as “irregular plains” whose terrain slopes gradually southward toward the Gulf
Coastal Lowlands (United States Geological Survey [USGS] 1970:63). Stretching across southern
Georgia and lower Alabama into the northernmost reaches of the Florida panhandle, the
contemporary land cover is a mosaic of cropland, pasture, and forest (Environmental Protection
Agency [EPA] 2013). The northernmost portion of the Apalachicola River dissects these relict
upland hills, though the lower two-thirds of the 106-mi (171-km) river are contained within the
coastal lowlands. The flat, poorly drained terrain was shaped by tidal forces during earlier geologic
epochs and harbors dense forests in addition to coastal lagoons, tidal marshes, and inland swamps
(Puri and Vernon 1964; EPA 2013). Middle Woodland mounds are spread across both the relict
uplands and coastal lowlands, though they appear in greatest density nearest the Gulf Coast. The
native peoples’ broad-spectrum subsistence strategy used most, if not all, of the varied
environments present within the region but benefited especially from the resource-rich estuaries
that developed during the Archaic period. The data presented in the following chapter provides
convincing evidence of resource exchange between upland and lowland locales throughout the
Middle Woodland period. Marine gastropods from the Gulf Coast are often found at inland sites
upriver, such as in the mounds at Hare’s Landing (Moore 1907:429-37), Lake Douglas (Kelly
1960), Waddell’s Mill Pond (Tesar and Jones 2009), Chipola Cutoff (Moore 1903:445-66; White
2011), and more. Tools made of chert, sandstone, galena, and other minerals have been recovered
at coastal sites far from any natural outcroppings, such as in the mounds at Gotier Hammock
(White 2005; 2010), Richardson’s Hammock (White et al. 2002), Porter’s Bar and Green Point
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(Moore 1902:238-56; Knigge 2018), and at the various mounds of the Pierce Mounds Complex
(Moore 1902; White 2013). For this overview, I follow the rivers as they flow southward towards
the Gulf of Mexico and I have divided the research in this thesis by drainage basin. The boundaries
shown in Figure 2 are intended to be both approximate and flexible. Many of northwest Florida’s
waterways have been diverted, channelized, dredged, or otherwise altered such that their modern
configuration only loosely resemble how they appeared during the Middle Woodland period.
Undoubtedly, the primary mode of long-distance transportation during that time would have been
by canoe.

Lower Chattahoochee River
The northernmost boundary of the research region is Omussee Creek, which drains into the
Chattahoochee River at the city limits of Columbia, Alabama. This point between Houston County,
Alabama, and Early County, Georgia, marks the approximate northern up dip limit of the Floridan
Aquifer (Torak et al. 1996:2, Figure 1; Torak and Painter 2006:3, Figure 1), which may be part of
the reason the material culture north of Omussee Creek differs from that below it (White 2019,
personal communication; Torak et al. 1996:2, Figure 1). South of Omussee Creek, the
Chattahoochee River flows for roughly 50 mi (80 km) to its terminal confluence with the Flint
river. For the first 22 mi (36 km) of this journey, the Chattahoochee River forms the boundary
between the states of Alabama and Georgia. From Alabama’s southern border, the river flows
another 27 mi (44 km) to what is now the reservoir at Lake Seminole and forms the boundary
between Jackson County, Florida, and Seminole County, Georgia. Prior to the damming of the
Apalachicola River in the mid-1950s, the area of the forks was densely populated and there is a
concentration of Middle Woodland mounds around it.
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Figure 2: Overview of the drainages within the research region
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The river’s immediate banks are floodplains and low terraces where backwater river
swamps adjoin bottomland hardwood forests (Griffith et al. 2001). Generally speaking, the
settlement patterning of the prehistoric population in this part of south included longer-term
habitations along the rivers and coasts with more inland habitation than the preceding periods
(Milanich 1994:166-67). The floodplain terraces along the riverbank are composed of Quaternary
deposits, primarily quartz gravel and sand comingled with alluvial silts and clays. The western
terraces are generally more elevated and better-drained than the narrow, wooded terraces that
comprise the river’s eastern bank and were probably more suitable for long-term habitation
(Griffith et al. 2001). Beyond the floodplain terraces lies the Dougherty Plain region, a heavily
eroded carbonate slope composed of Quaternary clayey sands atop a platform of Eocene-age Ocala
Limestone that is nearly 90-m thick in southeastern Houston County, Alabama (Clark and Zisa
1976; Torak et al. 1996:9). In Florida, the Dougherty Plains transition into a physiographic district
called the Marianna Lowlands but the two physiographic regions are roughly equivalent (Torak
and Painter 2006:7). Griffith and Omernik (2008:2) note that this limestone underlying the
Dougherty Plains/northern-Mariana Lowlands is exposed in some areas but may be covered by as
many as 60 m of clayey and/or sandy residuum in others.
Local relief in this part of the region rarely exceeds 20 feet (ft) (six m) as the karst
topography slopes gently southward at a rate of approximately five ft per mi (one m per km) to
elevations of 50 ft (15 m) above sea level near the end of the river (Hayes et al. 1983:7;Hicks et
al. 1987:5; Mosner 2002:4). Circular solution sinkholes that have been eroded into the surficial
limestone pockmark the landscape and frequently become clogged with impermeable sediment,
creating the abundance of marshes, ponds, and intermittent streams that flow during the summer
and allow for subterranean drainage of the landscape. The presence of such lowland swamps and
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marshes adjacent to dense upland hardwood forests facilitated the exploitation of either ecosystem
for people living near their interface, which provided a diversity of resources for human
subsistence. In the last several centuries, much of the land has been cleared for the cultivation of
peanuts, pecans, and cotton and this has caused the river to run murky with erosional runoff
(Griffith et al. 2001). Clear-cutting and plowing have also exposed many archaeological sites, so
the number of recorded sites in this area is artificially higher than surrounding parts of the region.

Lower Flint River
Along the Flint, the research region is bounded to the north by the city of Bainbridge,
Georgia. From here, the river flows 25 mi (40 km) southwest through rural Decatur and Seminole
Counties from its spring-fed headwaters on the Atlanta Plateau. For the duration of this extent, the
river roughly parallels the northwest-facing Pelham Escarpment: a 93-mi (150-km) long limestone
ridge that extends along the river’s southeastern bank and terminates north of the Florida-Georgia
state line. The ridge separates the Flint drainage from the Ochlocknee and Withlacoochee
drainages and has served to slow the river’s eastward migration over time. With as much as 130 ft
(40 m) of local relief, the escarpment forms the boundary between hilly uplands, to the south, and
karstic plains, to the north (Pickering et al. 1979; Hayes et al. 1983:7; Torak et al. 1996:4; Mosner
2002:4; Torak et al. 2006:7; Torak and Painter 2006:8). The Ocala Limestone that comprises the
surficial geology of the lowland Dougherty Plains thins significantly northwest of the river and is
absent northwest of Seminole County near Omussee Creek (Torak and Painter 2006:11; Torak et
al. 2006:8). The thinning limestone’s impact on the subterranean aquifer may be responsible for
the changes in material culture seen north of the research region’s boundary (White 2019, personal
communication). The outcropping of chert present in the Flint River basin were important to the
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region’s aboriginal inhabitants, being mined and used for tool manufacture by Middle Woodland
peoples and their predecessors. South of the Pelham Escarpment, erosion- resistant clayey deposits
cap the rolling hills of the Tifton Uplands, which are generally better drained than the surrounding
lowland plains (Griffith et al. 2001).
Streams have incised deeply through the limestone bedrock of the hilly uplands, exposing
the karst geology that causes much of the area’s drainage to flow underground. This pattern is
especially prominent downslope of the Pelham Escarpment, where the river’s eastern bank is lined
by towering limestone outcrops. These escarpments are frequently topped with steephead springs
whose perennial seepage carve deep ravines into the high bluffs and provided a source of fresh
water for the area’s inhabitants. The exaggerated elevation of these ravines has created cooler
microclimates that harbor rare plants and animals, that are relicts of species’ with “more northern
affinities” southernmost distribution prior to the climactic warming commensurate with end of the
Pleistocene (Griffith et al. 2001). The presence of these species in the upland portions of the
northern research region distinguishes the river’s elevated eastern bank from the relatively flatter
and lower land to the west and south. Along the lower Flint, there is a concentration of Middle
Woodland mounds in these upland locales east of the river, and the indigenous mixed pine and
hardwood forests are now interspersed with pasture and agricultural fields where corn, soybeans,
cotton, peanuts, and planted pine predominate. Sites are much more easily recognized in cleared
and plowed fields, so the agricultural portions of the lower Flint drainage are denser with recorded
sites than other parts of the research region.
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Apalachicola River
The Flint and Chattahoochee Rivers are the primary impoundment arms of the
Apalachicola River. The three have historically served as a major artery for transportation through
the southeastern United States and to the Gulf of Mexico. Until the mid-1950s, the area where the
rivers met was a lush riparian bottomland forest. However, when the Army Corps of Engineers
completed construction of the Jim Woodruff Lock and Dam at the rivers’ confluence,
approximately 59 mi2 (152 km2) of bottomland forest was flooded to create Lake Seminole: a
massive artificial reservoir with 240 mi (386 km) of recreational shoreline that inundates the
lowermost 47 mi (76 km) of both the Flint and Chattahoochee Rivers (Leitman et al. 1984:A8).
The main purpose of the dam’s construction was to aid barge navigation along the rivers, with
hydroelectric power generation providing an added benefit for local residents (Elder et al.
1988:D4). The artificial lake has drowned many archaeological sites, including several of the
Middle Woodland mounds included in this thesis.
Below the dam the Apalachicola River flows for 106 mi (171 km) to the Gulf of Mexico,
descending approximately 40 ft (12 m) in elevation from the dam to its bayhead with an average
slope of 0.8 ft per mi (16 cm per km) (Leitman et al. 1984:A1; Donoghue 1993:188). The
Apalachicola is Florida’s largest river, contributing 35% of the freshwater flow to Florida’s
western coast (Elder and Cairns 1982:B4; Leitman et al. 1984:A6; Elder et al. 1988:D2; Livingston
1991:363; Couch et al. 1996:20; Light et al. 1998:5). While most of the basin consists of Holoceneage sediment, the riverbed is mostly Pleistocene-age sand and coarse gravel. The sand in the
Apalachicola River is different from the sand found in other parts of Florida because it has particles
of mica mixed in with it (Elder et al. 1988:D2). This sand was used to temper prehistoric ceramics
and is visible in the paste of nearly all the aboriginal pottery in the region. The river basin is home
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to a surprising diversity of species due to a littoral nutrient load that surpasses that of comparable
regions in most temperate climates and many tropical zones. These include the greatest species
density of amphibians and reptiles north of Mexico, the most species of freshwater fish in the state,
and the largest number of freshwater gastropod and bivalve species in the panhandle (Clewell
1977; Elder and Cairns 1982:839; Couch et al. 1996:28, 37). This environment supported the wideranging subsistence strategies of the region’s native inhabitants for thousands of years, where they
relied primarily on wild, aquatic resources as well as terrestrial hunting and gathering. Now slowed
by a series of erosion-resistant bluffs, The Apalachicola River’s eastward migration has left a wide
and swampy floodplain to the west that broadens as it nears the Gulf of Mexico (Campbell and
Hoenstine 1982:4; Leitman et al. 1984:A6; Donoghue and White 1995:659). The forested
floodplain is the largest in the state of Florida, covering 175 mi2 (450 km2) sustained primarily by
seasonal floods that connect its bottomland environments (Leitman et al. 1984:A1; Elder et al.
1988:D2; Light et al. 1994:6; Couch et al. 1996:28; Light et al. 1998). The development of highly
productive bottomlands, river terraces, and estuarine wetlands has been credited with the veritable
explosion of material culture visible in the southeast’s archaeological record after the Archaic
period (e.g. Anderson and Sassaman 2011). The entire drainage basin is nearly 2,500 mi2 (6,500
km2) and it is naturally divisible into upper, middle, and lower portions that are used to group the
Middle Woodland mounds included in this thesis (Light et al. 1998; Elder et al.1988; Edmiston
2008:10).
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Upper Valley
The upper valley includes the first 29 mi (47 km) of the Apalachicola River below the Jim
Woodruff Dam, bordered by Jackson and Calhoun Counties to the west and Gadsden and Liberty
Counties to the east. The upper valley is carved into an upland district called the Tallahassee Hills
that extends 20 mi (32 km) south of the Georgia border. Similar to the Marianna Lowlands
relationship to the Dougherty Plains west of the river, the Tallahassee Hills are roughly equivalent
to Georgia’s Tifton Uplands immediately to the north. The river and its tributaries divide this
variably named, once-contiguous upland formation into a series of smaller slopes and ridges that
are separated by riverine valleys (Puri and Vernon 1964; Leitman et al. 1984:A5, Figure 3; Scott
1992:11, Figure 4; Torak et al. 1996:5, Figure 2). Through the upper valley, the Apalachicola River
features “…long straight reaches, and wide, gentle bends” and is deeply entrenched, and bounded
to the east by steep bluffs, which can be 100 to 150 ft (30 to 45 m) tall (Leitman et al. 1984:A6).
The low karst plains west of the river stand in stark contrast to the river’s eastern bank, where steep
slopes harbor microclimates in which more-northern species thrive and contribute to some of the
greatest plant diversity north of Mexico (Livingston 1991:367). The Middle Woodland mounds in
the upper valley are frequently located east of the river on top of the steep bluffs, and steephead
springs probably provided the most immediate source of fresh water for the inhabitants of the
nearby domestic sites. The floodplain below is comparatively narrow, only one to two mi (1.5 to
three km) in width and lacks any recorded Middle Woodland mounds. Linear middens, however,
can be found on the deeply alluviated riverbank levees that range from 400 to 600 ft (120 to 180
m) in width and can reach heights of 15 ft (4.5 m) (Leitman et al. 1984:A6).
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Middle Valley
The middle valley begins slightly north of Blountstown near Alum Bluff at a geological
feature known as the Cody Escarpment, a 6-m decline in elevation that separates the uplands from
Gulf Coastal Lowlands. Here, the river separates Calhoun and Gulf Counties to the west from
Liberty County to the east. The middle valley is contained entirely within a lowland physiographic
district shaped by the tides and currents of higher Plio-Pleistocene seas (Couch et al. 1996:7).
Through this portion of the valley, the river’s meanders form large loops in the north which grow
smaller and tighter to the south as the terrain begins to level (Leitman et al. 1984:A6). Tributary
creeks and streams run perpendicular to the river channel, occupying the depressions of ancient
lagoons and bays formed behind barrier islands from when the coast was much farther north
millennia ago (Randazzo and Jones 1997). Abandoned meander loops are recognizable by the
curvilinear shell middens that were deposited on their banks prior to the river’s migration. Through
the middle valley, the floodplain expands to a width of two to three mi (three to five km) and
middens can be found on the deeply alluviated riverbank levees, which range from 200 to 400 ft
(60 to 120 m) wide and eight to 13 ft (2.5 to four m) tall (Leitman et al. 1984:A6). The low areas
surrounding the river have very few recorded Middle Woodland mounds, which are instead located
on the elevated terrain on either side of the floodplain. The bluffs that dominate the upper valley’s
eastern bank are greatly diminished across the 35 mi (56 km) that comprise the middle valley, but
a tremendous amount of vertical biological diversity is still retained. Along the eastern bank, the
Beacon Slope grades south from the Cody Escarpment and elevations as high as 150 ft (45 m)
above sea level in the north descend to nearly 50 ft (15 m) above sea level downriver.
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Lower Valley
The area south of the Chipola Cutoff, near Wewahitchka, comprises the Apalachicola
River’s lower valley. From Wewahitchka to the confluence of the Jackson River, the river itself
forms the boundary between Gulf County to the west and Franklin County to the east. The lower
valley is entirely within the Gulf Coastal Plains physiographic region, a low-relief landscape of
sandy, acidic soils deposited by Plio-Pleistocene seas (Couch et al. 1996:7). The river flows
significantly straighter through the lower valley as there is little local relief and elevations rarely
exceed 50 ft (15 m) above sea level. For the same reason, the river is tidally influenced as many
as 25 mi (40 km) upstream (Leitman et al. 1984:A6; Couch et al. 1996:20; Light et al. 1998:3).
Prior to the Early Archaic, roughly 5,000 to 4,000 B.C., the Apalachicola River flowed west of its
current position through what is now Lake Wimico and the Jackson River (Donoghue and White
1995:659). As the grated east it left a broad, swampy floodplain behind it, and the floodplain
reaches its maximum width of four mi (seven km) in the lower valley. Relict channels of the
Apalachicola, such as Lake Wimico and the Jackson River, now flow into the big river as tributary
and distributary creeks and streams, and freshwater shell middens can be found on elevated areas
such as hardwood hammocks and the banks of these streams. The Apalachicola River’s natural
levees are smallest in the lower valley, ranging between 50 to 150 ft (15 to 45 m) wide and two to
eight ft (0.5 to 2.5 m) in height (Leitman et al. 1984:A6). While there are several Middle Woodland
mounds in the lower valley, most of the nearby occupation was farther south adjacent to
Apalachicola Bay or along the coast. The low density of recorded sites is likely artificial, perhaps
due to the heavy alluviation of the lower valley. The abundant wetlands in the lower valley are
some of the most productive ecosystems in the world and surely would have appealed to the
region’s native inhabitants (Nicholas 1988:268).
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Chipola River
The Chipola River emerges from the confluence of Marshall and Cowart’s creeks in the
Dougherty Plains physiographic district of lower Alabama and drains the Marianna Lowlands to
the south before reaching the coastal plain. The river flows a brilliant clear blue-green from the
abundant springs which feed it owing to a lack of sediment along its bedrock bottom (Edmiston
2008:49). As the Chipola River flows south it bisects the relict upland ridges that precede the
coastal plain, separating the once-contiguous slope into several separate formations, including the
New Hope Ridge and Fountain Slope to the west and the Grand Ridge to the east (Puri and Vernon
1964; Leitman et al. 1984:A5, Figure 3; Scott 1992:11, Figure 4; Torak et al. 1996:4, 5, Figure 2).
The river may flow through an old channel of the Chattahoochee prior to a series of stream capture
events in the late Pleistocene to early Holocene. The Chipola is a recent river, formed as rising sea
levels through the terminal Pleistocene connected series of subterranean sinkhole springs (Bryan
et al. 2008:100). There is more evidence of Paleoindian and Archaic occupation along the Chipola
River than anywhere else in the entire research region (Kreiser 2019) because during these periods
when sea levels were lower and fresh water was scarcer across Florida’s interior, people
congregated in the areas immediately around springs. The Apalachicola River had many springs
as well, but unlike the Chipola River its associated Paleoindian and Archaic sites have been buried
by deep alluviation as the river migrated eastward. As sea levels rose through the Archaic,
productive bottomlands, river terraces, and estuarine wetlands developed, and a fluorescence of
material culture is visible in the archaeological record. The Chipola River’s floodplain now
contains over 40 mi2 (100 km2) of wetlands, and these rich ecosystems provided a diversity of
resources for its native inhabitants’ broad-spectrum subsistence strategies through the Woodland
period (Couch et al. 1996:28).
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Tributary creeks and streams flowing roughly northwest-southeast occupy the space
between ancient beach ridges formed when the coast was much farther north, and several of have
become dammed due to the river’s high sediment loads (Rupert 1990:3; Leitman et al. 1984:A6).
While some of the lakes and ponds are more recent, such as Dead Lake (Elder et al. 1988:D2), it
is possible that tributaries were intermittently dammed during Middle Woodland times as well.
Immediately south of Dead Lake at Chipola River Mile 41, approximately 13 mi (21 km) above
the Chipola River’s confluence with the Apalachicola River, the Chipola River forms a three-mi
(five-km) cutoff channel that siphons off nearly quarter of the Apalachicola River’s discharge flow
(Leitman et al. 1984:A2: Elder et al. 1988:D2; Edmiston 2008:10). The area between the cutoff
channel and the rivers’ confluence, 45 linear km inland at navigation mi 28, is an uninhabited
island, 16 km long and four km wide, composed mostly of inaccessible forest swamp. Half of the
Middle Woodland mounds along the Chipola River are within this expanse, including one mound
located along the cutoff channel, though none are on the cutoff island.

Apalachicola Bay
Apalachicola Bay is one of Florida’s most productive estuaries, famous for supplying a
plurality of the nation’s oyster harvest. I have separated the bay from the rest of the lower valley
in this thesis because the Middle Woodland mounds adjacent to the bay are distinct from those in
the rest of the research region: they are located closer together, contain more burials, and are nearer
to associated habitation sites than other mounds in the research region. The bay is approximately
40 mi (65 km) in length and between one and seven mi (two to 12 km) wide with a surface area
that exceeds 200 mi2 (500 km2). Its average depth is between six and nine ft (two to three m) as
the bay slopes gently toward the barrier islands that shield the shallow estuary from the Gulf of
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Mexico, where it reaches a maximum depth of 12 ft (4 m). The bay experiences up to five diurnal
tides that average one m in depth, and the movement of water within the estuary is determined
primarily by this tidal action coupled with wind currents (Livingston 1991:363; Edmiston 2008:1112; Osterman et al. 2009:395). The high productivity of the bay is sustained primarily by the
nutrient-dense detritus carried downriver from the floodplain. The impact of the river’s seasonally
variable freshwater input on the bay’s salinity also contributes to the high productivity of the
ecosystem (Elder and Cairns 1982; Elder et al. 1988; Couch et al. 1996:28; Livingston 1991:376).
These factors made the bay area an appealing place for long-term habitation among the region’s
Middle Woodland inhabitants. Evidence of this occupation is extant as the highest density of
Middle Woodland mounds in the entire region is found along the mainland bayshore.
Geological and archaeological data indicate that the bay has migrated substantially over
time, and it remains an incredibly dynamic waterway. Middle Woodland sites are generally located
on the main river itself, along its small tributary creeks, and along shore where these creeks empty
into the bay. Some of the smaller waterways adjacent to the Apalachicola may be paleochannels
where the main river once flowed. The migration of the river has been influenced primarily by the
Apalachicola Embayment, fluctuations in eustatic sea level, and the river’s high rate of alluviation
which continues to obscure many archaeological sites (Patterson and Herrick 1971:7-13;
Donoghue 1993:296, Figure 3; Bryan et al. 2008). The Apalachicola River remains the primary
conveyer of clastic sediments to the eastern Gulf of Mexico and it deposits 1.5 million metric tons
of silty sediment annually behind a chain of barrier islands as it continues to prograde south at an
average rate of more than seven ft (two m) per year (Kofoed and Gorsline 1963:212-14; Doyle and
Sparks 1980:910, 913; Donoghue 1992, 1993). When people first arrived in the Southeast sea
levels were lower, the river flowed west of its current position, and its delta was located farther
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south on the Floridian Plateau in what is now the Gulf of Mexico. As sea levels rose through the
Holocene, the river’s delta briefly retreated northward up its valley and the river began to migrate
east. Approximately 6,000 years ago, the delta began to assume its current configuration and the
landscape is hypothesized to have become more suitable for human habitation, with the coast
assuming its modern arrangement by the end of the Woodland period (Schnable and Goodell
1968:23; Donoghue and White 1995:659; Osterman et al. 2009:401-03). As the estuary developed
through the late Holocene, more sites appear in the archaeological record and an increase in
population has been hypothesized. It remains probable that many earlier sites are unrecorded and
buried beneath alluvium, but that the modern, deeply alluviated delta still retains the high density
of Middle Woodland mounds in the region suggests that this was the always the case.

St. Vincent and St. George Sounds
St. Vincent Sound and St. George Sound are the westernmost and easternmost portions of
Apalachicola Bay (Edmiston 2008). However, I have separated them from Apalachicola Bay in
this thesis because the tributaries around which many Middle Woodland mounds are located are
unconnected to the Apalachicola River and instead feed directly into the adjacent sounds. The
sounds are bounded to the south by a chain of barrier islands, and the formation of these islands
was instrumental to the estuarine developments of the late Holocene. The high productivity and
diverse resources provided by these estuaries is not unrelated to the density of occupation seen
along the bayshore during the Middle Woodland period (Donoghue and White 1995). During this
time, people living along the bayshore relied heavily on its estuarine resources, so the ecological
importance of the barrier islands may have been indirectly influential to the developments of the
Woodland period. Evidence suggests the barrier chain began with the growth of offshore shoals
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6,400 years before present and that the islands are at least 4,000 to 4,500 years old (Osterman et
al. 2009:403; Twichell et al. 2013:33). The east-west oriented islands restrict the influx of marine
waters to the bay and shield it from high-energy waves inbound from the Gulf of Mexico
(Donoghue 1992, 1993). Geomorphological reconstruction of the river’s movement has relied
upon archaeological data (Donoghue 1993:201; Donoghue and White 1995; Forrest 2007) which
indicate that only the bayside portion of these barrier islands were occupied by the region’s native
peoples. However, there is currently no evidence of any Middle Woodland mounds on any of the
barrier islands themselves.

St. Joseph Bay and Peninsula
St. Joseph Peninsula is a 15-mi (24-km) long barrier spit, west of Apalachicola Bay, that
extends north-south from the tip of Cape San Blas and separates St. Joseph Bay from the Gulf of
Mexico. Located 8 mi (13 km) west of Indian Pass, St. Joseph Bay is not a part of the modern
Apalachicola River’s drainage. Streams used to flow from the lower valley to the smaller bay
(White 2005:1, 2010:8), but the flow of the entire hydrologic system has been altered by
engineering endeavors of the last several centuries (e.g. Leitman et al. 1991). Furthermore, the
prehistoric cultural continuity of St. Joseph Bay with the broader Apalachicola system reflects that
connection and for this reason the bay is included in the research region. However, the area around
St. Joseph Bay is archaeologically unique because its shell middens are generally composed of
large gastropods, as opposed to the oysters and freshwater clams that make up other shell middens
in the research region (White et al. 2002; White 2005, 2010).
There is evidence of Middle Woodland mound building and habitation on the peninsula
and the landward side of the bay. The peninsula is less than a km wide, with an average width of
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only 300 m, and its surface consists of a series of parallel beach ridges and dunes (Florida
Department of Environmental Protection [FDEP] 2008). Fresh water can be found between swales
during most of the year and probably provided the nearest source of fresh water for the Middle
Woodland people who lived there year-round harvesting gastropods on some of the peninsula’s
oldest dune ridges (Rizk 1992; White et al. 2002; White 2005, 2010; Harke 2012; Harke et al.
2015). At least 5,000 years ago, the peninsula was two separate barrier islands – the landform did
not assume its modern configuration until the two islands merged near the end of the Woodland
period. When hurricane Michael made landfall in late 2018, it bisected the peninsula at Eagle
Harbor and returned the landform to its barrier island configuration. Due to longshore drift,
sediment eroded from the southern end of the peninsula is deposited at its northern tip and the
landform is expanding in length. Rates of erosion at the peninsula’s southern end have been
measured between 16 and 24 ft (five and seven m) per year for over a century, making the area
around Cape San Blas the fastest-eroding coastline in Florida (Bryan et al. 2008).
Behind Cape San Blas and St. Joseph Peninsula is St. Joseph Bay, which ranges between
eight and 8 mi (13 km) in width, with its only opening to the Gulf being a 2-mi (3-km) wide
passage east of the peninsula’s northern tip. It is an important habitat for marine grasses and
migratory birds and is well-known for its abundance of shellfish (FDEP 2008). A lack of
freshwater influx in conjunction with the barrier peninsula’s limiting effect on current circulation
causes the bay to be hypersaline (Davis 1997:166-67; Rupert 1991). It is the only body of water
along the eastern gulf coast that lacks freshwater influence (FDEP 2008), though Depot Creek may
have been connected to Lake Wimico and the Jackson River during the Middle Woodland period
(White 2005:1, 2010:8).
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CHAPTER THREE:
METHODS

Literature Review
Over the course of two decades after the turn of the twentieth century, Clarence Bloomfield
Moore made three separate trips up the rivers and along the coast in search of the elaborately
decorated ware interred with burials in these Middle Woodland mounds. Moore reported on each
of his excavations which were published in the Journal of the Academy of Natural Sciences, which
were compiled by Brose and White (1999) into one edited volume. In 1901, Moore published
“Certain Aboriginal Remains of the Northwest Florida Coast, Part I” and followed the next year
with “Certain Aboriginal Remains of the Northwest Florida Coast, Part II.” In 1903, he published
“Certain Aboriginal Mounds of the Apalachicola River,” which focused on the Apalachicola River
and its tributaries. In 1907, he published “Mounds of the lower Chattahoochee and Lower Flint
Rivers” and he would not again write about the region for over a decade. Finally, in 1918 he
published “The Northwestern Florida Coast Revisited,” which included three mounds along the
Apalachicola River and one along the Flint River that he was remiss to visit during his earlier
expeditions. Although Moore’s reporting was sometimes no more than a paragraph or two, many
of his accounts were more detailed and included illustrations of pottery and other artifacts.
Of the 42 Middle Woodland mounds now known in the research region, Moore recorded
all but seven of them. Given the destructive nature of his excavations and years of damage from
natural and anthropogenic processes (e.g. erosion, flooding, looting, agriculture, urban
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development, etc.), Moore’s accounts remain the best primary source material for discerning how
most of these mounds may have originally appeared and what they contained. Moore’s work was
later reviewed by Gordon Willey (1949), who classified the ceramic types and identified them as
Middle Woodland based upon elaborate burial ceremonialism, developing the regional ceramic
chronology that is still in use today with only minor modifications. Willey revisited a few of the
sites excavated by Moore but did not complete any excavations of his own, instead utilizing
Moore’s publications and the ceramics housed in collections at the R.S. Peabody Museum and the
Heye Foundation. Since 1981, Nancy White has been operating the archaeological research
program in the Apalachicola – lower Flint and Chattahoochee River Valley. She has conducted
excavations at several of the 35 Middle Woodland mounds known to Moore and has also recorded
six of the seven Middle Woodland mounds that were unknown to him at the time of his
excavations.
The research contained in this thesis relates only to the mounds whose known contents can
be directly related to the Middle Woodland period. Mound sites were identified through a thorough
review of all available literature and records, many of which are contained in the University of
South Florida’s Archaeology Laboratory – review of these resources was ultimately the principle
means of data collection for this research. Willey’s (1949) work was also revisited, and mounds
were identified using White’s (2009) locally adapted and revised version of his original ceramic
chronology. The principal modification of Willey’s chronology has been the refining of his
temporal sequence with the abundance of radiocarbon dates obtained in the latter half of the
twentieth century. At a regional scale, this has served to divide the Woodland sequence into three
parts: Early, Middle, and Late. At a more local scale, some of the ceramic types delineated by
Willey have been folded into a few broader categories. For instance, the types Willey (1949:282;
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389-391) identifies as Crystal River Zoned Red and Pierce Zoned Red are better subsumed under
the broader category of Weeden Island Zoned Red (White 2013:52). Another significant alteration
relevant to the research presented in this thesis is the elimination of “Santa Rosa” from Willey’s
Santa Rosa-Swift Creek Complex. The Santa Rosa variety of ceramic decoration is relatively rare
in this part of northwest Florida, instead being more common to the west along the Gulf Coast near
Pensacola and into the Gulf Shores area of Alabama (White 2009:7, 2013:53).
White’s (2009) sorting guide follows Willey (1949) in that each ceramic complex
subsumes a variety of surface treatments diagnostic of different time periods, and styles within
each complex may represent either, or both, early and late portions of a cultural sequence through
time. This approach to ceramic seriation acknowledges the significant overlap between the Swift
Creek and early Weeden Island complexes during the Middle Woodland period in this part of
northwest Florida. Although Swift Creek ceramics begin to appear in Early Woodland times,
possibly two or three centuries before the fluorescence of early Weeden Island types, the two styles
are ubiquitous together at Middle Woodland sites in the region. Swift Creek continues in small
numbers into Late Woodland times, while the early Weeden Island types disappear. White
(2013:52) suggests that the Swift Creek and early Weeden Island complexes are neither reflective
of separate cultures nor separate periods but are instead contemporaneous styles of ceramic
decoration that were both discarded in occupational middens and interred in burial mounds across
the region during the Middle Woodland period. What is recognized as the Middle Woodland period
draws to a close as the traditions of burial mound ceremonialism wane regionally, giving way to
the Late Woodland period (A.D. 700-1000), with its less elaborate pottery, as early Weeden Island
ceramics vanish from archaeological assemblages leaving only the types Willey (1945, 1949)
identified as Weeden Island II.
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An advantage of using ceramic typology for site chronology is that historical accounts and
private collections can be relied upon more readily. While these sources of data may lack the sound
application of modern professional methodologies, their documentation of ceramic types can be
used unencumbered to determine site chronology. Very few of the mounds included in this thesis
have been excavated by professional archeologists since C.B. Moore, so many of the data
contained in this thesis have been drawn directly from Moore’s notes and published reports with
reference made to Willey’s interpretations when relevant. What information could not be
determined from these sources was often obtained from unpublished technical reports submitted
to the Florida Master Site File. Data used to supplement these written sources were obtained from
archaeological materials available for study in private collections. The data researchers are able to
obtain are frequently determined by the resources they have can access. Only by piecing these
various sources together has it been possible to achieve a more-complete rendering of Middle
Woodland mound ceremonialism in this region.

Database Construction
For all 42 Middle Woodland mounds (Table 1), tabular data were collected in five broad
categories. The first category is generic site identification data, including the site name and state
identification number as well as whether the mound has been relocated by professional
archaeologists. Generally speaking, mounds which have not been relocated in the field have had
their location estimated with a “general vicinity” based on historic accounts and informant reports.
While I included the Universal Transverse Mercator coordinates for each site in the database, I
have omitted these from the thesis to protect the location of these sensitive sites. For the same
reason, each site’s navigational distance inland along the region’s waterways have been rounded
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to the nearest whole integer. These River Miles are the official navigation aid along the region’s
waterways and are plotted on the 7.5-minute USGS quadrangle maps. A related type of data I
recorded was the geospatial relationships each mound shared with the landscape, principally, the
distance and direction of each from a water source and a contemporaneous habitation area. In the
database, distance was recorded in meters (m) and I used first-letter designations for all cardinal
directions.
A second category of data I recorded was the mounds’ physical characteristics, specifically
their height and basal dimensions in m. The mounds’ footprints were calculated as
Area=π(radius)2 for circular mounds and as Area=π(length)(width) for ellipsoidal mounds. This
was intended to serve as an alternate metric to convey mound size, specifically as a substitute for
mound volume, which was not possible to calculate with the data available. For these data, I
generally gave privilege to the earliest recorded accounts of mound size because many of the
region’s Middle Woodland constructions have been impacted by historic and/or modern
anthropogenic forces and natural erosion that have altered their dimensions. When possible, I kept
record of each mound’s construction material, including soil color and texture as well as the
general stratigraphy.
Another important category of data I recorded was the number of burials in each mound as
well as their general locations. For locational data, I used the same directional abbreviation I’ve
already outlined with the addition “C” denoting the center of the mound. However, this number is
not necessarily representative of the total number of individuals interred in each mound. Remains
were often intermingled and/or interred g masse, and a minimum number of individuals was often
not recorded by those who excavated. Whenever possible, I noted the presence of non-adult
remains in the category “Sub-Adult.” When the data allowed, I recorded the types of burial
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represented by the human remains. Though many were ambiguous, and some bridged categories,
I recognized seven different types of burials. The first was extended interments, in which the
remains were lying prone or supine. The second type was flexed burials, wherein the individual’s
lower limbs had been drawn toward the chest. Bundle burials are those that consisted of
disarticulated bones which may have been bound together. In the contexts of excavation, bundle
burials are typically identifiable by the presence of disarticulated skulls, long bones, and/or bone
fragments in close proximity with no apparent anatomical orientation. This is in contrast to the
burial of isolated skulls, which are disarticulated but lacking a complement of long bones. A
separate category was created for cremated remains, also called cremains. These consisted of bone
that had been exposed to sufficient heat long enough to become calcined, a very rare occurrence
in Middle Woodland burial mounds. While many of the burial types I recognized could represent
remains that had been excavated and re-interred, I reserved the category of secondary burials for
instances in which the author or excavator specifically suggests that a burial is secondary. The
final type of burial I recognized was “Other,” a catch-all category to describe remains that did not
fit into any of these other burial types. Most often, this was populated by the mention of scattered,
fragmentary, or badly decayed remains that defied determination of type. Most of the documented
human remains from these Middle Woodland mounds were excavated by C.B. Moore, and while
he sometimes recorded the number of each burial type, this level of detail was not consistently
reported. In order to homogenize the dataset, I recorded burial type as presence (“X”) versus
absence (“-“) as this was the least common denominator of detail I encountered in the available
data. An asterisk (*) included with presence data (e.g. X*) indicates that the remains featured
cranial flattening. When in doubt that a particular type of interment was represented, I coded the
database entry as “Poss,” for possible.
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I used a similar approach to document the ceramic assemblage: I recorded the ceramics’
generalized location and distribution within each mound using the directional abbreviations
outlined above but added whether or not they were associated with burials. Given that burial
association was difficult to determine independently, I generally privileged the assessment of the
primary author and/or excavator whenever possible. For instance, Moore consistently noted
whether items were associated with remains or loose in the sand. At the time of his excavations,
however, a ceramic chronology had not been formally established. Still, he noted whether plain,
check-stamped, complicated-stamped, incised, punctate, red-painted, and basally perforated, or
“killed,” vessels were present. Given the typology we now utilize, I was able to determine the
presence (“X”) and/or absence (“-“) of Swift Creek and early Weeden Island types. I also recorded
the presence/absence of basal perforation, plain undecorated ware, check-stamped surface
treatment, Archaic period fiber-tempered ceramics, Early Woodland ceramic types including
Deptford decoration and tetrapodal vessels, and Mississippi-period ceramic types in the mounds’
assemblages. When I was uncertain that a particular ceramic type was present, I used the entry
“Poss” to indicate its potential presence. Whenever possible, I recorded the diagnostic types from
each of these ceramic complexes using White’s (2009) sorting guide. In this assessment, I only
included items recovered directly from the burial mounds themselves and excluded material found
on the surface around them. This was in order to avoid conflating earlier and/or later occupations
surrounding mounds with their interments and construction.
The last category of data I recorded was non-ceramic artifacts in the mounds, including
locations and whether or not they were associated with burials, using the same methods as for
ceramics. Most of the materials I cataloged were a variety of ecofacts and modified local resources,
including food waste and debitage consistent with midden being used as mound fill. Some
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materials indicate that exchange was occurring within the research region (e.g. marine shells at
inland sites), but there were also materials from much farther away which are characteristic of
Middle Woodland mound ceremonialism. Specifically, I tabulated the presence (“X”) and/or
absence (“-“) of copper, mica, galena, steatite, stone celts, and ceramic pipes. With the exception
of celts and ceramic pipes, which are also frequently found in Middle Woodland mounds through
the south and Midwest, all of these items are non-local minerals that were probably associated
with Middle Woodland mound ceremonialism. The mica, steatite, and greenstone used to make
many celts were all probably imported from their closest known sources in the southern
Appalachian Mountains of north Georgia. The galena may have come from as far away as the
Ozark Mountains of Missouri and Arkansas, as there are no other known sources closer to the
research region. The copper, however, probably traveled the farthest, either through direct
exchange or down-the-line trade of finished goods or raw material. The nearest known sources of
raw copper are located in the Great Lakes region and generally raw nuggets were cold hammered
into sheets used to decorate items of personal adornment (Bernadini and Carr 2005:626). In
addition to these specific items, I documented all other non-ceramic material I could, including
shell artifacts and other unmodified ecofacts, to provide a thorough account of the material
correlates of Middle Woodland mound ceremonialism in this region of the Southeast. Once again,
when it was unclear if a particular material was present, I used the entry “Poss” to indicate its
potential presence.

X-Ray Fluorescence Study
Another way I examined Middle Woodland burial mound contents was to conduct pXRF
analysis of selected ceramic sherds from one of them. This kind of study shows trace elements in
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the pottery to determine if different types were made of the same clays or not, indicating the same
or multiple sources or places of manufacture for the different types. First, the method is described,
then the explanation for using it and description of the sample.

Overview of the Method
X-ray fluorescence spectrometry is a method of measuring the elemental composition of
materials. Its advantages compared with other methods are its speed and accuracy, its portability,
and most important, its non-destructive sampling process. Though the technique has been used
through much of the twentieth century, it has recently gained traction in archaeological
communities. X-rays were discovered by Wilhelm K. Röntgen in 1895, but it wasn’t until 1909
that Charles G. Barkla recognized a relationship existed between X-ray radiation and the atomic
weight of irradiated samples. In 1913, Henry G.J. Mosely operationalized this observation,
utilizing X-rays to assign atomic numbers to the known elements. He is consequently credited with
the reorganization of the periodic table accordingly (Jenkins 1999; Shackley 2011). While this bit
of historical background is not strictly relevant to the archaeological research in this thesis, it does
illustrate the fundamental mechanism by which XRF spectrometry operates. When X-rays make
contact with any given material, they interact with its atomic structure in such a way that an
emission of fluorescent radiation may result. Each element in the periodic table produces unique
secondary radiation and thus the X-rays produced by irradiated samples can be used to determine
materials’ elemental composition. Glascock (2011) describes XRF as a two-step process: (1) an
emission of short-wavelength electromagnetic radiation, called an incident X-ray, strikes an atom
and dislodges an electron from one of the inner atomic orbitals, creating an inner-orbital electron
vacancy that causes the particle to become unstable. Next, (2) to compensate for the electron
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vacancy and regain stability, an outer-orbital electron moves inward to fill the inner-orbital void
and in doing so releases a smaller amount of electromagnetic energy in the form of X-ray photons,
called fluorescent X-rays. The entire ionization process is called excitation, and the resulting
photon radiation is what XRF spectrometry actually measures. The radiation is identifiable
principally because of the known, quantifiable energy differences between elements and their
respective electron orbitals.
Each orbital shell holds its electrons in place with a different quantity of energy, and innershell electrons are more strongly united to their orbitals than outer-shell electrons are to theirs –
this is why the migration of an outer-shell electron to an inner orbital releases a small amount of
fluorescent radiation (Shackley 2011). The amount of energy transmitted by this fluorescent
radiation is equal to the energy differential between the two electron shells and is distinctive for
each element, regardless of isotopic form (Glascock 2011). XRF spectrometry is most concerned
with four concentric atomic orbitals which are labeled, from innermost to outermost, K, L, M, and
N. When a K-shell vacancy is filled by an L-shell electron it is called a Kα emission; when filled
by an M-shell electron it is called a Kβ emission. Similarly, when an L-shell vacancy is filled by
an M-shell electron it is called an Lα emission and when filled by an N-shell electron it is called
an Lβ emission (Figure 3). α-emissions transmit more electromagnetic energy than β-emissions
and K-shell emissions transmit more electromagnetic energy than L-shell emissions. The most
common transition is for a K-shell vacancy to be filled by an L-shell electron and the resulting Kα
emission is the most intense of those measured by XRF spectroscopy (Tykot 2016; Shackley 2011;
Glascock 2011). with four concentric atomic orbitals which are labeled, from innermost to
outermost, K, L, M, and N. When a K-shell vacancy is filled by an L-shell electron it is called a
Kα emission; when filled by an M-shell electron it is called a Kβ emission. Similarly, when an L46
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Figure 3: Diagram of orbital transitions, adapted from Shackley (2011:17, Figure 2.1)
shell vacancy is filled by an M-shell electron it is called an Lα emission and when filled by an Nshell electron it is called an Lβ emission Figure 3). α-emissions transmit more electromagnetic
energy than β-emissions and K-shell emissions transmit more electromagnetic energy than L-shell
emissions. The most common transition is for a K-shell vacancy to be filled by an L-shell electron
and the resulting Kα emission is the most intense of those measured by XRF spectroscopy (Tykot
2016; Shackley 2011; Glascock 2011).
The scenario outlined above is referred to as direct excitation, but it is worth noting that
several attenuation processes, namely absorption and scatter, may occur when incident radiation
comes into contact with a sample (Jenkins 1999). Extrapolating from Shackley (2011), all of these
processes are collectively referred to as matrix effects. The difference between absorption and
scatter is relatively straightforward: absorption occurs when the energy of an incident photon is
converted to energy within an atom, whereas scattering involves the deflection of the incident
photon, usually due to collision with electrons (Markowicz 2002). It is important to note that
neither absorption nor scatter cause fluorescence, though scatter may cause indirect excitation.
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Compton scattering, also called incoherent or elastic scattering, occurs when some of the incident
radiation’s energy is lost as it comes into contact with a loosely bound electron that recoils upon
impact, sending the incident beam away with a net energy loss (Shackley 2011). Rayleigh scatter,
also called coherent or inelastic scattering, occurs when the incident beam comes into contact with
a tightly bound electron and is deflected without any loss of energy. In both cases, the deflected
beam may continue to cause excitation in adjacent atoms in a process known as indirect excitation
(Mantler et al. 2006). Additionally, when the incident beam first comes into contact with a sample,
it is slowed by the material through which it is passing and releases broad-wavelength radiation
called bremsstrahlung¸ or braking radiation. This braking radiation is quantified by the DuaneHunt law and often treated by XRF analyses as a type of scatter (Jenkins 1999; Markowicz 2002).
When an incident beam does cause excitation, it is also possible for the atom that has lost its
electron to regain stability by ejecting another, loosely-bound electron from one of its outer
orbitals. This phenomenon is called the Auger effect and does not result in fluorescent radiation,
though the ejected particle, called an Auger electron, may proceed to cause indirect excitation and
fluorescence of adjacent atoms (Jenkins 1999; Markowicz 2002).
The incident radiation may also be diffracted by reflecting off the repeating, internal
crystalline-lattice structure of some minerals. When diffracted, photons travel in definite and
predictable directions, and the behavior of diffracted photons is defined by Bragg’s Law. Using
Bragg’s Law, the diffracted beam can be studied to determine the atomic structure of the diffracting
material (Jenkins 1999; Markowicz 2002). It is also possible for the incident beam to be reflected
directly back into the instrument’s detector, without causing any excitation at all, in a phenomenon
known as backscatter (Shackley 2011). Additionally, X-rays may interact with one another en
route to the detector, either increasing or negating one another’s wavelength amplitudes (Jenkins
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1999). This typically occurs when the Kβ wave of an element overlaps the Kα wave of a similar
but heavier element – for instance, the Kβ wave from an element with an atomic number Z
interferes with the Kα wave of an element whose atomic number is Z+1 (Markowicz 2008). Each
of these phenomena present differently in the X-ray spectra and are consequently important to
understanding and interpreting the results of XRF analysis. Many types of scatter and spectral
interference are filtered out by the proprietary software that converts fluorescent wavelengths into
readable spectra for the researcher (Potts and West 2008). Effects that are not adjusted through the
instrument’s matrix correction programs can be accounted for by the implementation of correction
algorithms during data processing.
There are two broad categories of XRF spectrometers that differ in how they measure
secondary radiation. Wavelength dispersive XRF (WD-XRF) operates on the basis of Bragg’s law,
using crystalline structures to separate and quantify fluorescent radiation by wavelength (Keng
2015b). Energy dispersive XRF (ED-XRF), on the other hand, identifies elements by measuring
the intensity of fluorescent radiation, separating characteristic secondary X-rays into a fluorescent
energy spectrum (Tykot 2016; Keng 2015a). Portable XRF (pXRF) instruments are one such type
of ED-XRF spectrometer, as they identify elements by measuring the energy level of secondary
radiation rather than measuring wavelengths and attributing them to particular elements (see Craig
et al. [2007] for a comparison between ED-XRF and pXRF). All pXRF instruments contain an
excitation source, a sampling window, and a detector. The excitation source consists of a batterypowered, miniaturized X-ray tube containing an anode. The instruments typically allow the
operator to adjust the kilovoltage (kV) and micro amperage (µA) within the tube to optimize
excitation and the tube’s anode can be interchanged to optimize the excitation of certain elements
(Potts and West 2008). The incident beam produced by the Bruker Tracer III-SD measures five by
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seven millimeters and penetrates to depths of several millimeters (Tykot et al. 2013; Tykot 2016).
The fluorescent radiation that results is directed back to the instrument’s detector, a small silicon
conductor chip that converts photon radiation into an electric charge that is interpreted as X-ray
spectra by pulse processing electronics.
The trajectory of pXRF instrumentation has revolved around the development of detector
technology since at least 1970, and the Bruker Tracer-III series experienced the switch from a
Si(PIN) detector to a silicon drift detector (SDD) a decade ago. Si(PIN) technology actually
replaced an older generation of Si(Li) detectors that relied on lithium-ion drifting and required
cryogenic cooling using liquid nitrogen (Shackley 2011). Unlike the Si(Li) detectors, the small
Si(PIN) technology used Peltier cooling which greatly reduced the size and energy costs of the
XRF apparatus (Potts and West 2008). SDDs improved further upon the Si(PIN) technology with
increased sensitivity, better resolution, and higher count rates than either the Si(Li) detector and
the Si(PIN) technology (Tykot 2016; Potts and West 2008; Keng 2015a). In essence, the detector
produces an electrical charge when it encounters X-ray radiation; the charge created by the detector
is then sent to pulse processing hardware and converts the charge to a signal that is interpreted by
a multichannel analyzer (MCA). Because the wavelength characteristics of fluorescent radiation
differ between elements, when an X-ray of a particular wavelength and/or intensity is detected, the
MCA assigns it a channel number and records frequency data regarding how many times that
particular level and intensity of energy is observed. These data are stored in the instrument and
serve as the counts that are ultimately used to calculate elemental concentration (Potts and West
2008). However, it is important to note that XRF is ultimately a comparative analytical technique
– the spectrometer’s measurement of secondary X-ray intensity is not absolute. While the data are
useful for quantitative analysis and peak ratio sampling of homogenous matrices, they do not
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necessarily reflect true elemental quantities. As noted by Mantler and colleagues (2002:395), “the
determination of the true value of a physical quantity, for example of an element concentration, is
in principle impossible.”
When measuring unpainted and unslipped ceramic vessels, the depth of the incident beam’s
penetration is presumed to be representative of the entire artifact’s width, an extension of elemental
XRF theory referred to as infinite thickness. Still, multiple areas of the surface are often analyzed
to account for any potential heterogeneity that could impact data processing and interpretation.
Multivariate statistics comprise a suite of well-established techniques that can be used to interpret
the numerical data created by XRF analyses, and these techniques have proven successful in
proveniencing archaeological materials. When biplots and multivariate statistical techniques were
used, XRF matched and in some case even exceeded the ability of instrumental neutron activation
analyses (INAA) to differentiate sources from elemental data (Johnson 2011). Principal
components analysis (PCA) is one such multivariate statistical technique that is used to discern
which variables in large sets of data are most responsible for distinguishing between groups.
Generally, XRF analyses rely on the quasilinear relationships between fluorescent beam intensity
and elemental concentration (Helsen and Kuczumow 2002). While the precision of pXRF
measurements is quite high, careful calibration is necessary to ensure accuracy. Jenkins (1999:165)
describes X-ray production as a “random process” that generally conforms to a Gaussian
distribution wherein the random error associated with any given measurement, N, is equal to √N
such that 68.3% of the data falls within N ± √N, 95.4% of the data falls within N ± 2√N, and 99.7%
of the data falls within N ± 3√N. Though some have argued that absolute quantities are not
necessary for ceramic proveniencing, instrumental calibration is still a fundamental requirement
of XRF analyses (Lundblad et al. 2011).
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For quantitative analyses, however, both theoretical and empirical approaches attempt to
minimize error and are regularly used to translate counts into reasonably reliable concentrations.
The theoretical approach to spectrometer calibration is called the fundamental parameters (FP)
method, as it relies on the field of particle physics to model mathematically how atoms are
expected to respond when exposed to incident radiation under controlled conditions. Given the
charge of the incident beam and the valence of known elements, these models are used to calculate
the wavelengths and intensity of secondary radiation that may be expected from varying quantities
of elements. As such, calibrations utilizing fundamental parameters are considered to be a
universal, standardless approach. For these algorithms to operate properly, it is important to
calibrate instruments using pure samples of each element measured to ensure the program’s peak
fitting algorithms can accurately recognize and separate overlap in the spectra (Shackley 2011).
Alternatively, a standard reference material (SRM) of known composition can be analyzed with
an XRF spectrometer and an empirical calibration coefficient calculated using linear regression to
correct for any offset. In order to account for the unique matrix effects of particular specimens
accurately, however, it is necessary that the matrices of the SRMs analyzed are similar in
composition to the sample population (Van Grieken and Markowicz 2002; Beckhoff et al. 2006;
Glascock 2011). Techniques using these site-specific calibration standards (SCSS) are considered
to be more accurate than theoretically informed FP-approaches (Markowicz 2008). Regardless of
which method is used, calibration is the crux of accurate quantitative analysis, and well-designed
approaches eliminate many potential matrix effects.
Mantler and colleagues (2006:310) write “the general principle is that the ‘ideal’
calibration curve is assumed to be in principal linear, however affected by matrix effects and
thereby distorted…” which requires a series of mathematical corrections to be applied. Due to the
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quantum mechanics that govern how X-rays interact with the materials they contact, the
composition of the medium being studied has a significant impact on how incident radiation
behaves. Attenuation is particularly pronounced in nonhomogeneous samples, such as ceramics,
and is impacted by an artifact’s overall size, density, constituent particle size, and internal moisture
content in addition to surface curvature, roughness, and porosity (Shugar 2013). Many matrix
effects can be mitigated by quantitatively calibrating an instrument with a material of known
composition whose matrix is similar to that of the samples being studied. Indeed, specialized
correction coefficients that are calculated using SRMs compositionally similar to the sample
population are considered more accurate than other correction methods. In addition to
compositionally similar controls, standard reference samples should consist of single-component
and/or multi-component materials with elemental concentrations in the lower, middle, and upper
ranges of those expected to be encountered in the analysis (Mauser 2006; Markowicz 2008).
I conducted pXRF analysis of a sample of ceramic sherds from one Middle Woodland
burial mound, Richardson’s Hammock (8Gu10), at the University of South Florida’s
Archaeological Sciences Laboratory under the supervision of Laboratory Director Robert H.
Tykot, Ph.D. The analysis used a Bruker Tracer Vi fitted with a 12-millimeter aluminum (Al) + 1millimeter titanium (Ti) + 6-millimeter copper (Cu) filter. This filter was used to remove
background radiation and increase instrumental precision detecting mid-Z elements. The
instrument had been calibrated using a correction algorithm constructed by Tykot from analysis of
40 obsidian samples housed at the University of Missouri Research Reactor. Prior to being
analyzed with the Bruker Vi, these samples had also been analyzed using neutron activation
analysis (INAA), laser ablation inductively coupled plasma mass spectrometry (LA-ICP-MS), and
non-portable x-ray fluorescence spectroscopy (Glascock and Ferguson 2012). For this analysis,
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the spectrometer was set to 50 kilovolts (kV) and 35 microamperes (μA) and run for 60 seconds,
analyzing both the interior and exterior surface of each sherd. From the two readings, an average
value was calculated for each sherd and used in multivariate statistical analyses. Principal
components analysis was conducted using IBM’s SPSS Statistics 25, and the results of this
multivariate statistical analysis are reported in Chapter 5.
In addition to PCA, an independent samples t-test is an effective inferential statistical
method used to determine whether a measured variable is significantly different between two
unrelated groups. The formula accounts for sample variance and uses group means to test the
hypothesis that there is no difference between groups. The test assumes data are normally
distributed and provides significance values based upon whether the variance between groups is
equal or unequal. This latter condition is checked using Levene’s Test, which provides an Fstatistic and an associated significance level that indicates whether sample variances are equal
(F=1, p>0.05) or unequal (F≠1, p<0.05). The t-statistic represents the observed values’ variance
from a hypothesized value of no difference (t=0). The t-statistic’s p-value represents the
probability of obtaining a t-statistic with a similar or variation than the observed values. That is,
the p-value represents the probability of obtaining similar results. Given the assumption that the
groups are equal, a critical value of 0.05 is generally used such that a p-value that indicates there
is less than a 5% chance of obtaining the observed results justifies rejection of the “no difference”
null hypothesis. These statistical tests are instructive for illustrating the potential significance of
observed differences between groups, but caution must be exercised to prevent the conflation of
p-values with the probability of Type I and/or Type II errors.
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Sample Selection
The ceramics sampled in this analysis were taken from the University of South Florida
(USF) Archaeology Laboratory’s collections from the mound and midden at Richardson’s
Hammock (8Gu10). An overview of the collections sampled and the ceramic types selected is
provided in Table 2 with more detailed information provided in Table 3. Photos of each sample
are provided in Figures 4 through 53. A few Deptford-series sherds indicate that occupation of the
site may have begun during the Early Woodland period, but the linear gastropod midden along St.
Joseph Bay is mostly attributable to the site’s later Fort Walton occupation. At the north end of the
site, an earlier Middle Woodland midden is situated next to small contemporaneous mound which
also has some later Fort Walton material (White 2018; White et al. 2002). The ceramic samples
were recovered during excavations conducted by Nancy White and from anonymous individuals
who donated private collections to the University. Sherds recovered by White’s investigations
were excavated from the midden south of the burial mound whereas the samples from private
collections were obtained from the burial mound itself, before the land was purchased by the state
of Florida. An insufficient quantity of Swift Creek and early Weeden Island ceramics were
recovered from the midden to allow for any statistically meaningful evaluation of the similarities
and differences between ceramics interred in the mound and those discarded in the midden. This
issue of an exceedingly small sample of diagnostic ceramics obtained from the excavations in the
midden was part of the impetus for including private collections in the analysis. A total of 40
Middle Woodland sherds were selected: 20 Swift Creek Complicated-Stamped sherds and 20 early
Weeden Island sherds. Although the two Early Woodland and four Mississippian samples do not
comprise a sample size sufficient for statistical significance, they were included for comparison
with the Middle Woodland assemblage to inform future research questions.
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Table 2: Composition of the samples by collection
Ceramic
Series
Deptford
Weeden Island
Swift Creek
Fort Walton
Lake Jackson
TOTAL

USF Collection
1
1
3
2
2
9

JS
Collection
0
3
4
0
0
7

HJ
Collection
0
9
4
1
1
15

TJ
Collection
1
7
10
1
1
20

TOTAL
2
20
20
4
4
50

Table 3: List of the individual sample sherds subjected to pXRF analysis
pXRF #

Catalog #

Provenience

Contents

36834

JS-1

Burial mound

Weeden Island Incised

36835

JS-6

Burial mound

36836

JS-6

Burial mound

36837

JS-6

Burial mound

36838

JS-6

Burial mound

36839

JS-10

Burial mound

36840

JS-10

Burial mound

36878

01-90.1

TU E Level 3 N ½

36879

00-153.4

TUD Level 1

36880

00-164

TU C Level 2

36881

01-27

Surface

36882

01-27

Surface

36883

TJ-19.1

Burial mound

36884

TJ-19.1

Burial mound

36885

TJ-19.1

Burial mound
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Swift Creek
Complicated-Stamped
Swift Creek
Complicated-Stamped
Swift Creek
Complicated-Stamped
Swift Creek
Complicated-Stamped
Weeden Island
Punctated
Weeden Island
Punctated
Deptford Linear
Check-Stamped
Weeden Island Incised
Swift Creek
Complicated-Stamped
Swift Creek
Complicated-Stamped
Swift Creek
Complicated-Stamped
Swift Creek
Complicated-Stamped
Swift Creek
Complicated-Stamped
Swift Creek
Complicated-Stamped

Weight
(g)
139.8
17.0
24.2
33.3
8.2
230.5
246.8
37.4
4.9
28.8
39.0
14.6
26.8
5.0
12.7

Table 3 (continued)
Catalog #

Provenience

36886

TJ-19.1

Burial mound

36887

TJ-19.1

Burial mound

36888

TJ-19.1

Burial mound

36889

TJ-19.2

Burial mound

36890

TJ-19.1

Burial mound

36891

TJ-19.3

Burial mound

36892

TJ-19.2

Burial mound

Weeden Island Incised

4.5

36893

TJ-19.2

Burial mound

Weeden Island Incised

24.4

36894

TJ-19.2

Burial mound

Weeden Island Incised

36.7

36895

TJ-19.2

Burial mound

Weeden Island Incised

24.7

36896

TJ-19.2

Burial mound

Weeden Island Incised

15.8

36897

TJ-19.2

Burial mound

Weeden Island Incised

48.8

36898

TJ-19.2

Burial mound

Weeden Island Incised

20.2

36899

TJ-19.3

Burial mound

36900

18-HJ-2.3

Burial mound

36901

18-HJ-1.1

Burial mound

36902

18-HJ-2.6

Burial mound

36903

18-HJ-1.5

Burial mound

36904

18-HJ-2.7

Burial mound

36905

18-HJ-1.10

Burial mound
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Contents

Weight
(g)

pXRF #

Swift Creek
Complicated-Stamped
Swift Creek
Complicated-Stamped
Swift Creek
Complicated-Stamped
Swift Creek
Complicated-Stamped
Swift Creek
Complicated-Stamped
Swift Creek
Complicated-Stamped

Deptford SimpleStamped
Swift Creek
Complicated-Stamped
Weeden Island Incised
Weeden Island
Punctated
Weeden Island
Punctated
Weeden Island
Punctated
Weeden Island
Punctated

7.6
14.1
16.6
25.2
21.1
22.1

30.6
113.6
132.0
65.6
83.7
57.1
34.5

Table 3 (continued)
Weight
(g)

pXRF #

Catalog #

Provenience

Contents

36906

18-HJ-2.5

Burial mound

Weeden Island Incised

36907

19-HJ-1.13

Burial mound

36908

19-HJ-1.13

Burial mound

36909

19-HJ-1.13

Burial mound

36910

19-HJ-1.4

Burial mound

36911

19-HJ-1.3

Burial mound

36912

19-HJ-1.3

Burial mound

36913

00-50.3

Burial mound

Fort Walton Incised

25.9

36914

00-39.5

Burial mound

Fort Walton Incised

60.2

36915

00-142

Burial mound

Lake Jackson Rim

37.6

36916

00-65.1

Burial mound

Lake Jackson Rim

34.5

36917

19-TJ-2.5

Burial mound

Lake Jackson Rim

11.8

36918

19-TJ-2.4

Burial mound

Fort Walton Incised

45.7

36919

19-HJ-1.7

Burial mound

Fort Walton Incised

20.8

36920

19-HJ-1.10

Burial mound

Lake Jackson Rim

15.8
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Swift Creek
Complicated-Stamped
Swift Creek
Complicated-Stamped
Swift Creek
Complicated-Stamped
Weeden Island Incised
Weeden Island
Punctated
Weeden Island
Punctated

20.0
23.2
16.2
11.1
52.5
64.8
62.9

Figure 4: 8Gu10-JS-1; pXRF#36834;
Weeden Island Incised

Figure 5: 8Gu10-JS-6; pXRF#36835; Swift
Creek Complicated-Stamped

Figure 7: 8Gu10-JS-6; pXRF#36836; Swift
Creek Complicated-Stamped

Figure 6: 8Gu10-JS-6; pXRF#36837; Swift
Creek Complicated-Stamped

Figure 8: 8Gu10-JS-6; pXRF#36838; Swift
Creek Complicated-Stamped

Figure 9: Gu10-JS-10; pXRF#36839;
Weeden Island Punctated rim
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Figure 10: Gu10-JS-10; pXRF#36840
(uppermost sherd); Weeden Island Punctated
(punch and drag)

Figure 11: 8Gu10-01-90.1; pXRF#36878;
Deptford Linear Check-Stamped

Figure 12: 8Gu10-00-153.4; pXRF#36879;
Weeden Island Incised

Figure 13: 8Gu10-00-164; pXRF#36880;
Swift Creek Complicated-Stamped

Figure 15: 8Gu10-01-27.1; pXRF#36882;
Swift Creek Complicated-Stamped

Figure 14: 8Gu10-01-27.1; pXRF#36881;
Swift Creek Complicated-Stamped
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Figure 16: 8Gu10-19-TJ-2.1; pXRF#36883;
Swift Creek Complicated-Stamped rim

Figure 17: 8Gu10-19-TJ-2.1; pXRF#36884;
Swift Creek Complicated-Stamped

Figure 18: 8Gu10-19-TJ-2.1; pXRF#36885;
Swift Creek Complicated-Stamped

Figure 19: 8Gu10-19-TJ-2.1; pXRF#36886;
Swift Creek Complicated-Stamped

Figure 20: 8Gu10-19-TJ-2.1; pXRF#36887;
Swift Creek Complicated-Stamped

Figure 21: 8Gu10-19-TJ-2.1; pXRF#36888;
Swift Creek Complicated-Stamped
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Figure 22: 8Gu10-19-TJ-2.1; pXRF#36889;
Swift Creek Complicated-Stamped

Figure 23: 8Gu10-19-TJ-2.1; pXRF#36890;
Swift Creek Complicated-Stamped

Figure 24: 8Gu10-19-TJ-2.1; pXRF#36891;
Swift Creek Complicated-Stamped rim

Figure 25: 8Gu10-19-TJ-2.2; pXRF#36892;
Weeden Island Incised rim, side (left) and
top (right) views

Figure 26: 8Gu10-19-TJ-2.2; pXRF#36893;
Weeden Island Incised rim

Figure 27: 8Gu10-19-TJ-19.2;
pXRF#36894; Weeden Island Incised rim,
top (upper) and side (lower) views
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Figure 28: 8Gu10-19-TJ-2.2; pXRF#36895;
Weeden Island Incised rim

Figure 29: 8Gu10-19-TJ-2.2; pXRF#36896;
Weeden Island Incised rim, side (left) and
top (right) views

Figure 30: 8Gu10-19-TJ-2.2; pXRF#36897
Weeden Island Incised rim

Figure 31: 8Gu10-19-TJ-2.2; pXRF#36898;
Weeden Island Incised

Figure 32: 8Gu10-19-TJ-2.2; pXRF#36899;
Deptford Simple-Stamped

Figure 33: 8Gu10-18-HJ-2.3; pXRF#36900;
Swift Creek Complicated-Stamped
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Figure 34: 8Gu10-18-HJ-1.1; pXRF#36901;
Weeden Island Incised and red-painted rim

Figure 35: 8Gu10-18-HJ-2.6; pXRF#36902;
Weeden Island Punctated rim

Figure 36: 8Gu10-18-HJ-1.5; pXRF#36903;
Weeden Island Punctated rim

Figure 37: 8Gu10-18-HJ-2.7; pXRF#36904;
Weeden Island Punctated rim

Figure 38: 8Gu10-18-HJ-1.10;
pXRF#36905; Weeden Island Punctated rim

Figure 39: 8Gu10-18-HJ-2.5; pXRF#36906;
Weeden Island Incised rim
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Figure 40: 8Gu10-19-HJ-1.13;
pXRF#36907; Swift Creek ComplicatedStamped

Figure 41: 8Gu10-19-HJ-1.13;
pXRF#36908; Swift Creek ComplicatedStamped rim

Figure 42: 8Gu10-19-HJ-1.13;
pXRF#36909; Swift Creek ComplicatedStamped

Figure 43: 8Gu10-19-HJ-1.4; pXRF#36910;
Weeden Island Incised rim, side (left) and
top (right) views

Figure 44: 8Gu10-19-HJ-1.3; pXRF#36911;
Weeden Island Punctated rim, side (left) and
top (right) views

Figure 45: 8Gu10-19-HJ-1.3; pXRF#36912;
Weeden Island Punctated rim
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Figure 46: 8Gu10-00-50.3; pXRF#36913;
Fort Walton Incised rim

Figure 47: 8Gu10-00-39.5; pXRF#36914;
Fort Walton Incised rim

Figure 48: 8Gu10-00-142; pXRF#36915;
Lake Jackson ticked rim with node

Figure 49: 8Gu10-00-65.1; pXRF#36916;
Lake Jackson ticked rim with D-lug

Figure 50: 8Gu10-19-TJ-2.5; pXRF#36917;
Lake Jackson ticked rim with D-lug

Figure 51: 8Gu10-19-TJ-2.4; pXRF#36918;
Fort Walton Incised rim
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Figure 52: 8Gu10-19-HJ-1.7; pXRF#36919;
Fort Walton Incised 6-pointed bowl rim
fragment

Figure 53: 8Gu10-19-HJ-1.10;
pXRF#36920; Lake Jackson Plain rim with
loop handle

.
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CHAPTER FOUR:
MIDDLE WOODLAND MOUNDS

Lower Chattahoochee River
Within the lowest 50 river miles of the lower Chattahoochee valley, the northernmost
portion of the research region, there are six mounds known to have Middle Woodland components.
Two of these, Underwater Indian Mound (9Se27) and Hare’s Landing (9Se33), were submerged
by Lake Seminole after the construction of the Jim Woodruff Dam, and the remainder have been
subject to cultivation since that time. A seventh mound, Steammill Landing (9Se103), is likely a
Middle Woodland construction as well and, while worth noting, it is omitted from this summary
and the subsequent analysis due to a lack of tangible evidence. All but one of these mounds were
recorded by C.B. Moore (1907) and, to date, all of the mounds he excavated have either been
destroyed, lost to professional archaeology, and/or lack any recorded subsurface testing since his
expedition. The known data regarding these sites, excluding Steammill Landing, are summarized
in Tables 4 through 10 and what follows is a brief narrative description of each.

Fulmore’s Upper Landing (1Ho301)
The mound at Fulmore’s Upper Landing is the northernmost Middle Woodland mound in
the research region, located approximately 150.5 navigation mi (242.2 km) upriver from the Gulf,
in Houston County, Alabama. It was once located approximately 0.6 mi (one km) due west of the
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Figure 54: Map of all Middle Woodland mounds in the research region with the exception
of OK Landing (8Ca2), whose location is unknown and is shown as a general vicinity
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Table 4: Geospatial data for Middle Woodland mounds of the lower Chattahoochee River valley
Site
Number

Site Name

1Ho301
9Er87
9Se33
9Se27
8Ja2

Fulmore's Upper Landing
Shoemake Landing
Hare's Landing
Underwater Indian Mound
Kemp's Landing

Relocated?

River
Mile

No
No
No
Yes
No

151
140
119
109
109

Fresh Water
Distance
Direction
(m)
125
NW
300
N
15
SW
-

Habitation
Distance
Direction
(m)
18; 25
NNE; W
-

Table 5: Size and construction of Middle Woodland mounds of the lower Chattahoochee River valley
Site
Number

Site Name

Height
Diameter(m)
(m)

Area
(m2)

1Ho301

Fulmore's Upper Landing

0.9

-

-

9Er87

Shoemake Landing

0.6

13.7

9Se33

Hare's Landing

1.5

9Se27

Underwater Indian Mound

8Ja2

Kemp's Landing

Soil

Mound Construction
Shell

-

-

147.8

Sand

-

14.6

168.1

Outer = sand; inner =
sand mixed with clay

-

-

-

-

-

-

1.4

10.1

79.5

Clay

-
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Table 6: Burial data for Middle Woodland mounds of the lower Chattahoochee River valley

Extended

Flexed

Bundle

Skull

Cremains

Secondary

Other

Burial Type

1Ho301

Fulmore's Upper
Landing

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

X

9Er87

Shoemake Landing

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

X

9Se33

Hare's
Landing

Throughout

43

-

-

X

X

-

-

-

X

9Se27

Underwater Indian
Mound

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

8Ja2

Kemp's Landing

-

1

-

-

-

-

X

-

-

-

Site
Site Name
Number

Location

Burial
Count

SubAdults
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Site
Site Name
Number

Location

Burial
Association

Perforated

Plain

Check-Stamped

Archaic

Early
Woodland

Swift Creek

Early Weeden
Island

Mississippian

Table 7: Ceramic data for Middle Woodland mounds of the lower Chattahoochee River valley

1Ho301

Fulmore's Upper Landing

E edge
toward C

-

X

X

-

-

-

-

X

-

9Er87

Shoemake Landing

E cache

-

X

X

X

-

-

X

X

-

9Se33

Hare's Landing

E edge
toward C

Unassociated

X

X

X

-

-

X

X

-

9Se27

Underwater Indian Mound

-

-

-

-

X

X

X

X

X

X

Kemp's Landing

E & NE
edge
toward C

-

X

X

X

-

-

X

X

-

8Ja2
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Table 8: Ceramic types from Middle Woodland mounds of the lower Chattahoochee River valley
Site
Site Name
Number

Ceramic Types

1Ho301

Fulmore's
Landing

Upper

9Er87

Shoemake
Landing

Swift Creek Complicated-Stamped; Weeden Island Incised; indeterminate punctated; indeterminate
incised

9Se33

Hare's Landing

Swift Creek Complicated-Stamped; Weeden Island Punctated; WI Incised; Weeden Island Plain
(cutout); Carrabelle Punctated; red-painted; human effigy; bird head effigy adornos; mammal head
effigy adornos

9Se27

Underwater Indian Carrabelle Punctated; Lake Jackson Plain; Wakulla Check-Stamped; steatite bowl; Chattahoochee
Mound
Brushed; St. Andrew Complicated-Stamped; Cool Branch Incised; Deptford Simple-Stamped

8Ja2

Kemp's Landing

Weeden Island Incised; red-painted

Indian Pass Incised
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8Ja2

Underwater
Indian Mound
Kemp's
Landing

Pipes

9Se27

Hare's Landing

Celts

9Se33

Burial
Association

Steatite

9Er87

Fulmore's
Upper Landing
Shoemake
Landing

Location

Galena

1Ho301

Site Name

Mica

Site
Number

Copper

Table 9: Non-ceramic artifact data from Middle Woodland Mounds of the lower Chattahoochee River valley

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

"at random" (Willey 1949:259)

Unassociated

-

X

X

-

X

-

-

-

X

-

-

X

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

Table 10: Non-ceramic artifacts from Middle Woodland mounds of the lower Chattahoochee River valley
Site
Site Name
Number

Other Materials & Artifacts

1Ho301

Fulmore's Upper Landing

Chert cobbles (some associated with burials);

9Er87

Shoemake Landing

-

9Se33

Hare's Landing

Charcoal and phosphate rock with burials; chert debitage; pebbles; deer phalanx; shell
drinking cup fragments; conch; discoidal shell beads

9Se27

Underwater Indian Mound

Copper bracelet; chert flakes

8Ja2

Kemp's Landing

-
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river, in the vicinity of Wilson Creek, but has since been demolished by the construction of a power
plant. It has not been relocated by professional archaeologists, and the only data that exist
regarding it come from the accounts of C.B. Moore (1907:474-80). He said it was situated on a
slope at the southern end of a cornfield on the property of Coy Thompson of Columbia, Alabama.
Somewhat diminished in height due to plowing, the mound rose three ft (0.9 m) above the ground
surface; Moore neglected to record any other dimensions. He recovered both plain sherds and early
Weeden Island ceramics, many with basal perforation, from an eastern cache extending from the
edge of the mound toward its center. The deposits consisted of scattered sherds and incomplete
pieces of broken vessels placed together in addition to a few whole vessels, several of which had
apparently been crushed by the weight of the mound fill. In several places he encountered
fragmentary human remains which were too badly decayed to make even an educated guess as to
burial orientation.
Aside from the ceremonial cache of ceramics, Moore (1907:444) encountered no other
artifacts within this mound. He did note, however, that chert cobbles were associated with some
burials. Presumably, this is what Willey (1949:258) was referring to when he wrote that “… masses
of stones had been used for burial coverings.” The veracity of Willey’s interpretation that chert
cobbles included with burials had been used as coverings for the dead, rather than included as
offerings of raw material or inclusions within the mound fill, is dependent on their quantity,
position, and the density of their coverage. These are details which Moore omitted from his
description, though there are several other instances in the region where lithic materials appear to
have capped burials. The most significant facet of Moore’s excavation is that he recovered no
Swift Creek Complicated-Stamped ceramics from the mound at Fulmore’s Upper Landing. This
lack of typical Middle Woodland ware may be sampling error or may reflect real cultural practices
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Shoemake Landing (9Er87)
Approximately one mi (1.6 km) north of the eponymous steamboat landing in Early
County, Georgia, the mound near Shoemake Landing is situated approximately 820 yds (750 m)
east of the Chattahoochee River (Moore 1907:437), though it has not been professionally relocated,
Moore noted that this circular mound made of sand was in an agricultural field on the plantation
of Blanche Chancy of Jakin, Georgia. He surmised that the mound’s height, which he recorded as
being two ft (0.6 m) above the ground surface, had likely been reduced by plowing. As such, it is
likely that the diameter of its base, which Moore recorded as being 45 ft (13.7 m) across, was
exaggerated as soil from the top of the mound was spread outward by the plow. Upon Moore’s
arrival, the mound had already been heavily excavated, as he noted an east-west trench across it
and “…a central excavation more than 15 feet [4.6 m] in diameter.” Again, Moore encountered
fragmentary human remains too decayed as to determine burial orientation. He noted that judging
by the recently-broken sherds lying in disturbed backdirt, there had likely been a cache of ceramics
in the eastern portion of the mound. In addition to plain and check-stamped sherds, indeterminate
punctated and indeterminate incised sherds are evident from Moore’s collection. He noted Swift
Creek Complicated-Stamped ceramics and recovered one whole Weeden Island Incised and effigy
vessel (Willey 1949:361). The vessel, consisting of a cylindrical base with a globular mid-section
and constricted cylindrical neck, bore the incised likeness of an owl and had had a hole knocked
through its base (Figure 53). Based on his familiarity with this practice of “mutilation,” Moore
(1907:426) surmised that many of the ceramic fragments he observed in the mound also belonged
to ritualistically “killed” vessels. Again, in his published accounts Moore reports no material
culture aside from earthenware and it may be that many such artifacts were carried away by the
looters who ravaged the mound prior to his visit
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Figure 55: Owl effigy (with beak broken off) on the Weeden Island Incised jar from Shoemake
Landing (NMAI#174443; photograph by Nancy White at the National Museum of the American
Indian, 2017; see also Moore 1907:439-441, Figures 14-16)
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Hare’s Landing (9Se33)
Located 1.5 mi (2.4 km) southeast of the historic steamboat landing in modern-day
Seminole County, Georgia, the mound near Hare’s Landing was on the property of the Stuart
Lumber Company of Brinson, Georgia (Moore 1907:429). It was five ft (1.5 m) high with a circular
base 48 ft (14.6 m) in diameter. The outermost layer of the mound was sand, and the inner, morecentral portion was of a sandy clay admixture. Moore encountered 43 burials, mostly flexed and
bundle burials, though he also indicated that there were areas where he suspected human remains
had completely “disappeared through decay” (Moore 1907:229-30). The burials lay throughout
the body of the mound, and Moore noted that charcoal and phosphate rock were occasionally
associated with the remains. For instance, one flexed burial was atop a layer of charcoal and the
bones were subsequently covered with phosphate rock, which was also found throughout the
mound independent of any burials.
Aside from a few ceramic pieces, Moore wrote that no artifacts were associated with burials
in this mound, and Willey (1949:259) describes the artifacts as distributed “at random.” The
artifacts Moore recounts include mica, galena, and two celts in addition to small lithic tools and
chert debitage. A few groupings of ceramic sherds were present near the mound’s eastern edge,
and broken vessels in groups of two or three with shell drinking cups nearer the center. The vessels,
all of which had been basally perforated, included both plain and check-stamped surface treatment
in addition to some diagnostic Middle Woodland types. The mound’s Middle Woodland ceramic
assemblage consisted of Swift Creek Complicated-Stamped, Weeden Island Punctated, Weeden
Island Incised, and Weeden Island Plain cut-out vessels with bird- and mammal-head effigy
adornos (Figures 56 and 57). Additionally, Nancy White identified and photographed a human
effigy vessel (Figure 58). Moore specifically mentioned red-painted vessels, which are probably
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Figure 57: Red-painted Weeden Island Plain cut-out vessel
from Hare's Landing (NMAI#174452; photograph by Nancy
White at the National Museum of the American Indian, 2017;
see also Moore 1907:236, Figure 10)

Figure 56: Red-painted Weeden Island Plain cutout vessel from
Hare's Landing (NMAI#174451; photograph by Nancy White
at the National Museum of the American Indian, 2017; see also
Moore 1907:433, Figure 7)
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Weeden Island Zoned Red (Figure 59). given the presence of this same type in the nearby middens
excavated by Caldwell (1978:47, Table 33; 48, Table 34). Moore (1907:437, Figure 11) also
illustrates a Carrabelle Punctated vessel he recovered from this mound. Although this ceramic type
persisted into the Late Woodland period, the presence of this type in the same levels as Late Variety
Swift Creek Complicated-Stamped and early Weeden Island ceramics excavated from the nearby
middens (Caldwell 1978:48-49, Tables 34, 35, and 36) suggests that these were Middle Woodland
vessels as well.
The mound has since been submerged under Lake Seminole and was observed by White
in early December 2017 (still low-water season) to be apparently a tiny area of sand above water
and colonized by a few small cypress trees. The last recorded investigation was conducted by
Joseph Caldwell (2014) when he returned to excavate the associated village in 1954 prior to the
filling of the lake. He says little himself about the mound in his written report, instead quoting
Willey’s (1949:259) summary of Moore’s (1907) publication. However, he did include the mound
on his site map (Caldwell 2014:105, Figure 13), which shows that the western portion of it has
been truncated. According to Caldwell’s map, the mound was located in high swamp
approximately 500 m northeast from the edge of Curry Lake. He excavated two Middle Woodland
habitation areas near the mound, which he illustrates 25 m west and 17.5 m north-northeast of the
it. He identifies various Weeden Island types, including several early Weeden Island diagnostics,
in addition to Late Variety Swift Creek Complicated-Stamped with patterns he refers to as
Fairchilds Complicated-Stamped and Hare’s Landing Complicated-Stamped. Given both
illustrated areas’ relative proximity to the mound, I have taken the average distance and median
direction between the two occupation areas, stating the distance to the mound’s associated
habitation to be roughly 21.25 m to the northwest.
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Figure 58: Human effigy vessel from Hare's Landing
(NMAI#180412; photograph by Nancy White at the National
Museum of the American Indian, 2017)

Figure 59: Weeden Island Zoned Red bowl from Hare's
Landing (NMAI#174460; photograph by Nancy White at the
National Museum of the American Indian, 2017
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Underwater Indian Mound (9Se27)
The Underwater Indian Mound in Seminole County, Georgia, is so-called because it was
drowned by Lake Seminole after construction of the Jim Woodruff Dam. Despite its potentially
conspicuous location and possibly formidable size, the mound was not visited by C.B. Moore
during his 1907 expedition. It is situated approximately two mi (3.5 km) northwest of the
Chattahoochee River’s terminal confluence with the Flint River. Still visible on satellite imagery,
the mound appears to be quite massive but earlier research has shown much of this elevation may
be natural. In fact, local informants have reported that when the water is low, it is possible to
disembark from one’s boat and wade on the mound and locate artifacts with one’s feet (White
1981:501-508). The mound must have been at least 33 ft (10.1 m) tall with an ovoid base estimated
to be 395 ft (120.4 m) long and 165 ft (50.3 m) wide, though some of this may have been a natural
hill. The mound’s ceramic assemblage indicates a long occupation, though whether continuous or
intermittent and recurrent is unknown. At least eight burials of unknown types were reported from
this mound, but the cultural association of these interments is unknown. Despite abundant
ceramics, the only non-ceramic artifacts reported from the site are conch shell, a discoidal shell
bead, and a copper bracelet.
Overall, the assemblage is perplexing: the mound was never excavated systematically and
the only known artifacts are in unprovenienced private collections. White (1981:503-511) reports
at least one Deptford Simple-Stamped sherd in the collections from this mound that indicates an
Early Woodland occupation. Even with the presence of a steatite bowl, indicating an even earlier
Late Archaic component, the Deptford sherd may have been an incidental inclusion within the
mound fill. It is not uncommon for mounds to be capped with older midden material from nearby
habitation sites, often containing ceramics that predate the actual mound construction. Still, it is
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likely that this strategic position at the forks of the major rivers was occupied for many centuries.
While the site may be much older, the mound itself has an undeniable Middle Woodland
component evidenced by Swift Creek Complicated-Stamped, St. Andrews Complicated-Stamped,
and early Weeden Island ceramics. Carrabelle Punctated and Wakulla Check-Stamped types
cataloged by White may be either Middle or Late Woodland types. There is certainly evidence for
later occupations, as the Cool Branch Incised and Lake Jackson plain rims with nodes and strap
handles indicate some degree of later Mississippi-period (A.D. 1000 – 1700) activity (White 2009).
Beyond that, only a singular Chattahoochee Brushed sherd suggests a Lower Creek/Seminole
presence during the historic period (A.D. ca. 1750 – ca. 1840). Mound construction occurred
during Early or Middle Woodland and Fort Walton times, but Fort Walton mounds are flat-topped
platforms not usually used for interments, unlike the earlier conical Middle Woodland burial
mounds. Despite the Fort Walton Incised ceramics collected from this site, the reported presence
of eight burials in the Underwater Indian Mound in conjunction with Swift Creek and early
Weeden Island ceramics suggests that it is a Middle Woodland construction.

Kemp’s Landing (8Ja2)
The mound near Kemp’s Landing, located in Jackson County, Florida, is the southernmost
Middle Woodland mound along the lower Chattahoochee River. The site is roughly 109 navigation
mi inland from the Gulf Coast and approximately 3.5 mi (5.6 km) north of the river’s confluence.
The mound was first documented by Moore (1907:428-29) and has not been relocated since.
Moore reported it being one mi (1.6 km) south-southeast of the boat landing in “…high swamp,
dry at low stages of the river…” (Moore 1907:428) on land belonging to M.A. Warren of DeFuniak
Springs, Florida. It stood 4.5 ft (1.4 m) tall with a circular base 33 ft (10.1 m) in diameter. Prior to
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Moore’s arrival, a trench had been dug from the western edge of the mound through its center,
leaving the eastern portion relatively undisturbed. The mound fill consisted of clay, and a single
cranial fragment was the only human bone. The ceramic cache was concentrated in the eastern
portion of the mound, beginning near the edge and extending inward toward center. Sherds and
partial vessels were scattered three ft (1 m) inward from the edge of the mound and more-complete
vessels had been placed in groups of two or three “…at short distances apart” (Moore 1907:429)
nearer the center. All of these central vessels had the basal perforation, but it is unclear if they
were broken prior to their interment or due to the weight of the mound fill. Moore noted the vessels
were exclusively small-to-medium pots and bowls with plain, check-stamped, and Swift Creek
Complicated-Stamped surfaces. An Indian Pass Incised vessel (Willey 1949:251) illustrated by
Moore (1907:429, Figure 1) is the only early Weeden Island type documented from Kemp’s
Landing.

Lower Flint River
There are six known Middle Woodland burial mounds in the lower Flint River basin and,
as is the case along the lower Chattahoochee River, several of them were submerged following the
construction of the Jim Woodruff Dam. The remainder have been leveled by development or stand
diminished amid the mosaic of agricultural fields and timberland that dominates the south-Georgia
landscape. All but one of the Middle Woodland mounds known from the lower Flint River were
excavated by C.B. Moore (1907). To date, all of these have either been destroyed, lost to
professional archaeology, and/or lack systematic subsurface testing, so I draw heavily from
Moore’s accounts in Tables 11 through 17.
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Table 11: Geospatial data for Middle Woodland mounds of the lower Flint River valley
Site
Number

Site Name

9Dr21

Fresh Water
Distance
Direction
(m)

Habitation
Distance
Direction
(m)

Relocated?

River
Mile

Lake Douglas

Yes

132

110

W

-

-

9Dr14
(9Dr2)

Kerr's Landing
(Bower Plantation)

No

126

400

SW

-

-

9Dr3/4

Chason Plantation

No

126

-

-

-

-

9Dr2

Munnerlyn's Landing

No

124

-

-

-

-

9Dr18

Hardnut Landing

No

111

-

-

-

-

9Dr27

Log Landing

No

108

-

-

-

-
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Table 12: Size and construction of Middle Woodland mounds of the lower Flint River valley
Site
Site Name
Number

Mound Construction
Soil
Shell

Height
(m)

Diameter
(m)

Area
(m2)

-

-

-

Sand

-

Sand

-

9Dr21

Lake Douglas

9Dr14
(9Dr2)

Kerr's Landing
(Bower Plantation)

1.6

18.9

280.5

9Dr3/4

Chason Plantation

-

-

-

-

-

9Dr2

Munnerlyn's Landing

0.8

15.2

182.4

-

-

9Dr18

Hardnut Landing

0.7

19.8

308.3

Clayey sand

-

9Dr27

Log Landing

1.1

15.2

182.4

Sandy clay

-
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Table 13: Burial data for Middle Woodland mounds of the lower Flint River valley

Location

Burial
Count

SubAdults

Flexed

Bundle

Skull

Cremains

Secondary

9Dr21

Lake Douglas

E side
near base

22

X

-

X

X

Poss

X

X*

9Dr14
[9Dr2]

Kerr's Landing
(Bower Plantation)

-

25

-

-

X

X

-

-

X

X

9Dr3/4

Chason Plantation

-

2

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

9Dr2

Munnerlyn's Landing

-

16

-

-

X

-

-

-

-

X

9Dr18

Hardnut Landing

-

21

-

-

X

X

-

-

-

-

9Dr27

Log Landing

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-
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Other

Site
Site Name
Number

Extended

Burial Type

Site
Site Name
Number

Location

Perforated

Plain

Check-Stamped

Archaic

Early Woodland

Swift Creek

Early
Island

Mississippian

Weeden

Table 14: Ceramic data for Middle Woodland mounds of the lower Flint River valley

9Dr21

Lake Douglas

E cache on
Associated
base

X

X

X

-

-

X

X

-

9Dr14
(9Dr2)

Kerr's Landing
(Bower Plantation)

E

-

X

X

X

-

X

X

X

-

9Dr3/4

Chason Plantation

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

9Dr2

Munnerlyn's Landing

E edge &
scattered
Unassociated
throughout

X

X

X

-

X

X

-

-

9Dr18

Hardnut Landing

SE edge
toward C

Unassociated

X

X

X

-

-

X

X

-

9Dr27

Log Landing

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

Burial
Association
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Table 15: Ceramic types from Middle Woodland mounds of the lower Flint River valley
Site
Site Name
Number

Ceramic Types

9Dr21

Lake Douglas

9Dr14
(9Dr2)

Kerr's Landing
(Bower Plantation)

Swift Creek Complicated-Stamped; Weeden Island Plain; Weeden Island Incised; Carrabelle
Punctated; red-painted
Swift Creek Complicated-Stamped; Weeden Island Punctated; Weeden Island Incised;
cordmarked; red-painted; indeterminate incised; tetrapodal vessels

9Dr3/4

Chason Plantation

-

9Dr2

Munnerlyn's Landing Swift Creek Complicated-Stamped; red-painted; tetrapodal vessels

9Dr18

Hardnut Landing

Weeden Island Plain (cutout); Weeden Island Incised with punctations & cutouts; bird head
effigy adornos; red-painted; indeterminate incised

9Dr27

Log Landing

-
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Steatite

Galena

Copper

Table 16: Non-ceramic artifact data from Middle Woodland mounds of the lower Flint River valley

9Dr21

Lake Douglas

-

Associated &
Unassociated

9Dr14
(9Dr2)

Kerr's Landing
(Bower Plantation)

Throughout

Associated &
Unassociated

-

-

X

-

X

-

9Dr3/4

Chason Plantation

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

9Dr2

Munnerlyn's Landing

-

-

-

-

-

X

X

-

9Dr18

Hardnut Landing

Throughout

Associated &
Unassociated

-

X

-

-

-

-

9Dr27

Log Landing

-

-

-

-

-

X

-

X
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Pipes

Burial
Association

Celts

Location

Mica

Site
Site Name
Number

X

Table 17: Non-ceramic artifacts from Middle Woodland mounds of the lower Flint River valley
Site
Site Name
Number

Other Materials & Artifacts

9Dr21

Lake Douglas

Slate gorget; hematite plummet; mortar and mano; pebble hammer; chert debitage;
projectile points; cut Busycon shell; discoidal shell beads; conch shell

9Dr14
(9Dr2)

Kerr's Landing (Bower
Plantation)

Charcoal; hematite; chert projectile points; chert debitage; clay mass mixed with sand and
"carbon in the graphitic form;” Busycon shell

9Dr3/4

Chason Plantation

-

9Dr2

Munnerlyn's Landing

Ellipsoidal soapstone vessel fragment; charcoal; chert knife; chert debitage; chert core

9Dr18

Hardnut Landing

Shell drinking cups

9Dr27

Log Landing

Steatite pipe
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Lake Douglas (9Dr21)
The mound near Lake Douglas is the northernmost Middle Woodland mound along the
lower Flint River within this research region, located approximately 2.5 mi (4.0 km) southeast of
Bainbridge in rural Decatur County, Georgia. This mound belongs to a small cadre of sites not
known to C.B. Moore and was excavated by A.R. Kelly (1960) nearly half a century after Moore’s
expeditions. At the time of Kelly’s excavation, the mound was located on the property of H.C.
Allen and was situated next to an artificial lake in an overgrown pasture that had once been a
cultivated field. Although no village was found to be the vicinity of the mound, it is possible that
living surfaces and their associated middens may have been drowned by the artificial lake, or
overgrown or plowed away and not visible to Kelly. The mound had been heavily looted 20 years
prior to Kelly’s arrival but damage was limited to its central portion, extending to the base or below
it in some places. The mound was composed entirely of sand, and its dimensions are unclear from
Kelly’s report. He excavated 22 burials, mostly flexed and bundle burials. Kelly observed several
secondary interments and suggested that one may have been a lone skull. The remains of several children
were evident from the skulls present in the mound and one adult skull featured both posterior and anterior
flattening. Kelly (1960:10-11) wrote that the bones of Burial No. 22 “…appeared almost calcined but
without local evidences of burning,” which may be an indication of cremated remains. Only one burial was
in a shallow pit beneath the mound base and others were noted as being “along the mound base.” All of the
remains were in poor condition, some too badly decayed to determine burial form. Kelly noted only three

instances in which artifacts were interred with human remains and in each of these instances the
associated grave goods were discoidal shell beads. Excavations recovered a perforated slate gorget
and two cut pieces of Busycon shell near Burial No. 4, but Kelly was not certain they were directly
associated. He observed nine conch shell fragments along the mound base, two of which he notes
had clearly been cut. He judged that, based on the presence of chert debitage surrounding the
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mound, the flakes and cores in the mound were accidental inclusions in the mound fill that may
have been spread from the body of the mound itself through later plowing. A hematite plummet, a
mano and pestle, a potential Archaic projectile point, and a polished greenstone celt were also
found with the mound’s primary ceramic deposit.
The ceramic deposit was concentrated to an eastern cache placed at the base of the mound
near grouped human remains. Kelly (1960:13) concluded that “There was no sub-mound
occupation, the original surface having been cleared…” as evidenced by the lack of midden and
presence of burned tree stumps at the mound’s base. He also notes that most of the sherds collected
came from the mound fill and suggests their inclusion was either incidental or the result of
intentional ceremonial breakage in-situ. The same types of pottery that were present in the ceramic
cache were also evident in the mound fill, albeit in different proportions. For instance, there was
twice the amount of Swift Creek Complicated-Stamped in the mound fill as there was in the
ceramic cache and slightly more check-stamped ceramics in the cache than in the mound fill. In
both the mound fill and ceramic cache, however, plain ceramics comprised nearly half of the
assemblage and early Weeden Island types were a minority, with slightly more early Weeden
Island types present in the ceramic cache than were included in the mound fill. Overall, this pattern
of ceramic distribution is not uncharacteristic of other Middle Woodland mound sites in the region.
While this mound’s contents did feature some peculiarities unique in the lower Flint River valley,
such as evidence of cremation, cranial flattening, and the burial of juveniles, Kelly’s (1960)
conclusion that this was firmly a Middle Woodland construction is indisputable.
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Kerr’s Landing (9Dr14) / Bower Plantation (9Dr2)
The mound near Kerr’s Landing, also known as the Bower Plantation site, is located
approximately two mi (3.2 km) east of the Flint River and roughly five mi (8.1 km) south of
Bainbridge in Decatur County, Georgia. The mound itself has not been relocated by archaeological
survey since the excavations of C.B. Moore, but the general vicinity has been estimated (Kelly
1960:31-34). Moore placed the mound approximately two mi (3.2 km) southeast of the steamboat
landing on the property of B.B. Bower of Bainbridge. According Moore, the mound stood 5.2 ft
(1.6 m) in height with a circular base approximately 62 ft (18.9 m) in diameter. The body of the
mound was composed of sand, and it was constructed over a central hearth at its base in which a
“considerable” amount of charcoal remained. Moore deduced that a borrow pit approximately 30
yards (yds) (27.4 m) west of the mound was the origin for the soil used for its construction. He
remarked that the mound had been looted substantially prior to his arrival. Despite this disturbance,
Moore was able to record 25 interments of human remains consisting of flexed and bundle burials,
though most of the remains were too thoroughly decomposed to determine their form. The sand
surrounding some of these burials was colored red with hematite; around others, the sand was
colored black with charcoal.
A celt made of igneous rock was the sole item in direct association with a burial, and the
rest of the items were found loose in the mound fill (Willey 1949:260). Chert debitage, two chert
projectile points, and two masses of galena were unassociated with human remains, but Moore
provides no detail as to where in the mound the non-ceramic artifacts were found. The primary
deposit of ceramics was an eastern cache of sherds that extended toward the center of the mound.
Though Moore recovered several mostly-whole vessels, he remarked that the eastern cache of
sherds numbered in the hundreds “…and represented parts of many vessels, none of which…had
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a full complement of fragments present” (Moore 1907:453). Moore indicated that many of these
sherds showed signs of basal perforation, and most of the vessels he recovered had received the
same treatment. Diagnostic types included Swift Creek Complicated-Stamped, Weeden Island
Punctated, and Weeden Island Incised (Figure 60), and these Middle Woodland types dominated
the mound’s diagnostic assemblage. Moore’s description of designs “…neatly made with the
impress of a point or, in some instances perhaps, of a roulette” (Moore 1907:453), may have been
some variant of rocker stamping and/or the type Santa Rosa Stamped. Check-stamped ceramics
were abundant as were plain, cordmarked, red-painted, and indeterminate incised types.

Chason Plantation (9Dr3/4)
The mound at Chason Plantation (9Dr3/4) deserves a brief mention despite a conspicuous
dearth of diagnostic Middle Woodland material. When Moore (1907:456) passed through southern
Georgia, it was located in a cultivated field approximately 3.5 mi (5.6 km) south of Bainbridge.
Moore neglected to record the mound’s dimensions but reported finding two burials and part of an
indeterminate ceramic vessel in the mound. Based on the presence of burials in conjunction with
a ceramic sherd, this mound is very likely a Middle Woodland construction but without diagnostic
material this determination remains tenuous.

Munnerlyn’s Landing (9Dr2)
C.B. Moore (1907:451) recorded this mound in a derelict field approximately 0.25 mi (0.4
km) south of the boat landing in Decatur County, Georgia. At that time, the mound was located on
the property of H.C. Allen of Bainbridge, and the mound has not been relocated since Moore’s
excavation. It was 2.8 ft (0.8 m) tall with a circular base 50 ft (15.2 m) across, though its diameter
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was likely exaggerated at the expense of its height as it had been “spread somewhat by cultivation”
(Moore 1907:451). Moore concluded that the plow had caused little-to-no damage to any of the
burials as none of the sixteen he encountered lay less than one ft (0.3 m) below the surface. While
some of the remains indicated flexed burials, the rest were too badly decomposed to determine
their form. Two of the burials were near charcoal deposits and, with only two exceptions, no
artifacts were associated with the bones. Unassociated, presumably loose in the mound fill, were
a celt, chert cutting-edge tools, chert debitage, and several chert cores. The only artifacts found
near the burials were a single ceramic vessel and a steatite vessel fragment that had been retouched
into an ellipsoidal form. Additionally, Moore (1907:451) wrote that certain sherds in the mound
had belonged to square vessels whose corners resembled feet.” The ellipsoidal soapstone vessel
fragment and footed vessels may be carefully curated items interred during the Middle Woodland
period. Alternatively, the mound fill may have been borrowed from an earlier midden with a Late
Archaic and/or Early Woodland component. Near the eastern edge of the mound there was a cache
of basally perforated ceramics which included a number of sherds, some sizeable vessel fragments,
and several complete vessels. Moore recovered several Swift Creek Complicated-Stamped vessels,
and Willey (1949:259) concluded "…from such features as the folded rim and undecorated margin
below the rim” that they were the Late Variety. Other ceramic types noted by Moore include plain,
cord-marked, and red-painted vessels. He observed only a single check-stamped sherd and no early
Weeden Island decorations. This is one of the few mounds in the region that contains Swift Creek
Complicated-Stamped ceramics without any early Weeden Island types.
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Figure 60: Weeden Island Incised vessel from Kerr's Landing (NMAI#174444; photograph by
Nancy White at the National Museum of the Native American, 2017; see also Moore 1907:455,
Figure 28)
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Hardnut Landing (9Dr18)
The mound near Hardnut Landing in Decatur County, Georgia has not been relocated since
Moore’s (1917:555-557) excavation and it was likely submerged when Lake Seminole was filled.
Moore found it about 0.5 mi (0.81 km) southwest of the boat landing in a reforested agricultural
field on the property of Samuel White of Mount Pleasant, Florida. The clayey sand mound 2.3 ft
(0.7 m) tall and had a circular base 65 ft (19.812 m) in diameter, though Moore (1917:555)
concluded that “The diameter no doubt had been increased by the plow at the expense of the
height.” He encountered a total of 21 burials, all but two of which were separated from the deposit
of ceramics and artifacts. Burial No. 8 was adjacent to the primary cache of pottery, and a piece of
mica was found with another burial. Most of the human remains were in an advanced state of decay
and, as well as Moore could tell, they represented flexed interments. Some of the burials, however,
had been exposed to fire.
The ceramic cache was comingled with shell drinking cups and extended from the
southeastern edge some 14 ft (4.3 m) toward the center of the mound. The deposit consisted
primarily of fragments, though a few whole-vessels were recovered. Because he was often able to
find sherds from the same vessel scattered throughout the mound, Moore maintained that this
scatter was the result of ritualistic breaking prior to interment. He noted that Swift Creek
Complicated-Stamped pottery predominated (Figures 61 and 62), sometimes with heavy stamping,
though he also made note of several classic early Weeden Island designs. In describing a punctated
design from Hardnut Landing, Moore makes explicit reference to the early Weeden Island
specimen illustrated from Kerr’s Landing (Moore 1907:454, Figure 27). He also recovered two
Weeden Island Plain cut-out vessels (Figures 63 and 64), one of which (Figure 63features an
incised and punctated decoration around the neck with eight excised triangular and rectangular
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apertures (Moore 1917:556, Figure 29). In addition to two bowls with bird-head effigy adornos, a
red-painted bird-head effigy vessel (Figure 65) is among the early Weeden Island designs. Possibly
the other red-painted ware and indeterminate incised designs Moore observed may have been early
Weeden Island designs, too. He observed only one check-stamped sherd and, as far as he could
tell, all of the ceramics had been basally perforated (Figure 66).
Log Landing (9Dr27)
Log Landing (9Dr27) is likely a Middle Woodland construction but is omitted from this
dataset due to a lack of diagnostic Middle Woodland ceramics. This mound was located by Moore
(1907:450-51) in high swamp east of the Flint roughly one mi (1.6 km) above the forks. The mound
was composed of sandy clay and stood 3.5 ft (1.1 m) tall with a circular base 50 ft (15.2 m) in
diameter. Moore did not encounter any burials at Log Landing, finding only a digging implement
and an undecorated bowl with a soapstone pipe inside of it. While pipes are a good indicator of a
Middle Woodland association, the temporal association is tentative.
Chipola River
Of the six Middle Woodland mounds recorded along the Chipola River, the three
northernmost were unknown to C.B. Moore at the time of his expeditions through northwest
Florida. Only one of these has been thoroughly excavated and the contents of the other 2, since
obliterated by suburban development, are known only from private collections. The three
southernmost mounds were all excavated by Moore, though only one has been definitively
relocated. The Chipola River’s spring-fed basin is famous for its high density of Paleo-Indian and
Archaic period sites and its Middle Woodland mounds have received comparatively less attention
in recent years (see Table 18 through 24).
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Figure 61: Swift Creek Complicated-Stamped vessel from Hardnut Landing (NMAI#75133;
photograph by Nancy White at the National Museum of the American Indian, 2017)
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Figure 63: Weeden Island cut-out vessel
with incisions from Hardnut Landing
(NMAI#84152; photograph by Nancy White
at the National Museum of the American
Indian, 2017; see also Moore 1917:556,
Figure 29)

Figure 62: Swift Creek ComplicatedStamped vessel with heavy stamping from
Hardnut Landing (NMAI#75168;
photograph by Nancy White at the National
Museum of the American Indian, 2017)

Figure 64: Weeden Island Plain cut-out
vessel from Hardnut Landing
(NMAI#75140; photograph by Nancy White
at the National Museum of the American
Indian, 2017)

Figure 65: Bird head effigy from Hardnut
Landing (NMAI#75172; photograph by
Nancy White at the National Museum of the
American Indian, 2017)
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Figure 66: Basally perforated plain bowl with effigy-head adorno from Hardnut Landing (NMAI#75161; photograph by Nancy White
at the National Museum of the American Indian, 2017)
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Table 18: Geospatial data for Middle Woodland mounds of the Chipola River valley
Site
Number

Site Name

8Ja65
8Ja138
8Ca114
8Gu5
8Gu4
8Gu3

Waddell’s Mill Pond
Poplar Springs Mound
Gaston Spivey
Chipola Cutoff
Isabel Landing
Burgess Landing

Relocated?

River
Mile

Yes
No
Yes
Yes
No
Yes

108
99
45
42
38
35

Fresh Water
Distance
Direction
(m)
60
SE
250
E
75
N
36.5
S
90
E
140
NE

Habitation
Distance
Direction
(m)
115
N
0
N
200
SSE
100
NE

Table 19: Size and construction of Middle Woodland mounds of the Chipola River valley
Site
Site Name
Number

Height
(m)

Diameter
(m)

Area
(m2)

Soil

Mound Construction
Shell

8Ja65

Waddell’s Mill
Pond

-

-

-

Brown, red, reddish-orange, and graybrown sandy clay

-

8Ja138

Poplar Springs
Mound

-

-

-

-

-

8Ca114

Gaston Spivey

-

-

-

-

-

8Gu5

Chipola Cutoff

1.6

13.7

147.8

Brown sand mixed with clay, darker in
E and S; coarse yellow sand below base

-

8Gu4

Isabel Landing

1.4

14.6

168.1

-

-

8Gu3

Burgess
Landing

1.5

12.8

128.7

Clayey sand

-
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Table 20: Burial data for Middle Woodland mounds of the Chipola River valley

Site
Site Name Location
Number

Burial
Count

SubAdults

Extended

Flexed

Bundle

Skull

Cremains

Secondary

Other

Burial Type

8Ja65

Waddell’s
Mill Pond

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

8Ja138

Poplar
Springs
Mound

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

8Ca114

Gaston
Spivey

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

8Gu5

Chipola
Cutoff

S edge toward C, most near
base, some in sub-mound pits

42

X

-

X

X

X

-

X

-

8Gu4

Isabel
Landing

SE quadrant

2

-

-

-

-

X

-

X

X

8Gu3

Burgess
Landing

at C

12

-

-

-

X

X

-

X

-
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Perforated

Plain

Check-Stamped

Archaic

Early Woodland

Swift Creek

Early
Island

Mississippian

Weeden

Table 21: Ceramic data for Middle Woodland mounds of the Chipola River valley

8Ja65

Waddell’s Mill Pond

-

-

-

X

X

X

X

X

-

X

8Ja138

Poplar
Mound

-

-

-

X

X

-

-

X

X

X

8Ca114

Gaston Spivey

-

-

X

X

-

-

-

X

X

-

8Gu5

Chipola Cutoff

S & SE
Associated &
edges
Unassociated
toward C

X

X

X

-

-

X

X

X

8Gu4

Isabel Landing

E edge
Unassociated
toward C

X

X

X

-

-

X

Poss

-

8Gu3

Burgess Landing

E
quadrant

X

X

X

-

Poss

X

X

-

Site
Site Name
Number

Springs

Location

Burial
Association

Unassociated
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Table 22: Ceramic types from Middle Woodland mounds of the Chipola River valley
Site
Site Name
Number

8Ja65

Waddell’s Mill Pond

8Ja138

Poplar Springs
Mound

8Ca114

Gaston Spivey

8Gu5

Chipola Cutoff

8Gu4
8Gu3

Isabel Landing
Burgess Landing

Ceramic Types
Deptford Linear Check-Stamped; Deptford Simple-Stamped; Swift Creek Complicated-Stamped;
Alligator Bayou stamped; St. Andrews Complicated-Stamped; Crooked River ComplicatedStamped; Carrabelle Punctated; Cool Branch Incised; Tucker Ridge Pinched; Pt. Washington
Incised; Weeden Island Plain; Lake Jackson Plain; Lake Jackson Incised; Pinellas Plain; Lake
Jackson Incised; looped handle fragments; Fort Walton Incised; Pensacola Plain; possible
Jefferson Ware; Chattahoochee Brushed; Pensacola Incised; Franklin Plain; Lamar Incised;
Mound Place Incised; Choctawhatchee Incised; Ocmulgee Fields Incised; cordmarked;
cobmarked; fiber-tempered (Norwood plain); Wakulla Check-Stamped; Gulf Check-Stamped
Swift Creek Complicated-Stamped; Crooked River Complicated-Stamped; Weeden Island
Incised; Weeden Island red; Weeden Island d Plain; Carrabelle Punctated; Keith Incised; Cool
Branch Incised; shell-tempered plain
Swift Creek Complicated-Stamped; Weeden Island Plain; Carrabelle Punctated; Carrabelle
Incised; bird head effigy adornos
Swift Creek Complicated-Stamped; Weeden Island Incised; Weeden Island Plain (cut-out); Fort
Walton Incised; Fort Walton 5-pointed dish; possible Point Washington Incised; Cool Branch
Incised; Lake Jackson rims (ticked rims, ticked rims with nodes, ticked rims with D-shaped lugs,
notched rims); Lake Jackson loop handles; Lake Jackson Plain; Lake Jackson Incised; Pensacola
Incised; Pensacola Plain; Lamar Complicated-Stamped; St. Petersburg Incised; black
burnished/polished ware; possible Moundville Engraved; Mississippi Plain; stirrup spout vessel;
many effigy adornos & handles; ceramic "mushrooms"; possible colonoware
Swift Creek Complicated-Stamped; St. Andrews Complicated-Stamped; indeterminate punctated
Swift Creek Complicated-Stamped; Weeden Island Incised
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Copper

Mica

Galena

Steatite

Celts

Pipes

Table 23: Non-ceramic artifact data from Middle Woodland mounds of the Chipola River valley

8Ja65

Waddell’s
Mill Pond

-

Unassociated

-

X

-

X

X

-

8Ja138

Poplar
Springs
Mound

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

8Ca114

Gaston
Spivey

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

8Gu5

Chipola
Cutoff

-

Associated &
Unassociated

-

-

-

-

X

-

8Gu4

Isabel
Landing

-

Unassociated

-

X

-

-

-

-

8Gu3

Burgess
Landing

Throughout

Unassociated

-

X

-

-

X

-

Site
Site Name
Number

Location

Burial
Association
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Table 24: Non-ceramic artifacts from Middle Woodland mounds of the Chipola River valley
Site
Site Name
Number

8Ja65

Waddell’s Mill Pond

8Ja138
8Ca114

Poplar Springs Mound
Gaston Spivey

8Gu5

Chipola Cutoff

8Gu4
8Gu3

Isabel Landing
Burgess Landing

Other Materials & Artifacts
Lithic tools (e.g. chert bifaces, unifacial chert tools, chert adzes, quart manos, quartz
hammerstones, etc.); limestone; used chert flake tools (e.g., knives, scrapers, gravers, etc.);
chert projectile points and preforms (e.g. fluted Clovis-esque, Hamilton, Lafayette,
Columbia/Taylor, Jackson, etc.); chert debitage, some thermally altered (e.g. tertiary flakes,
secondary flakes, block shatter, decortication flakes, cores, etc.); hematite; red ochre; quartz
flakes; quartz pebbles; quartz crystal; quartz plummet; botanical remains (e.g. charred hickory
nut fragment, charred wood fragments, etc.); faunal remains (e.g. deer, turtle, fish, bird bone
fragments); soapstone vessels; sandstone tools (e.g. abrader); fired clay lumps; burnishing
stones; daub fragments; ceramic game piece; possible net weight made of Lake Jackson sherd;
shell beads; Pomacea snail shell; Rangia shell; Busycon shell; oyster shell; cockle shell; Sunray
Venus clam shell; freshwater clam shell
Hafted biface fragment; used chert flake (surface)
Chert debitage (secondary flakes, primary decortication flake); charcoal; nut fragment
Hematite; sandstone hones; chert flake tools; glass beads; deer ulnae tool (point); cut deer tibia;
other bone tool fragments; bone hook (with barb); sheet brass discs wrapped in fiber; brass disc
fragments; lithic chisel; greenstone celt with serpentine decoration; columella points; shell pins;
Marginella shell beads; mussel shell; Busycon and Fascioloria shell chisels; whorl gouges;
shell buttons; Busycon shell celt; columella pendant; shell spoon
Chert flake, quartz pebble
Chert projectile points; oxidized sandstone hones
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Waddell’s Mill Pond (8Ja65)
The Waddell’s Mill Pond site is located at the head of Waddell’s Mill Creek, approximately
6.25 mi (10.1 km) upstream from its confluence with the Chipola River. A dam constructed two
mi (3.2 km) downstream from the springhead has created the pond, and the Middle Woodland
mound at the northern edge is the northernmost of three Middle Woodland mound sites along the
Chipola River that were unknown to C.B. Moore. The site was first investigated by William
Gardner from 1959-60 while he was a student at the University of Florida, studying under the
guidance of John Goggin and Charles Fairbanks. Gardner (1966) focused his investigation on the
limestone bluffs and the caves below them, documenting the site’s later Fort Walton occupation
but failing to elaborate upon its Middle Woodland antecedent. Despite analysis of over 10,000
ceramic artifacts (Gardner 1966:47, Table 1), he reported only 27 non-Fort Walton ceramics of
which less than half were Woodland-period (Gardner 1966:53). Influenced by the presence of a
low earthen embankment which he interpreted to be the remnants of a stockade, Gardner concluded
that the site was the location of the Spanish mission of San Carlos. However, little protohistoric
material was evident at the site and more recent interpretations have not repeated Gardner’s claim.
The mound in Waddell’s Mill Pond Area C was thoroughly excavated and, according to
Tesar and Jones (2009), it remains the only possible Middle Woodland platform mound in the
entire research region. The mound is set back from the bluff’s edge roughly 500 ft (150 m) north
of the mill pond and is approximately 200 ft (60 m) northwest of a small spring-fed pond. Tesar
and Jones’ (2009) figures depict the mound standing 5 ft (1.5 m) in height with a circular base
approximately 100 ft (30 m) in diameter. The mound’s stratigraphy seemed to indicate several
mound building episodes. According to Tesar and Jones (2009), the mound caps an Early
Woodland midden of red sandy clay that was covered with a layer of charcoal-rich white ash. On
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top of the ash-layer, they documented a brown sandy clay living surface over which were several
layers of fill were deposited. Though there were two burials within the mound, Tesar and Jones
(2009) interpreted these as later Fort Walton burials that had intruded on the earlier Middle
Woodland platform mound. Regarding the mound’s Middle Woodland component, they write that
“During the Swift Creek period, each floor level appears to have served as the platform for a
residential structure of the group’s leader and apparently was not used for mortuary purposes. The
Area B conical mound likely served that function" (Tesar and Jones 2009:9).
In addition to an abundance of plain and check-stamped ceramics, Tesar and Jones (2009)
report a variety of diagnostic types spanning from the Late Archaic period through the Early and
Middle Woodland periods to the Mississippian period. Early Weeden Island types are
conspicuously absent from the Middle Woodland ceramic assemblage and Swift Creek
Complicated-Stamped sherds instead comprise the bulk of the assemblage. The only early Weeden
Island type documented by Jones and Tesar (2009) is Weeden Island Plain, which is notorious for
being exceedingly difficult to classify from sherds alone. White later visited the site on separate
occasions after the Jones excavations, also recovering a few complicated-stamped sherds. Many
non-ceramic materials are reported from the Area C Mound, but it is difficult to discern which are
intrusive Fort Walton items and which are earlier Woodland interments. While particular
hallmarks of Middle Woodland mound ceremonialism are present in the mound, albeit sans
contemporaneous burials, the Waddell’s Mill Pond Area C platform mound remains ambiguous
due to the long duration of occupation and mixing of depositional components.
From the notched projectile point collected by Gardner (1966:54) to fiber-tempered
ceramics unearthed by Jones, activity at Waddell’s Mill Pond is evident by at least the Late Archaic
period. After the terminal Archaic, Deptford ceramics in the midden below the Area C platform
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suggest that the site was occupied at some point during the Early Woodland. Tesar and Jones
(2009) contend that Middle Woodland people constructed the platform mound on top of this earlier
midden. They conclude that based on the lack of identifiably Middle Woodland remains in the
mound, however, that Middle Woodland burials were limited to the Area B mound that Jones did
not investigate. Fort Walton material is evident across much of the site and intrudes upon many of
the Woodland deposits through Area C. Based on Jones’ excavations, Tesar and Jones (2009)
conclude that the remains present in the Area C mound were intrusive burials of high-status Fort
Walton peoples from the time when Waddell’s Mill Pond was occupied during the Mississippian
period. Any details of Middle Woodland burial mound ceremonialism at the site, likely sequestered
to Area B, are as of yet unknown. However, the conspicuous absence of any early Weeden Island
types from the Area C mound in conjunction with radiocarbon dates bracketing the years A.D. 200
to A.D. 500 suggest that it may have been an Early Woodland construction that continued to be
used through the first half of the Middle Woodland period (Tesar 2009:9).

Poplar Springs Mound (8Ja13)
The original location of Poplar Springs Mound, unknown to C.B. Moore, is now under the
third hole at Indian Springs Golf Club in Jackson County, Florida. The first record of the site is a
brief entry to the Florida Master Site File from 1973, which provides little information about the
mound that was lost to professional archaeologists thereafter. During that site visit, archeologists
observed a surface scatter of plain, check-stamped, and Swift Creek Complicated-Stamped
ceramic sherds along with some calcined bone and chert debitage. A collection of ceramics
donated to the University of South Florida in 2000 provided much better data, as did information
and materials shared by a collector and documented in Frashuer’s (2006) thesis. The donor
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inherited the collection from his parents, who had dug the mound in the late 1960s. At that time,
the site was known locally as Turkey Pen Mound and the donor’s father and grandfather focused
their efforts at the mound’s center and eastern side in search of the ceremonial ceramic cache. Data
regarding burials in this mound are limited to a story the donor related about his grandfather once
finding human remains bound to a burned log (Frashuer 2006:14).
Upon revisiting the site, Frashuer observed several lithic tools in addition to a single Swift
Creek Complicated-Stamped sherd and several rim fragments she thought were of a Middle
Woodland origin. From the collection, she cataloged 13 complete vessels the donor retained in his
possession (Frashuer 2006:26, Table 3). Six of these vessels were Swift Creek ComplicatedStamped and included several different patterns on flat-, square-, and pointed-bottomed bowls and
jars. The remaining vessels included a Keith Incised jar, several plain bowls, a burnished bowl,
and another bowl which Frashuer described as having a “red slipped interior.” She reported that
three of the undecorated bowls and three of the Swift Creek Complicated-Stamped vessels had the
mortuary basal perforation, and one of the Swift Creek vessels also featured a notched rim. The
donated collection was considerably larger, consisting of 594 total sherds weighing 17.4 kilograms
(Frashuer 2006:26, Table 2). Swift Creek Complicated-Stamped sherds (n=49) and a single
Crooked River Complicated-Stamped sherd (n=1) comprised 8.42% of the total assemblage. Early
Weeden Island types (Weeden Island Incised [n=1], Weeden Island Red [n=1], and Weeden Island
Plain [n=1]) comprised a comparatively smaller portion of the donated ceramics, accounting for
only 5.05% of the collection.

Roughly one fifth of the collection (21.7%) consisted of check-stamped ceramics (n=129)
but the majority of the collection, 62.29% of the total, consisted of plain and undecorated sherds
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(n=370). Though there were 15 Carrabelle Punctated sherds, perhaps representing as few as two
or three vessels, this type endured through the Late Woodland in this particular part of the
Southeast. Another 15 sherds were typed as sand-tempered plain and bore traces of red paint – the
reason for their exclusion from the type Weeden Island Red is unclear. Other types included
cordmarked (n=1), indeterminate stamped (n=3), indeterminate incised (n=5), and indeterminate
punctated (n=1) sherds. A single Cool Branch Incised sherd and a shell-tempered plain vessel
fragment both suggest a later Mississippian component at the site, a notion discounted by Frashuer
(2006). Taken as a whole, the donated collection exhibits a strong Middle Woodland signature
similar to those of other contemporaneous mound sites in the region.

Gaston Spivey Mound (8Ca114)
The southernmost Middle Woodland mound along the Chipola River that was unknown to
C.B. Moore is the Gaston Spivey Mound. It was first recorded by White and Trauner (1987:4143) in Calhoun County, Florida, on the property of Gaston Spivey. It was situated among mixed
hardwoods on the bank of an artificial cypress pond created by the damming of a tributary creek.
White and Trauner (1987:41) describe the mound as “…rather nondescript, a very low rise with
heavy vegetation cover and no discernible shape.” The entire area was perhaps 50 m in diameter
(White 2018), or 80 m north-south and 60 m east-west (White and Trauner 1987:41). There was
an indication that excavation may have involved mechanical equipment and informant interviews
suggested that looting had made use of a shaker screen and recovered human remains from the
mound (White 2018). Surface survey and shovel testing in the vicinity of the mound recovered
material consistent with a Middle Woodland occupation. A single Swift Creek ComplicatedStamped sherd from the disturbed surface of the mound area (White and Trauner 1987; White
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2018). Other material included plain and check-stamped ceramics in addition to chert debitage,
projectile point fragments, and a grinding stone fragment. One of the point fragments appeared to
be a Pinellas type, indicating an occupation post-dating the Middle Woodland period, but one side
of the point was spurred near the base, resembling a reworked Late Archaic point (White 2018).
Spivey indicated that the mound on his property had been excavated by a local resident, who
allowed White and Trauner to photograph his collection. This collector was certain that the basally
perforated vessels in his collection came from the mound on Spivey’s property. Although the exact
provenience of the artifacts from within the mound was unclear, the informant seemed to indicate
that the west side of the mound had not been excavated. The collection included Swift Creek
Complicated-Stamped and early Weeden Island vessels, including one bowl with a bird head effigy
adorno. Other types cataloged by White and Trauner (1987) included Carrabelle Incised and
Carrabelle Punctated jars. The mound was unable to be relocated upon more recent visits to the
site, during which another local resident pointed out its former location before it was leveled
(White 2018).

Chipola Cutoff (8Gu5)
The Chipola Cutoff mound is unique because it is a Middle Woodland construction with
intrusive Fort Walton burials and grave goods that date to the early Contact Period (White 2011).
C.B. Moore (1903:445-66) was the first to record it, and he dedicated more pages to this one site
than any other in his volume “Certain Aboriginal Mounds of the Apalachicola River.” The
mound’s location is a little more than 0.5 mi (0.8 km) from the Chipola Cutoff’s junction with the
Apalachicola River. At the time of Moore’s visit, the mound was in low swamp roughly 40 yds
(36.6 m) north of the cutoff channel. Between the mound and the cutoff channel, Moore observed
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a large depression and deduced it was the borrow-pit from which the mound fill was taken.
Approximately 200 m north-northwest of the mound is a midden that was likely associated with
the mound’s Middle Woodland construction and use (White 2011:242). The mound was composed
of brown sand mixed with clay and 5.3 ft (1.6 m) in height with a circular base that was 45 ft
(13.716 m) across. Below the base of the mound was a stratum of yellow sand, and 2.5 ft (0.8 m)
into this stratum, Moore’s crew encountered a cache of two stone celts with a lithic chisel.
Moore recorded 42 graves within the mound, consisting of flexed and bundle burials in
addition to several isolated skulls. The remains were fragmentary from decomposition and most
were in mound fill at or near the base, but some secondary burials were interred in shallow submound pits. The remains were concentrated in the southern quadrant of the mound, interspersed
from the edge to the center. Some ceramics were recovered from eastern quadrant of the mound,
but Moore noted that the primary cache lay in the southern quadrant unassociated with the burials.
Due to the abundance of organic material, the soil in this quadrant was darker brown than the rest
of the mound fill. Moore also noted darker soil in the eastern quadrant of the mound associated
with the pottery recovered there, suggesting that these ceramics included organic materials within
them. Moore noted a familiar pattern in the distribution of ceramic wares throughout the southern
and eastern quadrants of the mound. Deposits of sherds were encountered mostly around the edge
of the mound and were concentrated at the south and southeast margins. Closer to the center of the
mound deposits of sherds were replaced by groupings of larger vessel fragments, though these
lacked a “full complement of any one vessel” (Moore 1903:448). Near these deposits of larger
vessel fragments were some isolated, presumably more-whole, vessels and nearest the center of
the mound these vessels were grouped together.
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The ceramics recovered by Moore were re-inventoried by Wiley (1949:254-56), who
recorded plain and check-stamped types in addition to diagnostic Middle Woodland and
Mississippian types. The Middle Woodland ceramics included Late Variety Swift-Creek
Complicated Stamped (see Moore 1903:462, Figure 120), Weeden Island Incised (Figure 67) and
Weeden Island Plain cut-out vessels. The Mississippian ceramics included many Fort Walton
Incised vessels in addition to Point Washington Incised, Lake Jackson Plain, and Pensacola Incised
types (Willey 1949:255). White (2011) cataloged many more Mississippian types from a private
collection that were not captured by either Moore’s or Willey’s synopses. The vast majority of the
ceramic assemblage featured basal perforation, which Moore suggested was completed prior to
firing. In his published works, he illustrated zoomorphic and anthropomorphic effigy adornos in
addition to a Fort Walton Incised stirrup-spout vessel handle (Moore 1903:462; 464, Figure 127).
With few exceptions, ceramics were not associated with the burials in the Chipola Cutoff mound.
Non-ceramic artifacts, however, seem to have been more closely associated with burials than the
ceramic assemblage. While some artifacts were found away from burials, many were evidently in
direct association with human remains and the items Moore described as unassociated with human
remains were also found associated with burials in other parts of the mound. For instance, 24 stone
celts were recorded by Moore (1903:447), “…some with burials…[and] many alone. Certain of
these lay in the very margin of the mound and evidently had been placed there ceremonially since
burials were not met with until farther in.” Artifacts he noted as being in direct association with
human remains included bone and gastropod tools, shell adornments such as beads and hair pins,
masses of hematite, and a large unmodified Busycon shell.
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Figure 67: Weeden Island Incised compound vessel with punctations from the Chipola Cutoff
mound (NMAI#174052; photograph by Nancy White at the National Museum of the American
Indian, 2017)
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While these artifacts may have been of either a Middle Woodland or Fort Walton
provenience, other items associated with burials, including sheet brass discs and glass beads, are
clearly intrusive contact-period Fort Walton materials (White 2011). Moore’s account states that
at the time of his visit, the Chipola Cutoff mound was partially inundated and submerged during
high stages of the river. With the help of local collector, White (2011) successfully relocated the
mound’s former location before it became completely submerged. While there is clearly a robust
Fort Walton component, the nearly-whole Middle Woodland ceramic vessels documented by
Moore (1903:252, Figures 102 and 103; 253, Figure 104; 462, Figure 120) are evidence that the
mound was originally a Middle Woodland construction that was intruded on by later peoples.
While there are many instances throughout the valley of Middle Woodland habitation sites being
reoccupied by later Mississippian peoples, there are only two instances in which a Middle
Woodland burial mound was used for later Fort Walton interments.

Isabel Landing (8Gu4)
The mound at Isabel Landing has not been relocated since C.B. Moore’s (1903:445)
excavation, but based on his published map, it is suspected to be east of Wewahitchka in the
general vicinity of White’s River and Magnolia Slough. The mound was 4.6 ft (1.4 m) tall with a
circular base 48 ft (14.6 m) across. Moore noted that the uppermost strata of the mound had been
heavily looted prior to his arrival, writing that it “had been literally honey-combed by holes and
trenches” (Moore 1903:445). Due to the height of the mound, however, he felt that the lower strata
were relatively undisturbed by the superficial digging. The only human remains he recorded were
a single skull, located about a m below the surface in the southeastern portion of the mound, and
fragmentary human remains disturbed by previous digging.
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The ceramic cache extended from the eastern edge of the mound toward the center,
consisting of sherds nearest the outer margin and broken vessels nearer the center. These included
undecorated ceramics, check-stamped patterns, Swift Creek Complicated-Stamped sherds, and a
single St. Andrews Complicated-Stamped vessel (Figure 68). An indeterminate punctated sherd
may have been Weeden Island Punctated, but with no illustration and no comment from Willey
(1949:254) a determination cannot be made. The mound at Isabel Landing is among a small cadre
of Middle Woodland mounds with Swift Creek ceramics but no early Weeden Island types. The
only other materials noted by Moore were mica, chert debitage, and a quartz pebble. At the time
of his excavation the mound was roughly 100 yds (approximately 100 m) west of the boat landing,
suggesting that the Chipola River may have been farther east a century ago, perhaps flowing
through the channel now occupied by White’s River. If this is the case and the Chipola River has
migrated westward toward the town of Wewahitchka, the mound was more than likely obliterated
in the process.

Burgess Landing (8Gu3)
In Gulf County, Florida, the mound near Burgess Landing is situated roughly 165 yds (150
m) east of Burgess Creek, one mi (1.6 km) upriver from its confluence with the Chipola River.
C.B. Moore (1903:443-445) was the first to record the mound, though it was known to locals for
some time prior to his visit. The mound was relocated by White (2018), and although now covered
by dense vegetation, it is still “in full view of the road” roughly 100 yds (approximately 100 m)
from the boat landing (Moore 1903:443). Approximately 110 yds (100 m) northeast of the mound
is a Middle Woodland midden that is likely associated with the mound’s construction and use
(White 2018). Moore recorded that the mound was four feet nine inches (1.5 meters) tall with a
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circular base 42 feet (12.8 meters) across – when the mound was relocated by White, its height
had been significantly diminished.
At the time of Moore’s excavation, the mound had been so spread by digging that its
dimensions had been extended by three feet (approximately one meter) in all directions. Prior to
his arrival, a trench had also been dug through the mound along its east-west axis. Moore recorded
12 central burials in the body of the clayey sand mound. Though quite fragmentary, he suggested
the remains were likely bundled burials and possibly single-skull interments. No artifacts were
associated with the remains and were instead scattered throughout the body of the mound. These
items included mica, polished celts, sandstone hones, and a chert projectile point. Ceramics were
concentrated in an eastern cache and showed signs of basal perforation. Most were undecorated
though check-stamped, indeterminate incised, and indeterminate punctate types were also present.
Moore observed faintly-impressed Swift Creek Complicated-Stamped patterns and illustrated a
Weeden Island Incised vase with a wood duck effigy adorno. An ellipsoidal vessel with a redpainted interior and adornos on either side may have been an early Weeden Island type as well.

Apalachicola River – Upper Valley
All three of the Middle Woodland mounds in the Apalachicola River’s upper valley were
excavated by C.B. Moore (1903), though only two have been definitively relocated (see Tables 25
through 31). This portion of the river features the most relief, and the two mounds on the east side
were on the elevated bluffs bordering the river.
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Figure 68: St. Andrews Complicated-Stamped vessel from Isabel Landing (NMAI#174012;
photograph by Nancy White at the National Museum of the American Indian, 2017)
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Table 25: Geospatial data for Middle Woodland mounds of the upper Apalachicola River valley
Site
Number

Site Name

8Ja1
8Gd1
8Li5

Sampson's Landing
Aspalaga Landing
Rock Bluff Landing

Relocated?

River
Mile

No
Yes
Yes

103
99
93

Fresh Water
Distance
Direction
(m)
20
400
E

Habitation
Distance
Direction
(m)
275-300
S
0
all
60
SE

Table 26: Size and construction of Middle Woodland mounds of the Upper Apalachicola River valley
Site
Site Name
Number
Sampson's
8Ja1
Landing

Mound Construction
Shell

Height
(m)

Diameter
(m)

Area
(m2)

Soil

1.4

13.7

147.8

Clay & gravel

-

8Gd1

Aspalaga
Landing

4.0

27.4 x
29.9

643.6

Sand; red clay above C base;
limestone cobbles in E

-

8Li5

Rock Bluff
Landing

1.2

13.7

147.8

-

-
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Table 27: Burial data for Middle Woodland mounds of the upper Apalachicola River valley

Burial
Count

SubAdults

Extended

Flexed

Bundle

Skull

Cremains

Secondary

Other

Burial Type

Throughout

47

-

-

X

X

X

-

-

X

Aspalaga Landing

most in E &
W, some at
C

54

-

-

X

X

X

X

-

X

Rock Bluff Landing

E quadrant

13

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

X

Site
Site Name
Number

Location

8Ja1

Sampson's Landing

8Gd1
8Li5
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Early
Island

Mississippian

Rock Bluff Landing

Swift Creek

8Li5

Early Woodland

Aspalaga Landing

Archaic

8Gd1

E edge
Unassociated
toward C
E edge
toward C
E
Associated
quadrant

Check-Stamped

Sampson's Landing

Burial
Association

Plain

8Ja1

Location

Perforated

Site
Site Name
Number

Weeden

Table 28: Ceramic data for Middle Woodland mounds of the upper Apalachicola River valley

X

X

X

-

-

X

X

-

X

X

-

-

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

-

-

X

X

-

Table 29: Ceramic types from Middle Woodland mounds of the upper Apalachicola River valley
Site
Site Name
Number
8Ja1

Sampson's Landing

8Gd1

Aspalaga Landing

8Li5

Rock Bluff Landing

Ceramic Types
Swift Creek Complicated-Stamped; Weeden Island Incised; Keith or Carrabelle Incised; possible
Basin Bayou Incised
Swift Creek Complicated-Stamped; St. Andrews Complicated-Stamped; Weeden Island Plain
(cutout) + red-painted; Weeden Island Incised with punctations (1 with applique); Weeden Island
Punctated; Basin Bayou Incised; Crystal River Incised; Fort Walton Incised; tetrapodal vessels;
some notched rims; human effigy; bird head effigy adornos
Swift Creek Complicated-Stamped; Weeden Island Plain (compound vessel)

-

8Gd1

Aspalaga Landing

-

8Li5

Rock Bluff Landing

E quadrant

Pipes

Sampson's Landing

Celts

8Ja1

Burial
Association

Steatite

Location

Galena

Site Name

Mica

Site
Number

Copper

Table 30: Non-ceramic artifact data from Middle Woodland mounds of the upper Apalachicola River valley

Unassociated
Associated &
Unassociated
Associated

-

X

-

-

X

-

-

X

-

-

X

-

-

-

-

-

X

-

Table 31: Non-ceramic artifacts from Middle Woodland mounds of the upper Apalachicola River valley
Site
Site Name
Number
8Ja1
Sampson's Landing
8Gd1

Aspalaga Landing

8Li5

Rock Bluff Landing

Other Materials & Artifacts
Pebbles; shell drinking cup
Sheet mica (1 unworked; one in shape of projectile point); charcoal; discoidal quartzite
nutting stone; chert projectile points; chert projectile point fragments; chert flake;
smoothing pebble; pebble hammers; pebbles; limestone; shell beads; shell drinking cup;
triangular shell gouge
Chert projectile point; shell beads
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Sampson’s Landing (8Ja1)
The northernmost mound along the Apalachicola River is the mound at Sampson’s
Landing, which was first recorded by C.B. Moore (1903:489-91) but has not been relocated. It was
located approximately 0.5 mi (0.8 km) west of the boat landing in Jackson County, Florida, on the
property
of D.L. McKinnon of Marianna. The mound was composed of clay and gravel, rising 4.5 ft (1.4
m) above the ground surface with a circular base 45 ft (13.7 m) across. It had been looted prior to
Moore’s arrival, and he recorded that a hole placed near the center measuring approximately “2.5
feet square” had been excavated to the mound’s base (Moore 1903:490). He reported a total of 47
burials, which he describes as dispersed throughout from the margin inward. The burials included
scattered bones, 13 single skulls, 11 bundle burials, and 22 flexed remains near the center of the
mound. All but one of the flexed remains were on their sides, with one lying on their back. Three
of the burials were placed beneath “masses” of limestone (Moore 1903:490) and one lone skull
was in darker-colored sand with charcoal nearby – none of the skulls featured artificial flattening.
Moore wrote that check-stamped and Swift Creek Complicated-Stamped sherds were met
with soon after their digging had commenced, presumably being found near the mound’s edge.
Most of the ceramics were concentrated to an eastern cache several ft (0.6-1.0 m) inward from the
edge that extended toward the center of the mound. The only outliers were an indeterminate incised
vessel near the southern edge of the mound and a Swift-Creek Complicated-Stamped vessel in the
mound’s southwestern quadrant. The primary deposit of ceramics consisted of check-stamped
sherds near the mound’s eastern edge and a cluster of six vessels nearer the mound’s center. Of
the six clustered vessels, five were undecorated and one featured “…a series of roughly incised,
diagonal, parallel lines, around neck…” (Moore 1903:491) that was probably the type Carrabelle
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Incised. Adjacent to this deposit was another cluster of sherds with two fragmentary vessels, nearer
the mound’s center. With these plain and Swift Creek-Complicated Stamped vessel fragments
were three additional Swift Creek-Complicated Stamped pots, two of which were the Late Variety
(Willey 1949:250). Nearest the mound’s center, was a cache of four pots, three of which were
undecorated with the other bearing an ambiguous incised decoration (Moore 1903:490, Figure
156; 491, Figure 157). Willey (1949:250) characterizes this vessel as “…an unclassified incised
piece of a curious design and somewhat divergent technique.” The only other materials recovered
from the mound were mica, a single shell drinking cup fragment near some ceramics, and two celts
loose in the mound fill. While the mound has not clearly been relocated, evidence from the 197575 investigations of the Scholz Power Plant site, 8Ja104, probably the associated midden,
determined it was between 275 and 300 m north of the mound’s probable location (Percy
1976:128).

Aspalaga Landing Mounds (8Gd1)
The mounds at Aspalaga Landing in Gadsden County, Florida, are situated high on the
bluffs overlooking the floodplain approximately 0.4 mi (0.6 km) east of the river. The site is
surrounded by a contemporaneous midden that continued to be occupied long after the Middle
Woodland traditions of burial mound ceremonialism had waned (Milanich 1974; Jones 1976). The
mounds were first recorded by C.B. Moore (1903:481-88), and at the time of his visit they were
located in an established agricultural field one mi (1.6 km) northeast of the boat landing on the
property of John L. Smith. Midden surrounded the three mounds on all sides, and steephead springs
drained downslope from the site (Sears 1962). Milanich (1974:1) recorded a fourth mound
originally documented by Sears (1962), remarking that “Together the mounds roughly form a
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square 55 m on a side with north-south and east-west axes.” However, Jones (1976) recorded only
three mounds when monitoring the excavation of a borrow pit and installation of an access road
used to construct a rest stop off of Interstate 10. He ultimately concluded that the occupation
midden covered the entire ridge crest, measuring roughly 400 m from northwest-southeast by 185
m from southwest-northeast (Scarry 1983). Milanich and Fairbanks (1980:126-129) suggest that
the three mounds were at the center of a roughly circular midden scatter a half-mi (900 m) wide.
Nearer the mounds was a denser, arcuate midden 310 ft (95 m) long and 250 ft (75 m) across. The
radiocarbon dates and ceramic chronology from Milanich’s investigation indicate that the
household he excavated next to the more-central midden was a Late Woodland structure that postdated the three mounds’ probable construction.
Moore concluded that the two lowest mounds had been “domiciliary in character” (Moore
1903:481) because they were devoid of any artifacts and/or burials. The largest of the mounds was
situated on a slight slope, and thus the measurements of its height differ on either side. Upslope on
the west side, the mound measured 6.7 ft (2.0 m) in height and downslope on the east side the
mound measured 9.4 ft (2.9 m) in height. It had an ovoid base 98 ft (29.9 m) east-west and 90 ft
(27.4) north-south. All of the mounds had been spread by the plow, and thus these basal dimensions
are likely exaggerated. The Smith family indicated that the largest mound had been reduced at
least five ft (1.5 m) in height, and if this account is correct, this was the tallest Middle Woodland
burial in the region. Given the considerable size of the mound, Moore considered the prior damage
from looting to have had a relatively negligible impact to the mound’s integrity.
Moore recorded 54 burials, most located in the eastern and western portions of the mound
as well as in a central interment. Excluding remains too badly decomposed to determine their form,
the graves included flexed and bundle burials in addition to lone skulls and a single deposit of
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cremated remains in the southwestern part of the mound. At the central base of the mound, Moore
observed a stratum of reddish clay upon which were scattered bones. In some instances, it was
evident that human remains had decayed away, leading him to suspect that there were even more
burials than they were able to observe. In one of these instances, the surrounding sand was colored
red with hematite. Charcoal was included with some of the burials and Moore (1903:481) noted
that “…remarkably few objects had been placed with the dead.” Among the objects unassociated
with any burial was sheet mica, including a thick, circular specimen and another in the shape of a
projectile point. Exceptions to this trend included seven shell beads and a polished celt under the
arm of Burial No. 2, a shell drinking cup with Burial No. 18, a vessel fragment with Burial No.
26, and shell beads with Burial No. 28. The burial with the most attendant artifacts was Burial No.
39, with which there was a polished celt, a discoidal quartz nutting stone, several chert projectile
points and chert debitage, a smoothing stone, a pebble hammer, a triangular shell gouge, columella
cutting tools, and several species of shell (Rangia cuneate, Hexaplex fulvescens, Dosinia discus).
The latter two are marine species unknown in any other burial mound in the region whose nearest
origin is the Gulf Coast, 99 mi (160 km) downriver.
The ceramics were in sand much darker than the rest of the mound fill, and the eastern
cache followed a pattern often observed by Moore: scattered sherds at the mound’s edge, larger
fragments of vessels closer toward the center, and whole and/or nearly-whole vessels nearest the
center of the mound that had often been crushed in situ by the weight of the mound fill.
Moore indicated that the first complete vessel they encountered was not met with until they had
dug eight ft (2.4 m) inward from the edge of the mound. Subsequently, solitary vessels, usually
pots, were encountered nearer the center of the mound. These ceramics included plain undecorated
ware, others with notched rims, tetrapodal vessels, and Swift Creek Complicated-Stamped pottery.
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Moore (1903:483) wrote that “Among these vessels were fragments of others…” and with the
exception of one vessel, all featured basal perforation. The same ceramic types represented by the
sherds near the margin were also among the types of vessels nearer the mound’s center. Among
the pottery deposit were shell drinking cups and beneath the eastern flank of the mound limestone
gravel and cobbles accompanied a mass deposit of sherds.
While their exact provenience is unclear, Moore illustrated and described several ceramics
that are undeniably early Weeden Island types, including: Weeden Island Incised (Moore
1903:484, Figure 147; 485, Figure 148) and a Weeden Island Plain cutout vessel with red paint
and a bird-head effigy adorno. Several disarticulated bird-head effigy adornos were illustrated by
Moore (1903:488, Figure 152 and Figure 153) as were a single St. Andrews Complicated-Stamped
sherd and a single Fort Walton Incised rim fragment (Willey 1949:257; Moore 1903:488, Figure
154). While the St. Andrews type is consistent with a Middle Woodland occupation, the Fort
Walton Incised rim raises the possibility that later Mississippian interments may have intruded
upon the earlier Woodland component long after the traditions of burial mound ceremonialism had
waned. Other noteworthy ceramic items include a human effigy vessel (Moore 1903:486, Figure
150) and an interesting Early Variety Swift Creek Complicated-Stamped compound-vessel that
appears to have at least two feet (Moore 1903:487, Figure 151; Willey 1949:257). Additionally,
Willey (1949:258) wrote that one specimen from the Aspalaga Landing site in the collections of
the R.S. Peabody Museum (No. 39131) is a four-lobed Basin Bayou Incised vessel, a Middle
Woodland type that is rare in this research region. While this mound exudes an undeniable Middle
Woodland signature, the presence of mostly-whole tetrapodal vessels within it suggests that mound
construction may have begun during the Early Woodland period.
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Rock Bluff Landing (8Li5)
When C.B. Moore (1918:554-55) returned to northwest Florida, he recorded the mound
near Rock Bluff Landing on the property of Richard Lester approximately one mi (1.6 km) eastnortheast of the boat landing in Liberty County, Florida. At present, the mound is situated
approximately 0.25 mi (0.4 km) m west of a small creek, it is likely that a steephead spring was
active much closer to the mound and associated habitation during Middle Woodland times. This
speculation is supported by the presence of a contemporaneous midden only 65 yds (60 m)
southeast of the mound (Percy 1972; Percy and Jones 1976). The mound had been significantly
damaged by excavation prior to Moore’s (1918:554) arrival, and he lamented that “We found at
this place but a remnant...” By his estimate, the mound originally stood four ft (1.2 m) in height
with a circular base 45 ft (13.716 m) across. Although the central part of the mound had been dug
out, Moore noted that the eastern portion was mostly intact and that the existing looter’s trench
had not been sufficiently deep to unearth pottery near the mound’s edge. He recovered a chert
projectile point and a celt from the backdirt of those previous excavations. Moore’s crew
encountered 13 burials in what was left of the mound, all in an advanced stage of decomposition
that precluded determination of burial type. Nonetheless, he (1918:555) characterized the burials
as “exceptional” because several sets of remains were located among the ceramic cache. One burial
had with it several shell beads and another was interred with a complete vessel. In several
instances, Moore observed evidence of burning though the bones were not sufficiently calcined to
suggest cremation. The ceramic assemblage consisted of check-stamped and Middle Woodland
types that included Swift Creek Complicated-Stamped (Figures 69 and 70), Weeden Island Incised
(Figures 71 and 73), and Weeden Island Punctated (Figures 74 and 76), Carrabelle Punctated
(Figure 72), and a compound Weeden Island Plain cut-out compound vessel (Figure 75) (Willey
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1949:264). The mound is clearly a Middle Woodland construction, as its assemblage includes both
the Swift Creek and early Weeden Island types that are characteristic of this period.

Apalachicola River – Middle Valley
There are six Middle Woodland mounds in the Apalachicola River’s middle valley, and
none have been relocated since C.B. Moore’s (1903; 1918) excavations (Tables 32 through 38). In
lieu of exact coordinates, the general vicinity of each mound has been recorded using the maps
and descriptions provided by Moore. With the exception of the three mounds in the BristolBlountstown area, which are 1.25 to 2.5 mi (2 to four km) apart, the other three mounds are roughly
equidistant, between six and seven river-mi (9.7 to 11.3 river-km) apart from one another and
concentrated in the upper portion of the middle valley. As the relief that dominates the upper valley
wanes moving southward, these mounds are located generally on the river’s floodplain.

Bristol Mound (8Li4)
At the time of C.B. Moore’s (1903:474-75) excavation, the mound at Bristol was located
300 yds (274.3 m) northwest of town on forested land belonging to J.E. Roberts. It was on the
slope of a sandy ridge and measured 2.5 ft (0.8 m) in height, though Moore noted that it gained
elevation in the range of several ft downslope. The mound had been spread six ft (1.8 m) prior to
Moore’s arrival, and he determined that the original diameter of its circular base was roughly 50
ft (15.2 m) across. The damage to the mound was substantial: a 30-ft (9.1-m) trench 10 ft (3.1 m)
in width had been dug from the northeastern edge toward the center. While it is unknown how
many, if any, burials had been disturbed by previous excavation, Moore recorded 14 fragmentary
remains, mostly bundle burials and lone skulls, dispersed throughout the mound fill at depth. The
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Figure 68: Late variety Swift Creek
Complicated-Stamped bowl from
Rock Bluff Landing (NMAI#75130;
photograph by Nancy White at the
National Museum of the American
Indian, 2017)

Figure 69: Swift Creek ComplicatedStamped bowl from Rock Bluff
Landing (NMAI#75165; photograph
by Nancy White at the National
Museum of the American Indian,
2017)

Figure 71: Carrabelle Punctated jar from
Rock Bluff Landing (NMAI#75170;
photograph by Nancy White at the National
Museum of the American Indian, 2017)

Figure 70: Weeden Island Incised jar with
effigy adorno from Rock Bluff Landing
(NMAI#75156; photograph by Nancy White
at the National Museum of the American
Indian, 2017)
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Figure 73: Weeden Island Punctated jar from Rock
Bluff Landing (NMAI#75157; photograph by Nancy
White at the National Museum of the American
Indian, 2017)

Figure 72: Weeden Island Incised jar from Rock
Bluff Landing (NMAI#75137; photograph by Nancy
White at the National Museum of the American
Indian, 2017)
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Figure 74: Weeden Island Plain compound cut-out vessel from
Rock Bluff Landing (NMAI#84155; photograph by Nancy
White at the National Museum of the American Indian, 2017)

Figure 75: Weeden Island Punctated jar from Rock Bluff
Landing (NMAI#75418; photograph by Nancy White at the
National Museum of the American Indian, 2017)
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Table 32: Geospatial data for Middle Woodland mounds of the Middle Apalachicola River valley
Site
Number

Site Name

8Li4

Fresh Water
Distance
Direction
(m)

Habitation
Distance
Direction
(m)

Relocated?

River
Mile

Bristol Mound

No

80

50

SSW

150

SW

8Ca1

Davis Field

No

80

-

-

-

-

8Ca2

OK Landing

No

-

-

-

-

-

8Li3

Mound Below Bristol

No

77

-

-

-

-

8Li6

Michaux Log Landing

No

70

-

-

-

-

8Li7

Estiffanulga

No

65

-

N

-

-
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Table 33: Size and construction of Middle Woodland mounds of the Middle Apalachicola River valley
Site
Site Name
Number
8Li4

Bristol Mound

Mound Construction
Shell

Height
(m)

Diameter
(m)

Area
(m2)

Soil

0.8

15.2

182.4

Sand

-

-

8Ca1

Davis Field

1.4

15.2

182.4

Sandy clay with pockets of
clayey sand; red fire-hardened
clay along N base; charcoalfilled pit beneath C covered
with charcoal-blackened clay
mound

8Ca2

OK Landing

1.1

10.7

89.4

-

-

8Li3

Mound Below Bristol

1.0

15.2

182.4

Sand

-

8Li6

Michaux Log
Landing

1.1

11.3 x
12.2

108.0

Gray, compact (fire-hardened)
sand mixed with charcoal
along base

-

8Li7

Estiffanulga

0.9

11.6

105.4

Yellow clayey sand

-
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Table 34: Burial data for Middle Woodland mounds of the middle Apalachicola River valley

Secondary

Other

8Ca1

-

X

-

-

X

-

-

-

X

X

X

X

X

-

X

-

-

-

X

Skull

Bristol Mound

X

Bundle

8Li4

-

SubAdults

Flexed

Location

-

Burial
Count

Extended

Site
Site Name
Number

Cremains

Burial Type

Throughout

14

-

-

-

X

X

Davis Field

Edges
toward C &
beneath
base

26

X

-

X

X

X

8Ca2

OK Landing

E quadrant

2

X

-

-

-

-

8Li3

Mound Below Bristol

Poss near W
edge

1

-

-

-

-

8Li6

Michaux Log
Landing

Near base

5

-

-

-

8Li7

Estiffanulga

At C

1

-

-

-
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Site
Site Name
Number

Location

Burial
Association

Perforated

Plain

Check-Stamped

Archaic

Early Woodland

Swift Creek

Early
Island

Mississippian

Weeden

Table 35: Ceramic data for Middle Woodland mounds of the middle Apalachicola River valley

8Li4

Bristol Mound

E edge toward C; sherds
scattered throughout

-

X

X

X

-

-

X

X

-

8Ca1

Davis Field

E edge toward C cache

Unassociated

X

X

-

-

-

X

X

-

8Ca2
8Li3

OK Landing
Mound Below Bristol
Michaux Log
Landing

SE edge toward C
ENE edge toward C,
near base
SW slope & near E
edge; sherds throughout

Unassociated

X
X

X
X

X
X

-

-

X
X

-

-

Unassociated

X

X

X

-

-

X

X.

-

Unassociated

X

X

X

-

-

X

-

-

8Li6
8Li7

Estiffanulga

Table 36: Ceramic types from Middle Woodland mounds of the middle Apalachicola River valley
Site
Site Name
Number
8Li4

Bristol Mound

8Ca1
8Ca2
8Li3
8Li6
8Li7

Davis Field
OK Landing
Mound Below Bristol
Michaux Log Landing
Estiffanulga

Ceramic Types
Weeden Island Punctated; Weeden Island Plain (cutout) + red-painted; red-painted bird head
effigy adornos
Weeden Island Incised; Weeden Island Plain (cutout); Swift Creek Complicated-Stamped
Swift Creek Complicated-Stamped; possible Carrabelle Incised
Swift Creek Complicated-Stamped; notched and scalloped rims
Swift Creek Complicated-Stamped; indeterminate incised
Swift Creek Complicated-Stamped
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Site
Site Name
Number

Location

Burial
Association

Copper

Mica

Galena

Steatite

Celts

Pipes

Table 37: Non-ceramic artifact data from Middle Woodland Mounds of the middle Apalachicola River valley

8Li4

Bristol Mound

-

Associated &
Unassociated

-

X

-

-

X

X

8Ca1

Davis Field

-

Unassociated

-

X

-

-

-

-

8Ca2

OK Landing

E quadrant

-

-

X

-

-

-

8Li3

Mound Below Bristol

-

-

-

-

-

-

X

8Li6

Michaux Log Landing

-

Unassociated

-

-

-

-

-

-

8Li7

Estiffanulga

Throughout

Unassociated

-

-

-

-

X

-

Associated &
Unassociated
Associated &
Unassociated

Table 38: Non-ceramic artifacts from Middle Woodland mounds of the middle Apalachicola River valley
Site
Site Name
Number
8Li4

Bristol Mound

8Ca1
8Ca2

Davis Field
OK Landing

8Li3

Mound Below Bristol

8Li6
8Li7

Michaux Log Landing
Estiffanulga

Other Materials & Artifacts
Waterworn celt-like tool (possible hammerstone); sheet mica in the shape of a projectile
point; shell beads; shell drinking cup fragments (associated with ceramic deposits)
Log; bark; charcoal; burnt clay; shell drinking cups
Deer metatarsal; ceramic pipe; chert projectile point; pebble; pitted stone; Busycon whorl
gouges; shell drinking cup
Barbed chert projectile point; quartz pebble; charcoal;
Three chert projectile points (1 broken); one round pebble
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only artifacts associated with the remains were shell beads with Burials No. 1 and No. 2. Beneath
these burials, approximately four ft (1.2 m) below the surface of the mound, was a waterworn celtlike object that appeared to have percussive use-wear. Moore reported a sheet of mica in the shape
of a projectile point was recovered loose in the mound fill. The ceremonial cache of earthenware
began at the eastern-edge of the mound and extended linearly toward the mound’s center. The
outermost deposits consisted of check-stamped sherds and vessel fragments along with complete
vessels broken in situ, crushed by the weight of the mound fill. Nearer the center of the mound,
check-stamped surface treatments were replaced by Swift Creek Complicated-Stamped and early
Weeden Island decorations, including Weeden Island Punctated and Weeden Island Plain (Willey
1949:263). The Weeden Island Plain vessels illustrated by Moore include one in the shape of a
gourd (Figure 78; Moore 1903:478, Figure 142) and another with a bird-head effigy adorno and
portions excised prior to firing (Figure 77; Moore 1903:477, Figure 140). Several other Weeden
Island vessels were painted red and several bore bird-head effigy adornos (Figure 79). The only
Swift Creek Complicated-Stamped vessel illustrated by Moore (1903:479, Figure 143) featured a
decoration limited to a band around the vessel’s neck, which Willey (1949:264) classifies as Late
Variety. Although Willey catalogs no incised types, an unillustrated vessel discussed by Moore
(1903:479), Vessel No. 6, is described as having “…a rude decoration below the neck made up of
diagonal lines” and may have been Carrabelle Incised. Though there was no mention of their
presence in Moore’s publication, White photographed several ceramic pipes from the mound at
Bristol at the National Museum of the American Indian (Figure 77).Though the mound has since
been destroyed, the general vicinity was relocated by White (2018), who determined it was
approximately 50 m north-northwest of a steephead spring and approximately 150 m northwest of
a contemporaneous Middle Woodland midden.
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Figure 76: Ceramic pipes from the Bristol Mound (NMAI#172068; photograph by Nancy White
at the National Museum of the American Indian, 2017)

Figure 77: Weeden Island Plain vessel in the shape of a gourd from the Bristol Mound
(NMAI#173952; photograph by Nancy White at the National Museum of the American Indian,
2017)
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Figure 78: Red-painted Weeden Island Plain cut-out vessel
with a bird head effigy adorno from the Bristol Mound
(NMAI#172068; photograph by Nancy White at the National
Museum of the American Indian, 2017)

Figure 79: Red-painted bird-head effigy broken from ceramic
vessel from the Bristol Mound (NMAI#170276; photograph by
Nancy White at the National Museum of the American Indian,
2017; see also Moore 1903:480, Figure 144)
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Davis’ Field (8Ca1)
The mound in Davis’ Field is another one that has yet to be relocated. Moore (1903:468)
wrote that the field was on the property of F.M. Yon and roughly a one mi (1.6 km) northeast of
Blountstown in Calhoun County, Florida. Although the mound was relatively untouched by
pothunters at the time of Moore’s arrival, he indicated that the field had long been cultivated and
that plowing had spread the mound’s contents considerably, roughly 10 ft (3.1 m) in every
direction. What remained of the mound’s original height stood 4.5 ft (1.4 m) tall, and Moore
estimated that its original basal diameter was somewhere in the range of 50 ft (15.2 m). The mound
was composed primarily of sandy clay, though there were pockets of clayey sand interspersed
throughout. Along the base of the mound’s northern quadrant was a layer of red fire-hardened clay
six ft (1.8 m) wide and three ft (0.9 m) thick. Moore’s diggers also encountered several hearths
with charcoal in situ throughout the mound. Along the base of the mound, seven ft (2.1 m) from
the eastern edge, he recorded a charcoal-filled pit 0.5 ft (15 cm) deep and 3.5 ft (1.1 m) wide. This
hearth was capped by a 7-ft (2.1-m) wide sub-mound dome of charcoal-blackened clay that rose
1.5 ft (0.5 m) above the base of the mound. The crest of this sub-mound dome was approximately
3.5 ft (1.1 m) beneath the top of the mound and three red-painted vessels had been placed on top.
The mound contained 26 burials, all in advanced stages of decomposition. The majority
were found near the central hearth and showed signs of burning. Moore concluded that these
remains comprised a mass interment, all placed in a single burial episode. After encountering two
outlying burials in the east and northwest of the mound, the crew found bundle burials, single
skulls, and long-bone fragments as burials continued toward the center of the mound. Near the
center, Moore and his team encountered only flexed burials, several of which were deposited in
shallow pits beneath the mound’s base. Above the mound’s central base, charcoal had been
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deposited above and beneath burials across an area 25 ft2 (1.1 m2). At a stratigraphically equivalent
depth, though unassociated with the charcoal-layered burials, a lean-to had been constructed over
a single skeleton. The structure was approximately 3.3 ft (1 m) long and two ft (0.6 m) wide; it
consisted of layered bark supported by a 3-ft (0.9-m) log roughly 0.5 ft (15 cm) in diameter.
Moore (1903:468-69) wrote that “With no burial was an artifact immediately associated,
with the exception of a shell drinking-cup found with the skeleton of a child.” The only nonceramic artifacts he mentioned were sheets of mica, one of which featured a circular hole through
its center, likely for suspension. The ceramics recovered from the mound were isolated to an
eastern cache that extended from the edge of the mound toward its center. The sub-mound dome
was contiguous with this ceremonial deposit and it was surrounded by sizeable vessel fragments
and two shell cups. On top of this dome were three red-painted vessels: one with an animal-head
effigy adorno, another with an adorno broken off, and with one with Swift Creek ComplicatedStamped decoration. Other vessels noted by Moore include both Early Variety and Late Variety
Swift Creek-Complicated-Stamped ceramics (Moore 1903:473; Willey 1949:251-52) and redpainted Weeden Island Plain cut-out vessels, some featuring bird-head effigy adornos and another
with incised and punctated decorations. While the mound in Davis Field is unique in several
regards, from the sub-mound dome to the sheltered burial, its ceramic assemblage is firmly Middle
Woodland and suggests occupation through the entirety of the Swift Creek ceramic sequence.

O.K. Landing (8Ca2)
When Moore returned to northwest Florida, he recorded a mound near O.K. Landing in
Calhoun County, Florida. According to his published accounts, the mound was located in woods
approximately one mi (1.6 km) from the Apalachicola River, down the road from the boat landing
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(Moore 1918:554). Moore neglected to include this site on any map, and we have been unable to
find any record of this boat historic landing, so we do not know where along the river it was. Our
best guess is that it was located in the middle valley because its description comes between
Michaux Log and Rock Bluff Landings. Moore recorded the mound as standing as 3.5 ft (1.1 m)
in height with a circular base 35 ft (10.7 m) in diameter. The mound had experienced only limited
digging prior to his arrival, and he was unable to determine who owned the property at the time of
his excavation. The mound contained only two burials, both consisting of decayed bone fragments
recovered from its eastern quadrant. With one of the burials, Moore (1918:554) found a pitted
cobble of galena (Figure 80) which he described as being “...about the size of a fist of a child.”
Another mass of galena was found loose in the mound fill unassociated with any human remains.
Though there were no complete vessels, he recorded undecorated bowls in addition to checkstamped, Swift Creek Complicated-Stamped, and indeterminate incised decorations. Although he
did not type the incised ware, Willey (1949:252) concluded that “…it seems indubitable that this
was a Weeden Island Period site.” shallow pits beneath the mound’s base. Above the mound’s
central base, charcoal had been deposited above and beneath burials across an area 25 ft2 (1.1 m2).
At a stratigraphically equivalent depth, though unassociated with the charcoal-layered burials, a
lean-to had been constructed over a single skeleton. The structure was approximately 3.3 ft (1 m)
long and two ft (0.6 m) wide; it consisted of layered bark supported by a 3-ft (0.9-m) log roughly
0.5 ft (15 cm) in diameter.
Moore (1903:468-69) wrote that “With no burial was an artifact immediately associated,
with the exception of a shell drinking-cup found with the skeleton of a child.” The only nonceramic artifacts he mentioned were sheets of mica, one of which featured a circular hole through
its center, likely for suspension. The ceramics recovered from the mound were isolated to an
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Figure 80: Three views of worked galena from OK Landing (NMAI#75149; photograph by
Nancy White at the National Museum of the American Indian, 2017)
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eastern cache that extended from the edge of the mound toward its center. The sub-mound dome
was contiguous with this ceremonial deposit and it was surrounded by sizeable vessel fragments
and two shell cups. On top of this dome were three red-painted vessels: one with an animal-head
effigy adorno, another with an adorno broken off, and with one with Swift Creek ComplicatedStamped decoration. Other vessels noted by Moore include both Early Variety and Late Variety
Swift Creek-Complicated-Stamped ceramics (Moore 1903:473; Willey 1949:251-52) and redpainted Weeden Island Plain cut-out vessels, some featuring bird-head effigy adornos and another
with incised and punctate decorations. While the mound in Davis Field is unique in several regards,
from the sub-mound dome to the sheltered burial, its ceramic assemblage is firmly Middle
Woodland and suggests occupation through the entirety of the Swift Creek ceramic sequence.

Mound Below Bristol (8Li3)
At the time of his excavation, Moore (1903:473-74) reported that the Mound Below Bristol
was in a derelict field owned by Robert Shuler, located approximately one mi (1.6 km) westsouthwest of Bristol in Liberty County, Florida. The sand mound was undisturbed prior to his
arrival and stood 3.4 ft (1.0 m) tall with a circular base 50 ft (15.2 m) in diameter. Human remains
were isolated to a single cranial fragment in a rodent burrow near the western edge of the mound,
but Moore suspected that a burial had been present in a pit feature below the mound’s western
base. In this pit feature, he found a ceramic pipe, three Busycon whorl gouges, and a deer phalanx.
The only other artifacts recorded were a chert blade or projectile point, a pebble, and what was
likely a nutting stone or small groundstone metate. While a ceremonial cache of ceramics was
present, the mound lacked deposits of sherds and instead featured a roughly linear deposit of whole
vessels broken in situ. The cache consisted of check-stamped wares near the southeastern edge of
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the mound with discrete clusters of vessels farther toward the mound’s center. Nearest the center
of the mound was a deposit of 18 vessels grouped “singly and in pairs” (Moore 1903:474). In
addition to check-stamped surface treatments, the assemblage included both plain and Swift Creek
Complicated-Stamped ceramics, some with notched and scalloped rims. With the ceremonial
cache of vessels was a single shell drinking cup, but the assemblage was completely devoid of any
Weeden Island types (Willey 1949:263).

Michaux Log Landing (8Li6)
During his first expedition up the Apalachicola River, Moore was unable to gain access to
the mound near Michaux Log Landing due to the high stage of the river. When he returned to
northwest Florida more than a decade later, however, he was finally able to excavate the mound
(Moore 1918:553-54). The site was located four mi (6.4 km) north of Estiffanulga, though it was
an eight-mi (12.9-km) commute by boat along the river to reach it from town. The mound was
situated roughly one mi (1.6 km) due east of the boat landing on forested land belonging to L.E.
and S.W. Michaux and was relatively undisturbed at the time of Moore’s arrival. It stood 3.5 ft
(1.1 m) tall with an ovoid base that measured approximately 37 ft (11.3 m) by 40 ft (12.2 m). The
mound was composed primarily of sand, and Moore recorded a compact stratum of gray sand with
charcoal inclusions at a depth of 1.5 ft (0.5 m) below the surface of the mound. This stratum
extended until digging had passed the center of the mound, at which point the hardened, sandy soil
was two ft (0.6 m) thick. Moore (1918:554) wrote that “Presumably the entire nucleus of the
mound consisted of this burnt sand,” and all but one of the mound’s five burials were within this
material. The remains were in an advanced stage of decay and consisted of three single skulls, a
bundle burial, and a mass of calcined bone seven ft (2.1 m) northeast of the mound’s center. All
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The ceramic deposit was concentrated to a cache of 15 basally perforated vessels, with few sherds
in between, that extended from within two ft (0.6 m) of the mound’s east-northeast edge 11 ft (3.4
m) toward the center. Moore concluded that the vessels which were broken were likely crushed in
situ by the weight of the mound fill, rather than being broken and scattered ceremonially. The
ceramic types included plain, undecorated ware as well as check-stamped surface treatments and
Swift Creek Complicated-Stamped decoration (Figure 81). Only two ceramics, one vessel and one
sherd, were categorized as incised and too little detail is provided to allow for typological
determination. The only other material reported by Moore is a quartz pebble and a chert projectile
point which he describes as “barbed,” both evidently unassociated with other material and loose
in the mound fill. When the mound was revisited by researchers from the University of South
Florida in 2004, it had been mostly leveled and was bisected by a looter’s trench. Local informants
reported that they had collected some possible early Weeden Island types from the mound
(Frashuer 2006:71), which supports that this mound was a Middle Woodland construction.

Estiffanulga (8Li7)
When C.B. Moore (1903:466-67) excavated this mound, it was on a parcel roughly one mi
(1.6 km) northeast of Estiffanulga owned by Thomas Johnson of Liberty County, Florida. The
mound stood three ft (0.9 m) tall with a circular base 38 ft (11.5 m) across. It was composed of
yellow clayey sand and had been looted, albeit not extensively, prior to Moore’s arrival. Only one
burial was present: a probable bundle at the center, four ft (1.2 m) below the ground surface. The burial was
in white sand, and with the exception of small pieces of charcoal it seems that no materials were

associated with the remains. Instead, the artifacts in the mound were decentralized and dispersed
throughout the fill without any discernible patterning. The mound contained only a single Swift
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Figure 81: Late Swift Creek Complicated-Stamped pot from Michaux Log Landing
(NMAI#75159; photograph taken by Nancy White at the National Museum of the American
Indian, 2017)

Creek Complicated-Stamped sherd and no early Weeden Island ceramics. The basally perforated
ceramic vessels that were present included both plain, undecorated wares and check-stamped
types. The only other artifacts present were four stone celts, three chert projectile points or cutting
implements, and a rounded pebble.

Apalachicola River – Lower Valley
While there are technically more than three Middle Woodland mounds in the lower
Apalachicola River valley, I have separated out the southernmost cluster for being more closely
associated with Apalachicola Bay. All but one were excavated by C.B. Moore (1903) and of the
mounds he excavated, only one has not been relocated. The data from these excavations is shown
in Tables 39 through 45.
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Table 39: Geospatial data for Middle Woodland mounds of the lower Apalachicola River valley
Site
Number

Site Name

8Fr8
8Gu41
8Fr12

Brickyard Creek
Howard Creek Mound
Huckleberry Landing

Relocated?

River
Mile

No
Yes
Yes

21
17
5

Fresh Water
Distance
Direction
(m)
W
90
NE
112
N

Habitation
Distance
Direction
(m)
20 & 90 E & NW

Table 40: Size and construction of Middle Woodland mounds of the lower Apalachicola River valley
Site
Site Name
Number
Brickyard
8Fr8
Creek
8Gu41

Howard Creek
Mound

8Fr12

Huckleberry
Landing

Mound Construction
Shell

Height (m)

Diameter
(m)

Area
(m2)

Soil

1.2

10.7

89.4

Sand

-

0.8

20

314.2

-

-

1.6

11.6 x
15.9

144.2

Sand with clayey sand,
especially near base

Pockets of shell in sand;
shell mixed with clayey
sand, especially near base
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Table 41: Burial data for Middle Woodland mounds of the lower Apalachicola River valley

Burial
Count

SubAdults

Extended

Flexed

Bundle

Skull

Cremains

Secondary

Other

Burial Type

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

X

Howard Creek
Mound

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

Huckleberry Landing

intermittent
from E edge
toward C;
some on or
below base

34

-

-

11

X

12

-

X

-

Site
Site Name
Number

Location

8Fr8

Brickyard Creek

8Gu41

8Fr12
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Site
Site Name
Number

Location

Burial
Association

Perforated

Plain

Check-Stamped

Archaic

Early Woodland

Swift Creek

Early
Island

Mississippian

Weeden

Table 42: Ceramic data for Middle Woodland mounds of the lower Apalachicola River valley

8Fr8

Brickyard Creek

E cache &
other smaller
deposits
throughout

-

X

X

X

-

-

X

X

X

8Gu41

Howard Creek
Mound

-

-

-

X

-

X

-

X

-

-

8Fr12

Huckleberry Landing

Throughout

Associated &
Unassociated

X

X

X

-

X

X

Poss

-

Table 43: Ceramic types from Middle Woodland mounds of the lower Apalachicola River valley
Site
Number
8Fr8
8Gu41
8Fr12

Site Name

Ceramic Types

Brickyard Creek
Weeden Island Plain; effigy lug; red-painted; animal head effigy adornos on notched rim.
Howard Creek
Swift Creek Complicated-Stamped
Huckleberry Landing Tetrapodal vessels; Swift Creek Complicated-Stamped
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Site
Site Name
Number

Location

Burial
Association

Copper

Mica

Galena

Steatite

Celts

Pipes

Table 44: Non-ceramic artifact data from Middle Woodland Mounds of the lower Apalachicola River valley

8Fr8

Brickyard Creek

Throughout

Unassociated

-

X

-

-

-

-

8Gu41

Howard Creek

-

-

X

X

-

-

-

-

8Fr12

Huckleberry Landing

-

Associated &
Unassociated

X

X

-

-

X

X

Table 45: Non-ceramic artifacts from Middle Woodland mounds of the lower Apalachicola River valley
Site
Site Name
Number
8Fr8

Brickyard Creek

8Gu41

Howard Creek

8Fr12

Huckleberry Landing

Other Materials & Artifacts
Chert points; bone points; chert debitage (e.g. flakes, block shatter, retouched flake tools);
oxidized sandstone; silicified wood hone; pebble hammers; hammerstones; columella
points
Copper ear spools
Pebble; hammerstone; broken hones; ceramic pipes; quartz pendant; turtle shells; chert
point; chert flake tool; discoidal copper earplugs (with ceramic back); chert debitage;
pebble hammers; Rangia shell
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Brickyard Creek (8Fr8)
The mound at Brickyard Creek is the southernmost site documented by C.B. Moore
(1903:441-43) in his volume “Certain Aboriginal Mounds of the Apalachicola River.” It had been
looted substantially prior to Moore’s arrival, at which time it was located on land owned by Frank
Massina of Apalachicola. It stood approximately four ft (1.2 m) in height and had a circular base
roughly 35 ft (10.7 m) in diameter. It is unknown how many individuals were interred in the mound
as the fragmentary human remains Moore encountered were too degraded to determine a minimum
number of individuals. Despite the noted looting, undisturbed deposits of sherds and broken
vessels were present in the eastern portion of the mound. The ceramics were all basally perforated
and included plain and check-stamped types in addition to Late Variety Swift Creek Complicated
Stamped (Willey 1949:273). Other probable Weeden Island types included a gourd-shaped vessel,
red-painted ceramics, and animal-head effigy adornos (Moore 1903:442, Figure 92). Moore
(1903:442) describes Vessel No. 2 as “…having an incised scroll-decoration, with punctated
markings…” which was most likely a Fort Walton Incised bowl. Aside from a piece of mica, the
only non-ceramic artifacts found by Moore were tools made from shell, bone, and various lithic
materials Based on Moore’s hand-drawn map of the Apalachicola River (Moore 1903:440) and
his description of the mound on Brickyard Creek (Moore 1903:441-43), it is evident that the course
of the creek has migrated substantially over the last century. his description of the mound on
Brickyard Creek (Moore 1903:441-43), it is evident that the course of the creek has migrated
substantially over the last century.
Brickyard Island, an 800-m long towhead located roughly 1.6 mi (one km) upriver from
the boat landing, is clearly depicted on Moore’s (1903:440) map. In this illustration, Brickyard
Creek appears as a small cutoff channel that begins north of Brickyard Island and flows in an
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arcuate shape east of the river. The current course of the creek extends roughly northeastsouthwest, emptying into the Apalachicola at Brickyard Landing near navigation mi 20.5. The
Florida Master Site File (FMSF) has the general vicinity of the mound at Brickyard Creek plotted
approximately 1.4 mi (2.3 km) upstream from the landing on the south side of the creek. This
seems to be an error as Moore wrote that “This mound, [is] immediately on the eastern bank of
Brickyard creek [sic.], about one mi from its junction with the Apalachicola river [sic.]…” (Moore
1903:441, emphasis added), a description that much better fits his map (Moore 1903:440). The
mound has since been relocated by a United States Forest Service employee (Jeff Shanks 2019,
personal communication) but I have been unable to verify its location personally. To the best of
my knowledge, the mound is located somewhere east of the Apalachicola River, northwest of
Brickyard Island, near navigation mi 21.5.

Howard Creek Mound (8Gu41)
Howard Creek Mound is one of the few mounds in the lower Apalachicola River Valley
that was unknown to C.B. Moore during his expeditions through northwest Florida. Little is known
about it aside from what has been shared with professional archaeologists from private collections.
The site is approximately 700 square yards (yds2) (600 m2) in total area and is located in a
residential yard approximately 150 yds (140 m) southwest of Howard Creek. The small creek feeds
into the larger Brothers River approximately 0.75 mi (1.25 km) south of the mound and the
Brother’s River joins the Apalachicola just north of River Mile 12. Henefield and White (1986)
located the mound in a residential lot and reported that it stood approximately 2.5 ft (0.75 m) tall.
It had suffered substantial looting along its eastern flank, but as of 2019 the mound remains. From
the collection of a local pothunter, Henefield and White cataloged materials such as chert and bone
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tools in addition to clay boiling balls, a hallmark of the Late Archaic. They also recorded ritually
“killed” ceramic vessels that included plain and Swift Creek Complicated-Stamped globular bowls
and flat-bottomed vessels with flared, scalloped, and notched rims. Most significantly, they
documented a large piece of cut mica and copper ear spools, regalia that is highly suggestive of
Middle Woodland mound ceremonialism (White 1992:36).

Huckleberry Landing (8Fr12)
The mound near Huckleberry Landing is located roughly 6.5 mi (10.5 km) northwest of
downtown Apalachicola along the Jackson River, a 3-mi (4.8-km) long tributary of the
Apalachicola River that connects Lake Wimico with the larger waterway. The mound is situated
approximately 275 yds (250 m) east Huckleberry Creek and roughly 110 yds (100 m) south of the
riverbank (Figure 82). C.B. Moore (1902:234-38) placed it 100 yds (91.440 m) from Huckleberry
Landing, but its present position is nearly 410 yds (375 m) east-southeast of the modern landing
of the same name. At the time of Moore’s excavation, the land was owned by David Silva and it
is now managed by the Florida Department of Natural Resources as part of the Box-R Wildlife
Management Area. A linear midden is approximately 20 m east of the mound and extends 95 m to
the southeast along the relict riverbank, suggesting that the mound was immediately adjacent to
the Jackson River at some point in the past.
At the time of Moore’s (1902:234) arrival some previous excavation was evident, but he
wrote that it was “not sufficient greatly to impair the scientific value of our investigation.” The
mound stood 5.3 ft (1.6 m) tall with an ovoid base 38 ft (11.6 m) from east-west and 52 ft (15.9
m) from north-south. The body of the mound was composed of sand with isolated pockets of clayey
sand and Rangia shell. Although Moore characterized the mound as unstratified, he wrote that the
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Figure 82: Digital elevation model of Huckleberry Landing (8Fr12) derived from 2018 United States Geological Survey (USGS)
LiDAR data
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deposits of clayey sand, which often mixed with Rangia shell, were concentrated toward its base,
and these inclusions were so frequently associated with human remains “…that it seemed as
though this clayey sand had been put in expressly with the burials” (Moore 1902:234).
The mound contained 34 burials, from the eastern edge intermittently toward the center
where there was a mass internment of human remains. Though several burials were superficial,
others were at a considerable depth likely near the base of the mound. Of the 34 burials, 11 were
flexed and 12 consisted of solitary skulls; the remaining 11 were bundle burials and various
secondary interments, some of which had been disturbed by later intrusive interments. Moore
speculated that a bundle burial beneath the central base of the mound was the original, or first,
interment. Aside from undecorated ceramic vessels, a pebble, and a pebble hammer, few artifacts
were immediately associated with the dead. There were, however, notable exceptions to this
general rule: for instance, Burial No. 23 had a quartz pendant with it and Burial No. 22, which had
a ceramic pipe (Figures 83 and 84). Burial No. 29 and Burial No. 30 were interred with turtle
shells, which Moore speculated were rattles. The most noteworthy of grave goods, however,
belonged to Burial No. 26, who lay 4.6 ft (1.4 m) below the surface of the mound. At either side
of the head was a disc of sheet copper, each approximately 2.7 inches (7.9 cm) wide (Figure 85).
Moore (1902:336) describes the discs as “…having a central incused space with a small perforation
in the middle, surrounded by a repoussé margin.” Between each copper ornament and the skull of
Burial No. 26 was a smaller, centrally perforated ceramic disc, each approximately 1.7 inches (2.5
cm) in diameter (Figure 86). There was a fibrous knot on the lateral surface of one of the copper
discs, suggesting that the items were earplugs affixed to the wearer’s lobe with cordage.
Generally, the ceramic assemblage was non-centralized and dispersed throughout the
mound away from the burials. Moore (1902:336) wrote that “In this mound were no deposits
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Figure 83: Ceramic pipe from Huckleberry Landing (NMAI#172256; photograph by Nancy
White at the National Museum of the American Indian, 2017)

Figure 84: Ceramic pipe from Huckleberry Landing (NMAI#172257; photograph by Nancy
White at the National Museum of the American Indian, 2017)
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Figure 85: Front (top) and back (bottom) of copper discs from Huckleberry Landing
(NMAI#172985; Photographs taken by Nancy White at the National Museum of the American
Indian, 2017)
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Figure 86: Front (top) and back (bottom) of ceramic discs from Huckleberry Landing
(NMAI#172985; Photographs taken by Nancy White at the National Museum of the American
Indian, 2017)
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distinctly marginal, as objects put in for the dead in general were found in all parts of the mound
and at all depths.” However, there were several instances in which ceramic vessels, usually
undecorated perforate ware, were closely associated with human remains. For instance, a single
plain vessel was immediately above a bundle burial and extending 2.5 ft (0.8 m) northward was a
roughly linear assortment of plain vessel fragments with check-stamped and Swift Creek
Complicated-Stamped sherds. This linear deposit terminated at a single large sherd of an unknown
type upon which was a single human skull. Given compelling examples such as this, it is clear
there was some degree of direct association between at least some of the ceramics and some of the
dead. Still, Moore suggested that many of the sherds he encountered were inadvertent inclusions
such as when midden material is borrowed for mound fill. In the same sentence, however, he also
suggested that sherds were sometimes placed in “close association” as “substitutional offerings”
in lieu of more-complete vessels (Moore 1902:337).
Two illustrated vessels (Moore 1902:235, Figure 171; 237, Figure 176) have a hole on
either side for suspension, a type of vessel observed at only a few of the mound sites in the region.
Many of the vessels documented by Moore were ritually “killed,” although basal perforation was
not universally present among the mound’s ceramic assemblage. He wrote that “Incised decoration
was practically unrepresented” (Moore 1902:237), suggesting there were little-to-no early Weeden
Island types. There were, however, two tetrapodal vessels, which suggests that mound construction
began during the Early Woodland period. Willey (1949:277-78) categorizes the Swift Creek
Complicated-Stamped ceramics as being the Early Variety, presumably due to the presence of
scalloped rims and all-over stamping and identifies some of the undecorated vessels as Weeden
Island Plain. While this ceramic assemblage is characteristically Middle Woodland, the mound
near Huckleberry Landing curiously lacks a robust early Weeden Island signature. Non-ceramic
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artifacts included an abundance of tools, such as hammerstones, broken hones, caches of pebbles
and pebble-hammers, in addition to chert debitage and expedient flake-tools. There were also four
celts loose in the mound fill, a sheet of mica near the surface, and a busted chert projectile point
whose broken edge had been retouched (Moore 1902;337, Figure 177). The doughnut-shaped
appearance of the mound seen in Figure 82 is probably from Moore’s excavation and not a feature
of the mound’s construction. When I visited the mound in late 2019, the elevation at its center
appeared to be higher than the surrounding ground-surface and the slope of the interior depression
was more gradual than the distinct relief around the mound’s exterior edge. To my eye, the mound
looked like a once-contiguous elevation whose center had been excavated and poorly backfilled.
The mound did not appear to have been an originally ring-shaped construction, nor does any
published account describe it as such. Many mounds investigated by Moore were left with such
shapes and are often called “doughnut mounds.”
Moore documented that 100 yds (91.4 m) northwest of the mound there was another shell
midden composed of freshwater marsh clam (Rangia cuneata).The fact that Moore (1902:234,
emphasis added) said “One of these deposits, from one to three feet in height, nearly oval in shape,
is 120 feet E. and W. and 180 feet N. and S., inside diameter” suggests a ring-like shape. This
feature was not documented by Glowacki and White (2016:5), but a digital elevation model
derived from recent LIDAR data indeed shows a ring-like feature located approximately 65 yds
(60 m) northwest of the mound. As measured from the digital elevation model, the ring’s inside
dimensions are approximately 200 ft (60 m) north-south and 115 to 130 ft (35 to 40 m east-west),
only slightly larger than the dimensions reported by Moore. There is a lack of shell or artifacts
visible on the ground surface between this feature and the Middle Woodland mound. Ground-
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truthing indicated that the feature is indeed composed of Rangia shell and roughly ovoid, standing
approximately three ft (one m) in height at its highest elevation at the southeast corner (Figure 87).
The remainder of the feature is comparatively less elevated, and slopes rapidly into the
visibility of Rangia shell midden as my guide; the path I traversed is shown by the GPS track
shown in Figure 90. I observed several Swift Creek Complicated-Stamped sherds (Figures 91 and
92) and one Deptford Simple-Stamped sherd (Figure 93), which suggest an Early Woodland to
Middle Woodland occupation of this area. This is in contrast to the linear Rangia midden east of
the mound, at which only undiagnostic plain and check-stamped ceramics were observed. No shell
rings, such as are found on the Atlantic coast and a few other places on the northern Gulf Coast,
have been documented in the Apalachicola region. While this feature at Huckleberry Landing
could be the first known, shell middens were routinely borrowed for road construction and parkinglot fill during the nineteenth and twentieth century throughout Florida and the northern Gulf Coast.
Glowacki and White (2005:16) documented that parts of the site had been mechanically mined in
the historic period but indicate that this activity was concentrated to the south-central portion of
the site. Given that this feature is beyond the site’s northwest boundary, its origin remains
somewhat of a mystery. It is clear, however, that systematic subsurface testing is needed

Apalachicola Bay
Given the clout attributed to the Pierce Mounds Complex and its satellites, most of the
Middle Woodland burial mounds on the western edge of the bayhead may have been within its
sphere of influence. I have separated these sites from those of the lower Apalachicola River valley
due to their proximity to one another as well as their position nearer the bayhead (Tables 46
through 52).
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Figure 87: View from the top of elevated Rangia midden, facing north near southeast end
(composite image created from 3 photographs using Adobe Photoshop Photomerge)

Figure 88: View of the eastern midden edge (left) and marsh (right), Mary Adkins (left) for
scale (composite image created from 5 photographs using Adobe Photoshop Photomerge)
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Figure 89: Image of ring-like feature's central interior area
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Figure 90: Digital elevation model of Huckleberry Landing (8Fr12) derived from 2018 USGS LiDAR data showing GPS track from
site from November 23rd, 2019 site visit
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Figure 92: Figure 90: Swift Creek
Complicated-Stamped sherd from the
midden at Huckleberry Landing (8Fr12)

Figure 91: Swift Creek ComplicatedStamped sherd from the midden at
Huckleberry Landing (8Fr12)

Figure 93: Deptford Simple-Stamped sherd
from the midden at Huckleberry Landing
(8Fr12)
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Table 46: Geospatial data for Middle Woodland mounds of Apalachicola Bay
Site
Number

Site Name

8Fr21

Cemetery Mound

8Fr20A
8Fr20B

Mound Near
Apalachicola
Shell Mound Near
Apalachicola

Fresh Water
Distance
Direction
(m)

Habitation
Distance
Direction
(m)

Relocated?

River
Mile

Yes

2

50

N

0

-

Yes

2

50

N

0

-

Yes

2

50

N

0

-

8Fr19

Cool Spring Mound

No

2

-

-

-

-

8Fr15

Jackson Mound

Yes

2

50

SE

0

NE

8Fr14A

Pierce Mound A

Yes

2

100

ESE

0

-

8Fr14C

Pierce Mound C

Yes

2

120

E

0

-
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Table 47: Size and construction of Middle Woodland mounds of the Apalachicola Bay
Site
Site Name
Number

Height
(m)

Diameter
(m)

Area
(m2)

8Fr21

Cemetery Mound

1.5

-

-

8Fr20A

Mound Near
Apalachicola

0.6

30.5 x
24.4

583.7

8Fr20B

Shell Mound Near
Apalachicola

-

-

8Fr19

Cool Spring Mound

2.3

8Fr15

Jackson Mound

8Fr14A

8Fr14C

Soil

Mound Construction
Shell

White sand; grayish sand

Oyster at C near base

Sand

At base

-

-

Unidentified

27.4

591.0

-

-

2.7

22.0 x
20.1

345.6

Pierce Mound A

2.4

29.3 x
23.2

532.4

Pierce Mound C

2.0

27.4 x
22.6

486.0
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Sand; some black sand
pockets
Yellow sand, black sand;
black sand & burned
organic material mixed
with oyster shell at base
Brown sand; yellowish
brown sand; pale brown
sand; grayish brown sand;
gray sand; gray and brown
sand mixed with shell

Oyster mixed with black
sand & burned organic
material at base

At base

Table 48: Burial data for Middle Woodland mounds of the Apalachicola Bay

Burial
Count

SubAdults

Extended

Flexed

Bundle

Skull

Cremains

Secondary

Other

Burial Type

-

5

-

X

-

-

-

-

-

X

Mound Near
Apalachicola

-

0

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

X

8Fr20B

Shell Mound Near
Apalachicola

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

8Fr19

Cool Spring Mound

At and
above base

9

-

-

X

X

X

-

-

-

8Fr15

Jackson Mound

26

-

-

-

X

X

X

X

X

8Fr14A

Pierce Mound A

99

X

X

X

X

3

-

8Fr14C

Pierce Mound C

3

X

-

X

-

-

-

Site
Site Name
Number

Location

8Fr21

Cemetery Mound

8Fr20A

C, some on
base
Throughout,
most near &
below base
-
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X
-

X

Site
Site Name
Number

Location

Burial
Association

Perforated

Plain

Check-Stamped

Archaic

Early Woodland

Swift Creek

Early
Island

Mississippian

Weeden

Table 49: Ceramic data for Middle Woodland mounds of the Apalachicola Bay

8Fr21

Cemetery Mound

-

-

-

X

X

-

-

X

Poss

-

8Fr20A

Mound Near
Apalachicola

-

-

-

X

X

-

-

X

X

-

8Fr20B

Shell Mound Near
Apalachicola

-

-

-

X*

X

-

-

X

X

X

8Fr19

Cool Spring Mound

Fragments
near edge

Unassociated

-

X

X

-

-

X

Poss

X

Jackson Mound

Near edge
& scattered
across base
in E and NE
quadrants

Unassociated

X

X

-

-

-

X

X

X

X

X

X

-

X

X

X

-

-

X*

X

-

X

X

-

-

8Fr15

8Fr14A

Pierce Mound A

Throughout

Associated
&
Unassociated

8Fr14C

Pierce Mound C

-

-
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Table 50: Ceramic types from Middle Woodland mounds of the Apalachicola Bay
Site
Site Name
Number
8Fr21

Cemetery Mound

8Fr19

Mound Near
Apalachicola
Shell Mound Near
Apalachicola
Cool Spring Mound

8Fr15

Jackson Mound

8Fr14A

Pierce Mound A

8Fr14C

Pierce Mound C

8Fr20A
8Fr20B

Ceramic Types
Swift Creek Complicated-Stamped; St. Andrews Complicated-Stamped; (surface: Carrabelle
Incised; Carrabelle Punctated; Weeden Island Punctated)
Swift Creek Complicated-Stamped; Weeden Island Incised; Weeden Island Red; Carrabelle
Punctated; Tucker Ridge Pinched; cordmarked & fabric impressed
Swift Creek Complicated-Stamped; Crooked River Complicated-Stamped; WI Incised;
Carrabelle Punctated; Keith Incised
Swift Creek Complicated-Stamped; scalloped ceramic rims; Lake Jackson loop handles
Swift Creek Complicated-Stamped; Alligator Bayou stamped; possible Weeden Island Plain;
Weeden Island Incised; possible Fort Walton handle; Fort Walton sherds (White 2013:34, Table
4)
Tetrapodal vessels; cordmarked tetrapodal vessel; Franklin Plain; prob. Santa Rosa Stamped;
Deptford Linear Check-Stamped; Deptford Plain with podal supports; Santa Rosa stamped; Swift
Creek Complicated-Stamped with punctations; cordmarked; fabric-impressed; shell-tempered
plain
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Site
Site Name
Number

Location

Burial
Association

Copper

Mica

Galena

Steatite

Celts

Pipes

Table 51: Non-ceramic artifact data from Middle Woodland Mounds of the Apalachicola Bay

8Fr21

Cemetery Mound

-

-

X

-

-

-

-

-

8Fr20A

Mound Near
Apalachicola

-

-

-

X

-

-

-

-

8Fr20B

Shell Mound Near
Apalachicola

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

8Fr19

Cool Spring Mound

-

Associated &
Unassociated

-

X

-

-

X

-

8Fr15

Jackson Mound

Caches in E and
NE & with burials

Associated &
Unassociated

X

-

X

X

X

X

8Fr14A

Pierce Mound A

Throughout

Associated &
Unassociated

X

X

-

X

X

X

8Fr14C

Pierce Mound C

-

Associated &
Unassociated

-

-

-

-

-

-
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Table 52: Non-ceramic artifacts from Middle Woodland mounds of the Apalachicola Bay
Site
Site Name
Number
8Fr21

Cemetery Mound

8Fr20A

Mound Near
Apalachicola

8Fr19

Shell Mound Near
Apalachicola
Cool Spring Mound

8Fr15

Jackson Mound

8Fr14A

Pierce Mound A

8Fr14C

Pierce Mound C

8Fr20B

Other Materials & Artifacts
Copper-covered limestone ear spool; bone pin; faunal remains (e.g. bird bone, turtle carapace,
coral fragment, fish vertebrae & scales, small mammal long bone fragments, etc.); quartz pebbles;
daub fragment; chert debitage; clay lump; Rangia shell; oyster shell fragments; scallop or mussel
shell
Red-painted clay ball; chert pebble (possible debitage); possible fulgurite; charcoal & wood
fragments; burned/fired clay lumps; quartz & quartzite pebbles; daub fragments; botanical &
faunal remains (e.g., fragments of nuts, roots and seeds [some lightly burned]; fish bone & scales,
turtle carapace, teeth and bones from small mammals, etc.); Rangia shell; Polymesoda shell;
oyster shell; mussel shell fragments; snail shell
Chert debitage; Busycon shell spatula/scraper
Chert projectile point; piece of mica
Chert projectile points; hematite; copper disc; bitumen; ceramic & soapstone pipes; quartz crystal;
pendants; pebbles; hammerstone; hatchets; hones; chalcedony projectile points; pebble hammers
Pebbles; hammerstones; hematite; slate pendant; platform pipe fragments; charcoal, burned shell,
ashes; five sandstone smoothers/hones; broken hones; bison bone gorget; faunal remains (e.g. deer
bone, rodent mandible, turtle carapace, etc.); three canine teeth (one generic carnivore, one wolf,
one panther); five chert points; one chert chisel; one quartzite point; sheet copper tube; sheet
copper fragments; silver-covered copper discoidal ear-plugs; sheet mica; steatite pipe fragments;
pebble hammers; Busycon shell cups; Busycon columella tools; pearl beads; shell gouges;
columella beads; Rangia shell
Sone chisel; quartzite cobble fragments; faunal remains (e.g. catfish spine, deer tooth, turtle
carapace fragment, fish bones, agatized coral, unidentified burnt bone, etc.); bone point/awl/pin;
botanical remains (e.g. nutshell fragments); clay fragment; red sandstone fragment; chert debitage
(e.g., secondary flakes & block shatter); chert unifacial tool; clear quartz flake; charcoal;
sandstone concretion; smoothed limestone fragment; quartzite cobble fragment with use wear;
Busycon shell beads & debitage; oyster shell; burnt shell fragments
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Cemetery Mound (8Fr21)
This mound was so-named by C.B. Moore (1902:217) because it was located within on the
grounds of Apalachicola’s Magnolia Cemetery, and was being mined for road fill when he got
there. Its probable location in the northwest corner of the cemetery has since been leveled and is
now occupied by burial plots. Moore wrote that the mound stood five ft (1.5 m) in height but he
neglected to record the dimensions of its base, saying only that it was in the shape of a truncated
cone. He did note that the body of the mound was composed of white and grayish sand with a
central deposit of oyster shell near the base. He recorded five burials, three of which consisted
only of fragmentary remains, but it is probable that human remains were more numerous prior to
shell mining operation. According to Moore, no artifacts were associated with the burials, but a
bone pin and circular copper-covered limestone earplugs he recovered were probably grave goods
The earplugs measured 1.6 inches (4.1 cm) in diameter and are pictured in Figure 94. Moore’s
excavation recovered only plain and check-stamped ceramics and the mound’s Middle Woodland
association is instead evidenced by recent surveys (White 2013:132-39). In addition to more plain
and check-stamped ware, diagnostic ceramic types recovered from shovel testing included Swift
Creek Complicated-Stamped and St. Andrews Complicated-Stamped. Some early Weeden Island
types were collected from the surface of the cemetery, but because these types were absent in
subsurface testing, this component should be considered with caution.

Mound Near Apalachicola (8Fr20A)
The Mound Near Apalachicola was first documented by C.B. Moore (1902:216-17) who
recorded its location in an agricultural field 0.5 mi (0.81 km) west of town on land owned by the
Cypress Lumber Company. The mound stood two ft (0.6 m) in height with an ellipsoidal base that
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measured 100 ft (30.5 m) north-south and 80 ft (24.4 m) east-west. It had been spread by plowing
so its basal dimensions were likely exaggerated at the expense of its height. The mound was
composed of sand on top of a shell base layer that was probably an earlier shell midden. Moore
considered it to be residential because no burials were interred within it and there is no record of
what material culture he encountered while excavating. When Gordon Willey passed through
Apalachicola in 1940, the mound was completely gone. Material recovered from survey of its
general vicinity included the expected amount of plain and nondiagnostic ceramics types. Among
these were red-painted, cordmarked, check-stamped, and several indeterminate incised and
indeterminate stamped sherds (White 2013:142-55). Middle Woodland types included both Swift
Creek Complicated-Stamped and Weeden Island Zoned Red, while other Woodland-period types
such as Carrabelle Incised, Carrabelle Punctated, and Keith Incised may be representative of either
the Middle or Late Woodland periods. Several isolated Fort Walton Incised sherds from the corner
of the cemetery hint at the site’s later occupation (White 2013:156). The material recovered from
shovel-testing contains many of the same types as the surface survey, sans Carrabelle and Fort
Walton Incised types. Ceramic types from shovel testing that were absent from the surface survey
include a Weeden Island Incised and a Tucker Ridge Pinched sherd in addition to some limestonetempered ware, indeterminate stamped decoration, and a fabric-impressed sherd. The non-ceramic
material consisted primarily of unmodified shell from the underlying midden. Taken together, the
abundance of Middle Woodland types suggests that this mound was a Middle Woodland
construction and the dearth of later Mississippian types suggests that mound-construction was not
associated with the later Fort Walton peoples who occupied the site.
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Figure 94: Front (left) and back (right) of copper-covered disks from Cemetery Mound
(NMAI#170212; photograph by Nancy White at the National Museum of the American Indian,
2017)
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Shell Mound near Apalachicola (8Fr20B)
The Shell Mound Near Apalachicola was only mentioned briefly by C.B. Moore
(1902:217), who said it was situated in a “shell field” approximately 75 yds (68.6 m) east-northeast
of the Mound Near Apalachicola. Other than his opinion that it was “of considerable size,” little
is able to be discerned from Moore’s (1902:217) reporting. When Willey (1949:279) revisited the
site in 1940 the mound was gone, and White (2013:158-59) has compiled convincing testimony
from local informants that the shell was mined for fill sometime around 1935. Although its
dimensions are unknown, it can be deduced from Moore’s description that the mound was
constructed predominantly of shell and was located somewhat east of Magnolia Cemetery. Survey
of the area by the Bureau of Archaeological Resources in conjunction with shovel-testing
conducted by White (2013:161-63) constitute the best estimate of the mound’s contents. In
addition to plain, check-stamped, and indeterminate incised and punctate sherds, the ceramics
recovered from the mound’s general vicinity are predominantly Middle Woodland types. The most
diagnostic are Swift Creek Complicated-Stamped and Weeden Island Incised decorations, which
are exclusively associated with the Middle Woodland period. Other types, including Crooked
River Complicated-Stamped, Carrabelle Punctated, and Keith Incised, also date to the Middle
Woodland but endure until Late Woodland times in the region. A single Fort Walton Incised sherd
was also collected but given the substantial level of disturbance east of the cemetery there is a high
likelihood that it was introduced from another part of the site during the historic period when the
area was leveled and mined for shell. What is left of the midden exhibits a robust Middle Woodland
signature, and it is probable that the mound was constructed during this period as well.
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Cool Spring Mound (8Fr19)
Given the influence attributed to the cultural phenomena underway at Pierce Mounds
during the Middle Woodland period, Cool Spring Mound can be considered the easternmost
mound of the Pierce Mounds Complex (Figure 95). Overlooking the Apalachicola River
floodplain, the mound was situated at the eastern edge of the same low bluff upon which the Middle
Woodland people lived and buried their honored dead. White (2013) suggests that in Middle
Woodland times the mound was probably adjacent to a freshwater spring that has since been
redirected or blocked. The only recorded excavation of the mound was conducted by C.B. Moore,
and at the time of his arrival the site was located very near to the edge of town. He wrote “…as
might be expected, [the mound] has long been the center of attack for avaricious or curious persons.
Material from one trench or excavation has been thrown into others, thus preserving the mound
from demolition” (Moore 1902:216). What remained of the mound stood 7.5 ft (2.3 m) in height
with a circular base 90 ft (27.4 m) in diameter. It contained 11 burials, all in an advanced stage of
decay, consisting of nine variably flexed skeletons, a single skull, and a bundle burial. The only
items associated with these remains were a single chert projectile point and a piece of mica. A celt
loose in the mound fill was the only other non-ceramic artifact.
Moore was unable to recover any complete vessels from the mound, noting only an
abundance of sherds near the edge where previous excavators had dug. Among the sherds disturbed
by prior excavation were plain, undecorated ware and a small number of Swift Creek ComplicatedStamped and check-stamped patterns. Scalloped vessel rims were plentiful and are a characteristic
Willey (1949) considered a hallmark of the Early Variety Swift Creek-Complicated Stamped and
several other Middle Woodland ceramic types. Moore (1902:216) also mentioned “handles
representing heads of quadrupeds or of birds,” which are probably early Weeden Island animal
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head effigy adornos. Similarly, his description of “animal legs in relief” is not inconsistent with
many Weeden Island Incised types illustrated in his volume. However, the “incised and punctated
decoration, sometimes in combination” (Moore 1902:216) may have been either Weeden Island
Incised/Punctated or Fort Walton Incised. The latter is certainly possible, as the presence of looped
handles suggests that Lake Jackson vessels were also among the ceramic fragments documented
by Moore. It may be that later Fort Walton interments intruded upon the earlier Middle Woodland
component in this mound, which has since been lost to archaeologists, likely having been leveled
and/or mined for road fill sometime during the mid-20th century.

Jackson Mound (8Fr15)
Jackson Mound is located approximately 0.75 mi (1.25 km) west-northwest of the Pierce
Mounds complex and roughly 2.5 mi (four km) west-northwest of downtown Apalachicola. This
mound was named for its location on the property of Scipio Jackson at the time of C.B. Moore’s
(1902:229-34) excavation. It was composed of sand and stood nine ft (2.7 m) tall with an ovoid
base that measured 72 ft (22.0 m) north-south and 66 ft (20.1 m) east-west. It is located less than
55 yds (50 m) west-northwest of Mitchell Creek, a small branch of the larger Scipio Creek that
joins the Apalachicola River below navigation mi one (White 2013:166). From near the base of
the mound a sheet midden extends approximately 250 yds (225 m) northeast, roughly paralleling
Mitchell Creek toward Scipio Creek, terminating within about 110 yds (100 m) of the larger
waterway. There is evidence that the midden was occupied before, during, and after the mound’s
construction and use (White 2018:48-49). The mound itself was composed of sand and contained
a central interment of 26 human remains in an advanced stage of decomposition. Excluding an
outlying pocket of calcined human bone, these central burials consisted of lone skulls and bundle
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Figure 95: Digital elevation model of the Pierce Mounds Complex (with labels) derived from 2018 USGS LiDAR data.
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burials at a “…considerable depth, some lying on the base [of the mound]” (Moore 1902:231).
Burial No. 3, however, was only 1.5 ft (0.5 m) beneath the mound’s surface and may have been
intrusive. These remains were in better condition than the rest and had associated with them some
pottery, a pebble and two ceramic pipes. Two ceramic pipes photographed by Nancy White at the
National Museum of the American Indian (NMAI#172254 and 172255) are Fort Walton types. If
these are the pipes to which Moore referred, Burial No. 3 was most certainly an intrusive Fort
Walton interment. Aside from a hammerstone with one burial and a flat pebble with another, the
burials were generally not accompanied by any grave goods. The most notable exception was
Burial No. 2, which had four chert cutting implements or projectile points, and the surrounding
sand had been colored red with hematite.
Moore hypothesized that areas of darkened sand adjacent to artifacts near the mound’s
center were areas where burials had decayed away. For instance, an area of black sand five ft (1.5
m) below the surface contained a hammerstone and a corroded disc of highly friable copper or
brass that was too deteriorated to allow for identification. Moore (1902:232) suggested that other
non-ceramic artifacts found unassociated with burials throughout the eastern and northeastern part
of the mound were “...presumably deposited for the dead in general…,” some having been grouped
and interred together. Among these items were many different types of pebbles: some apparently
unmodified, another grooved for suspension, another worked to resemble a small celt, and still
others with apparent percussive use-wear. There were also several different types of projectile
points, most made from chert but also two made from chalcedony. Other items included quart
debitage and a grooved quartz pendant, a mass of galena with percussive use-wear (Figure 96), a
soapstone pipe (Figure 98), and 14 celts, some of which were interred in pairs. Found with the
cache of celts were what Moore (1902:233) described as double-bladed hafted hatchets made from
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Figure 96: Three views of galena from Jackson Mound (NMAI#172052; photograph by Nancy
White at the National Museum of the American Indian, 2017)
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Figure 97: Steatite pipe from Jackson Mound (NMAI#17842; photograph by Nancy White at the
National Museum of the American Indian, 2017)

Figure 98: Late variety Swift Creek Complicated-Stamped bowl from Jackson Mound
(NMAI#174989; photograph by Nancy White at the National Museum of the American Indian,
2017)
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granite-like rock. The ceramics were located on or immediately above the base of the mound, away
from the edge near the center. Sherds of broken vessels were scattered across the eastern and
northeastern portions of the mound, stopping short of the central deposit of human remains. Nearly
all were basally perforated and broken prior to interment. Moore (1902:232) wrote that all but one
of the complete vessels they recovered were “undecorated and of inferior ware,” but he illustrates
complete Early and Late Variety Swift Creek Complicated Stamped vessels in the same account
(Figure 97; Willey 1949:282-83). Additionally, a 4-necked vessel illustrated by Moore (1902:244,
Figure 170) is identified by Willey (1949:282-83) as an Alligator Bayou Stamped jar, a Swift
Creek ceramic type that is comparatively rare in this region.
The Alligator Bayou Stamped jar was one of three vessels Moore found closer to the center
of the mound than the general deposit. Each of the vessels was situated apart from one another,
still far enough from the burials that he considered them unassociated. Aside from the Alligator
Bayou Stamped jar, one of the vessels was a small undecorated pot with hardened bitumen at the
bottom and no basal perforation. The other vessel was of a similar size and in the shape of a gourd
with part of a handle broken off. Although handled vessels are typically diagnostic of later
Mississippi period ceramic types, Moore frequently referred to Weeden Island effigy adornos as
handles. Given the gourd-shape of the vessel, and its relative proximity to the Alligator Bayou
Stamped jar, this third pot was probably a Weeden Island Plain vessel with an effigy adorno.
Supporting this conclusion, Willey (1949:283) documented another Weeden Island Plain vessel in
the collections of the R.S. Peabody Foundation and makes no mention of handled Lake Jackson
ceramics. However, Fort Walton sherds were reported by White (2013:34, Table 4) and a USF test
unit into the lowest north slope of the mound, recovered charcoal from Level 3 that was dated cal.
A.D. 1160-1260 (intercept at A.D. 1220; Beta 371787, so a later Mississippian component must
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be responsible for the intrusive burial documented by Moore. White (2013:166) suggests that the
Jackson mound site is “too far away to have been an integral part of the Pierce complex” but that
its inhabitants were likely somehow related.

Pierce Mound A (8Fr14A)
Although it is not the largest of those in the multicomponent complex, Mound A at Pierce
contained more burials than any other Middle Woodland in the entire research region. This may
be because Moore dug it more thoroughly and/or it was less disturbed when he arrived. Mound A
is the southwestern-most mound at the Pierce Mounds site (Figure 95) and it was mostly
unexcavated upon C.B. Moore’s (1902:217-28) arrival. Located roughly 1.5 mi (2.5 km) westnorthwest of downtown Apalachicola, at the time of Moore’s excavation the mounds were on the
property of Alton Pierce, for whom the site was named. Moore (1902:217) described Pierce Mound
A as standing eight ft (2.438-m) tall with a “summit plateau” roughly half the size of the mound’s
ovoid base, which was 96 ft (29.3 m) east-west and 76 ft (23.2 m) north-south. He added that “The
plateau…had been much broadened and the height of the mound somewhat reduced to prepare for
interments made in recent times” (Moore 1902:217), though what recent interments he was
referring to is unknown. The mound was composed of yellow sand atop a base of fire-blackened
sand mixed with oyster shell. Moore described the stratigraphy as irregular, noting that pockets of
oyster shell were present intermittently throughout the mound and that the vast majority of burials
were in a layer of shell at the base. Moore’s description of the stratigraphy was clearly
oversimplified, as cores excavated by White (2013:64, Table 6) identify roughly 10 varying and
mixed shades of gray and brown sand, with oyster shell and charcoal present intermittently beneath
the northern slope.
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A tabular analysis of the 99 burials excavated by Moore, replete with annotations directly
from his original field notes, was compiled by White (2013:38-48) and remains the most thorough
interpretation of Moore’s work at Pierce Mounds to date. Human remains were encountered
throughout virtually every part of the mound’s footprint, as illustrated by Moore (1902:218, Figure
154) and helpfully adapted by White (2013:39, Figure 14). Nearly two-thirds of the burials were
flexed: 33 were flexed on their left side, 25 were flexed on their right side, and two were flexed on
their backs. Nine of the burials consisted only of scattered bones, particularly in the southwestern
portion of the mound. There were three documented instances of burial disturbance: one
presumably disturbed by Moore’s diggers, another by a previous excavation, and another
presumably by an intrusive interment of some antiquity. There were three bundle burials,
consisting of skulls with various bone fragments, and three isolated skulls with which there were
no other bones associated (White 2013:47). There were two sets of infant remains, at least one of
which had shell beads near it (Moore 1902:225), and another two sub-adult burials (White
2013:40-44, Table 5). Judging from Moore’s (1902:218, Figure 154) illustration and his later
description (Moore 1902:220), four skeletons were interred in the mound fully extended and
supine. At least one, Burial No. 58, was surrounded by sand colored red with hematite (White
2013:42, Table 5). The nature of the remaining burials was more nebulous, and, in some instances,
burial type was unable to be discerned from either Moore’s publications or his field notes.
Burial orientation was non-uniform, as the “Heads of skeletons pointed in all directions”
(Moore 1902:219), but it is possible to discern some groupings of particularly arranged skeletons
from Moore’s illustration. These were detailed by White (2013:45-46), who suggested that the
most elaborate grave goods seem to have been associated with Burials No. 2, No. 4, and No. 5 in
the northernmost part of the mound. However, beyond the remarkable artifacts associated with
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those burials, the artifacts recovered from Mound A were generally unassociated with human
remains. Moore (1902:222) remarked that “Considering the comparatively large number of burials
but few articles lay immediately with the dead.” White (2013:50) said that “…the majority of the
burials (55 of the 99) do not have grave goods clearly associated and many others have nearby
goods which may not belong to them.”
There were, however, several notable exceptions. For instance, a celt was found almost
directly beneath one of the two skulls of Burial No. 60. Near the cranium of Burial No. 27, Moore’s
recorded a fragment of sheet mica (White 2013:41, Table 5; 59). There was a grooved slate pendant
with Burial No. 63 (White 2013:58, Figure 24) and silver-covered copper discs were at either
shoulder of Burial No. 81 (White 2013:62, Figure 28). Burial No. 66 contained eight freshwater
pearl beads (White 2013:60, Figure 25) and a tubular sheet of copper along the upper-arm (White
2013:61, Figure 27). More shell beads were found at the neck of Burial No. 93, and a small Weeden
Island Plain vessel had been placed at their shoulder (Moore 1902:225, Figure 160).
There were many items that Moore (1902:225) described as “loose in the sand” that may
or may not have been associated with burials (White 2013:48-49). For instance, Moore (1902:115)
reported that there were Busycon drinking cups loose in the sand and that some of them had holes
punctured through the base. He documented several other shell drinking cups in his notes but
ultimately omitted their mention from his later publication. White (2013:59) concluded that the
shell drinking cups were, more often than not, unassociated with burials. She also suggests that
seemingly isolated shells sketched on Moore’s planview drawing may have actually been
associated with burials, as at least some were on the base of the mound near fragmentary human
remains (White 2013:49).
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Ceramics were also mostly unassociated with human remains and included elaborate
Middle Woodland types that comprise some of the finest examples of Swift Creek and early
Weeden Island pottery in the region. These types include Swift Creek Complicated-Stamped
(Moore 1902:227, Figure 165; Willey 1949:282), Weeden Island Incised, (Moore 1902:223,
Figure 158, 226, Figure 163; White 2013:51-52), Weeden Island Zoned Red (Moore 1902:219,
Figure 155; White 2013:51-52, Figure 17), Weeden Island Plain effigy vessels (Moore 1902:220,
Figure 156; 221, Figure 157; White 2013:54; 55, Figure 20), and Weeden Island Plain compound
vessels (Moore 1902:227, Figure 164; White 2013:21; 54; 55, Figure 21). Two Santa Rosa
Stamped ceramics (Moore 1902:226, Figure 162; Willey 1949:282; White 2013:53, 56) are
unusual as this type is better known farther west along the Gulf Coast near Pensacola. There were
also two tetrapodal vessels that suggest Mound A’s construction began during the Early Woodland
period. The first is a globular necked vessel with a notched rim which White (2013:54, Figure 19)
identifies as Franklin Plain. The other vessel is a small cord-marked tetrapodal pot that had had
several of its ft removed by basal perforation (Moore 1902:226-227; White 2013:53). White’s
(2013) investigation of the Pierce Mounds Complex clarified much of the ambiguity inherent to
Moore’s reporting, revealing that Pierce Mound A was perhaps the most elaborate manifestation
of Middle Woodland burial mound ceremonialism in the entire research region.

Pierce Mound C (8Fr14C)
Pierce Mound C was a flat-topped mound excavated by C.B. Moore (1902:228). The
mound stood 6.5 ft (2.0 m) tall and had an ellipsoidal base that was 90 ft (27.4 m) from east-west
and 74 ft (22.6 m) from north-south. The mound was composed of sand atop a base-layer of shell,
and White (2013:72) cites Moore as writing, “no regular stratification, sand being white, bright
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yellow, and black at various points…[with] local deposits of shell mainly of the oyster.” The
mound contained two flexed burials, neither of which had any associated material, and the remains
of an infant with which there were shell beads. The ceramic assemblage was unassociated with the
burials and was limited to sherds and small vessel fragments. The ceramics included checkstamped and Swift Creek Complicated-Stamped decoration in addition to “pinched decoration”
(Moore 1902:228), which may be Tucker Ridge Pinched, and an indeterminate punctated that may
or may not be Weeden Island.
In 2006, White (2013:72-81) documented a large looter’s hole that had been dug into the
summit of the mound. Although unknown quantities of data were lost to the looters’ spade, the
stabilization conducted by White allowed for some limited data recovery. White (2013:74, Figure
33 and Table 9) was able to clean up the west-facing profile and document nine strata of variably
brown, gray, and yellow sand, some of which were mixed with oyster shell. She concluded that
the mound was composed of “mundane, midden soils laden with everyday garbage [e.g. faunal
remains]” (White 2013:81) deposited in discrete layers representing separate mound-building
episodes. The re-deposited midden contained plethora of Early Woodland material, including nine
Deptford Linear Check-Stamped sherds and an undecorated sherd with a basal support nodule. In
addition to the plain and check-stamped pottery, there were Santa Rosa Stamped sherds and several
more examples of Swift Creek Complicated-Stamped, including an interesting sherd with both
complicated-stamping and punctations (White 2013:78, Figure 34). Although Mound C lacks early
Weeden Island types, the presence of Deptford ceramics with Swift Creek Complicated-Stamped
sherds suggests that this mound was constructed from older midden material sometime in the very
early phase of the Middle Woodland period. It is also possible that the mound may not be Middle
Woodland at all, and it was constructed only during the Early Woodland period.
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St. Vincent Sound
Farther west of the bay, there are two mounds on St. Vincent Sound with distinctly Middle
Woodland artifact assemblages (Tables 53 through 59). The two sites are located approximately
4.7 mi (7.5 km) apart on either side of the sound. Both were excavated by C.B. Moore (1902) and
while the general vicinities of these mounds have been relocated, both mounds have been impacted
substantially by residential construction

Indian Pass Point (8Gu1)
What little remains of this Middle Woodland burial mound is located beneath a house at
the end of State Route 30B, on the small peninsula across Indian Pass from St. Vincent Island.
The mound’s location is approximately 150 m east-southeast of an extensive contemporaneous
midden and roughly an equal distance east of a freshwater stream that empties into the sound.
The first recorded excavation of the mound was conducted by C.B. Moore (1902:211-14), and at
the time of his arrival the mound was relatively undisturbed. Situated among a series of sand
dunes on the property of James L. Smith, the mound stood three ft (0.9 m) in height with an
ellipsoidal base that measured 49 ft (14.9 m) east-west and 53 ft (16.2 m) from north-south.
Moore (1902:211) made note that “its outline was irregular” and that the mound’s “irregular
surface” hindered determination of its size. He also remarked that there was “no regularity of
stratification” within the mound fill, which consisted of white and grayish sand with yellow sand
at the base.
Burials extended from the southern edge and southeast quadrant of the mound toward a
central interment. All of the remains were bundle burials, but they were not counted due to their
loose association and comingling of the remains. Moore (1902:211-12) wrote that “In this mound
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Table 53: Geospatial data for Middle Woodland mounds of St. Vincent Sound
Site
Number

Site Name

8Gu1
8Fr10

Indian Pass Point
Eleven Mile Point

Relocated?

River
Mile

No
No

150
0

Fresh Water
Distance
Direction
(m)
WNW
150
S+W
125

Habitation
Distance
Direction
(m)
W
0
S
0

Table 54: Size and construction of Middle Woodland mounds of the St. Vincent Sound
Site
Site Name
Number

Height
(m)

8Gu1

Indian Pass Point

0.9

8Fr10

Eleven Mile Point

0.9

Diameter
(m)
14.9 x
16.2
15.2

Area
(m2)
187.8
182.4

Mound Construction
Soil
Shell
White sand, grayish sand,
Some, according to Willey
yellow sand (at bottom)
(1949:252-53)
-

-

Table 55: Burial data for Middle Woodland mounds of St. Vincent Sound

Burial
Count

SubAdults

Extended

Flexed

Bundle

Skull

Cremains

Secondary

Other

Burial Type

S & SE edges
toward C interment

-

-

-

-

X*

-

-

-

-

At C

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

Site
Site Name
Number

Location

8Gu1

Indian Pass Point

8Fr10

Eleven Mile Point
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Site
Site Name
Number

Location

Burial
Association

Perforated

Plain

Check-Stamped

Archaic

Early Woodland

Swift Creek

Early
Island

Mississippian

Weeden

Table 56: Ceramic data for Middle Woodland mounds of St. Vincent Sound

8Gu1

Indian Pass Point

At C

-

X

X

X

-

-

-

X

-

8Fr10

Eleven Mile Point

SE edge
Unassociated
toward C

X

X

X

-

-

X

X

-

Table 57: Ceramic types from Middle Woodland mounds of St. Vincent Sound
Site
Site Name
Number

Ceramic Types

8Gu1

Indian Pass Point

Indian Pass Incised; Weeden Island Incised

8Fr10

Eleven Mile Point

Swift Creek Complicated-Stamped; Alligator Bayou Stamped; Weeden Island Punctated;
Weeden Island Incised; Weeden Island Plain
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Site
Number

Site Name

Location

Burial
Association

Copper

Mica

Galena

Steatite

Celts

Pipes

Table 58: Non-ceramic artifact data from Middle Woodland Mounds of St. Vincent Sound

8Gu1

Indian Pass Point

-

Associated

-

-

-

-

X

-

8Fr10

Eleven Mile Point

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

Table 59: Non-ceramic artifacts from Middle Woodland mounds of St. Vincent Sound
Site
Site Name
Number
8Gu1

Indian Pass Point

8Fr10

Eleven Mile Point

Other Materials & Artifacts
Pebbles; hematite; sandstone hone chert projectile points; pebble hammer; brass shipbuilding spike; Shell drinking cups; Busycon shell tool; Mercenaria shell scraper;
unmodified Busycon shell
-
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was no marginal deposit of artifacts, all being almost in immediate contact with burials.” The only
exception was a brass shipbuilding spike found near the surface of the mound, though this was
clearly a later intrusion. Items interred with burials included pebbles and pebble hammers, an
oxidized sandstone hone, two chert projectile points, unmodified gastropod shells, shell drinking
cups, an indeterminate Busycon tool, and 27 celts of an unknown provenience (Moore 1902:211,
Figure 142).With the exception of a few outlying sherds, most of the ceramic assemblage was
interred centrally, away from the edge of the mound (Moore 1902:212).
Check-stamped fragments were present, and undecorated vessels were found farther
inward near the burials, and a deposit of 15 to 20 vessels was present at the mound’s center. Most
of these vessels were also undecorated, broken into pieces and mixed together to such an extent
that an absolute count could not be obtained. With few exceptions, all of the mound’s ceramics
were basally perforated. Although there were no Swift Creek Complicated-Stamped vessels or
sherds, the assemblage contained at least two diagnostic Middle Woodland types that were
illustrated by Moore: an Indian Pass Incised bowl (Moore 1902:212, Figure 144) and a Weeden
Island Incised jar with a protuberance on the rim (Moore 1902:213, Figure 145). One unillustrated
ceramic piece, Vessel No. 3 (Moore 1902:212), had holes on either side below the rim to facilitate
suspension. When Willey (1949:252-53) visited the site, he reported finding several Weeden
Island Plain sherds on the surface of the “craterlike” depression Moore left at the center of the
mound. When the site was revisited by White (2011) the mound was not visible, but plain ceramics
and a quahog clam (Mercenaria campechiensis) scraper had been exposed by an animal burrow,
which indicates that some subsurface material may remain under the house.
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Eleven Mile Point (8Fr10)
Eleven Mile Point was so-named for its distance west from the city of Apalachicola, at a
location along the coast where a small freshwater creek empties into the sound. Heaps of shell
midden surrounding the mouth of the creek and extending along the shoreline are evidence of the
prehistoric occupation at this coastal site. Pedestrian survey of the midden indicates that it was
occupied from at least the Early Woodland through the Mississippi period (Willey 1949:275;
White 2018:40-44), but the associated burial mound was in use for a much narrower span of time
during the Middle Woodland. The mound is located a short distance north of the midden and the
only documented excavations to date were conducted by C.B. Moore (1902:214-16). At that time
the mound was located in a wooded area at the edge of an agricultural field belonging to G.A.
Patton and it had been excavated by unknown diggers prior to Moore’s arrival. What was left of
the mound stood three ft (0.9 m) in height with a circular base 50 ft (15.2 m) across, and it is said
today to be under a house.
An unspecified number of burials were located centrally within the mound and were
unassociated with the ceramic cache. The cache extended from the southeastern edge of the mound
toward the center and consisted of both single and paired vessels interred with scattered sherds and
vessel fragments. All of the vessels were basally perforated and included plain and check-stamped
surface treatments in addition to Swift Creek and early Weeden Island types. The Swift Creek
ceramics included an Alligator Bayou Stamped pot (Moore 1902:215, Figure 150) and several
Early Variety Swift Creek Complicated-Stamped sherds (Figure 99; Willey 1949:276). The early
Weeden Island types included Weeden Island Punctated (Moore 1902:215, Figure 153), Weeden
Island Incised (White 2018:42, Figure 17a), and two Weeden Island Plain compound vessels
(Moore 1902:215, Figure 151 and Figure 152). A four-lobed compartment vessel which was
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Figure 99: Early variety Swift Creek Complicated-Stamped sherd from the Mound at Eleven
Mile Point (NMAI#174987; photograph by Nancy White at the National Museum of the
American Indian; see also Moore 1902:214, Figure 149)
unillustrated was probably also an early Weeden Island type. Although the mound itself has not
been systematically tested since Moore’s excavation, it is clear from the ceramic assemblage that
it was constructed and used solely during the Middle Woodland period, as none of the earlier or
later components present in the midden were ever documented in the mound.

St. George Sound
East of Apalachicola Bay, past the town of Eastpoint, two Middle Woodland mounds were
located along a stretch of the Forgotten Coast that is now occupied by U.S. Highway 98. Aside
from the mounds at Pierce, there are no burial mounds in the research region that shared a closer
proximity than Porter’s Bar and Green Point. Both of the mounds were excavated by C.B. Moore
(1902) and while one has been relocated, the other has eluded researchers for years.
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Table 60: Geospatial data for Middle Woodland mounds of St. George Sound
Site
Number

Site Name

Relocated?

River
Mile

8Fr1
8Fr11

Porter's Bar
Green Point

Yes
No

20
20

Fresh Water
Distance
Direction
(m)
0
E
-

Habitation
Distance
Direction
(m)
55
E
55
E

Table 61: Size and construction of Middle Woodland mounds of St. George Sound
Site
Site Name
Number

Height
(m)

Diameter
(m)

Area
(m2)

8Fr1

Porter's Bar

3.2

18.3 x
23.8

341.5

8Fr11

Green Point

0.6

18.9

280.5

Mound Construction
Soil
Shell
Oyster across quarter of
White sand; yellow sand;
mound base from W & NW
black sand;
edge to SW quadrant;
pockets of oyster throughout
Discrete deposits of oyster &
Light sand; black sand
oyster scattered throughout

Table 62: Burial data for Middle Woodland mounds of St. George Sound

Burial
Count

SubAdults

Extended

Flexed

Bundle

Skull

Cremains

Secondary

Other

Burial Type

Porter's Bar

on or near base
throughout; some in
shallow sub-mound pits

68

X

-

X

X

X*

X

-

X

Green Point

throughout & many at C

80

X

-

X

X

X

-

-

X

Site
Site Name
Number

Location

8Fr1
8Fr11
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Site
Site Name
Number

Location

Burial
Association

Perforated

Plain

Check-Stamped

Archaic

Early Woodland

Swift Creek

Early
Island

Mississippian

Weeden

Table 63: Ceramic data for Middle Woodland mounds of St. George Sound

8Fr1

Porter's Bar

E edge
toward C

Associated &
Unassociated

X

X

X

-

-

X

X

-

8Fr11

Green Point

W cache &
with remains

Associated &
Unassociated

X

X

X

-

X

X

X

-

Table 64: Ceramic types from Middle Woodland mounds of St. George Sound
Site
Site Name
Number
8Fr1

Porter's Bar

8Fr11

Green Point

Ceramic Types
Swift Creek Complicated-Stamped; Alligator Bayou Stamped; Weeden Island Incised; Weeden
Island Plain
Swift Creek Complicated-Stamped; Weeden Island Incised; Weeden Island Plain; tetrapodal
vessels; Franklin Plain
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Site
Number

Site Name

Location

Burial
Association

Copper

Mica

Galena

Steatite

Celts

Pipes

Table 65: Non-ceramic artifact data from Middle Woodland Mounds of St. George Sound

8Fr1

Porter's Bar

-

Associated &
Unassociated

X

X

X

-

X

X

8Fr11

Green Point

-

Associated

-

-

-

-

X

X

Table 66: Non-ceramic artifacts from Middle Woodland mounds of St. George Sound
Site
Site Name
Number

8Fr1

Porter's Bar

8Fr11

Green Point

Other Materials & Artifacts
Chert points; quartzite points; jasper point; chert flake tool; hematite; smoothing stones; hammerstones;
pebble hammers; hones; stone chisel; stone pendants; quartz pebble pendant; sandstone; clay pipes;
bitumen; plumbago; sheet copper ornament; cut deer mandible; faunal remains (e.g. rodent mandibles, deer
astralagus); unidentified decorated kaolin baton; clam shell; columella tools; shell gouges; shell pendant;
shell drinking cups
Hones; hammerstones; smoothing stones; unfinished/broken projectile points; broken/damaged celts; sling
stones (water-worn pebbles); chert tool; fossilized wood; sandstone tools (e.g. hones, piercer); sandstone
fragments; lithic (chert) debitage; lithic tools; faunal remains (e.g. rodent mandibles, deer astragalus);
hardened clay lump; ceramic pipes; pebble hammers; shell tools (cutting-edge implements, pendants,
spoons, celts, and saucers); stone pipe; shell drinking cups; mussel shells; unworked columella; columella
tools; columella bead blanks; columella pendant; cut whorl; shell pendants; Busycon whorl shell gouges;
shell chisel; Busycon shell celts; shell discs/preforms
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Porter’s Bar (8Fr1)
The mound at Porter’s Bar is located approximately 2.5 mi (four km) northeast of
Eastpoint, set back in the woods of a housing development unironically named Indian Mound
Shores. It is situated approximately 240 yds (220 m) north of St. George’s Sound on the western
bank of Porter’s Bar Creek, opposite a contemporaneous midden. The first documented excavation
of the mound was carried out by C.B. Moore (1902:238-249) and at the time of his arrival it was
covered in heavy vegetation on the property of T.J. Branch. The mound itself was undisturbed and
stood between 10 and 11 ft (3.1 to 3.4 m) tall with an ovoid base measuring 60 ft (18.3 m) by 78
ft (23.8 m). It was substantially steeper on the eastern side where it borders Porter’s Bar Creek and
was composed of white, yellow, and blackened sands with “irregular” stratigraphy (Moore
1902:238). The darker sand predominated in the eastern portion of the mound where it extended
from the edge toward the center, coterminous with the ceramic cache. A stratum of oyster shells
extended across the base of the mound from the west and northwest edges toward the center,
expanding southwestward to cover the western quadrant of the base. This stratum was not uniform
in thickness and was not contiguous with two or three shell other deposits of similar thickness,
each between one and 2.5 ft (0.3 to 0.8 m) thick and “three feet square” (Moore 1902:238).
With few exceptions, the burials were placed on or near the mound’s base and intrusive
interments post-dating mound construction were absent. There was a conspicuous lack of
centralized burials, and Moore (1902:238-39) wrote that “Human remains lay in all parts of the
mound, which was contrary to our usual experience.” However, he continued to say that “A certain
number [of burials] lay below the shell layer, while others were just above it. Scattered bones lay
here and there among the shells” (Moore 1902:239), which may indicate a concentration of burials
in the southern and/or western quadrants of the mound. There were 68 interments in total, and
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these included both loosely and closely flexed remains, bundle burials, isolated skulls, calcined
bone, as well as fragmentary and scattered bones. Moore interpreted calcined bone to be evidence
of cremation, which he further attributes to an individual’s having been a healer during (Moore
1902:239). The sand surrounding one of the burials was colored red with hematite, and although
most of the remains were in an advanced stage of decay, two sub-adult crania and one instance of
moderate, indeterminate cranial flattening were reported (Knigge 2018:95).
Many of the artifacts in the mound were directly associated with burials, including celts, a
projectile point, a stone pendant, various lithic and shell tools, shell drinking cups, a ceramic pipe,
and ceramic vessels lacking basal perforation. One burial was found with a cache of five broken
or unfinished projectile points made from chert and quartzite, but the most notable interment was
Burial No. 59. This skeleton had been placed at the base of the mound in a squatting position with
a jasper projectile point, a shell pendant, a ceramic pipe, clam shells, and six stone pendants made
from quartz, shale, and igneous rock. However, an equally diverse array of non-ceramic artifacts
was found with no apparent burial association, including many of the same materials such as celts,
chert debitage and projectile points, a stone pendant, and an assortment of lithic tools. The
mandible of a deer (Odocoileus virginianus) with much of the ramus cut away, likely to facilitate
its mounting in a wooden mask, may have been all that remained of a ceremonial artifact (Moore
1902:240, Figure 179). The precise function of other miscellaneous items is unknown, such as
bitumen and plumbago or the engraved kaolin baton (Moore 1902:241; Knigge 2018:100, Figure
48). However, certain items that appear time and again in Middle Woodland mounds must have
been associated with the traditions of burial mound ceremonialism. The presence of mica, useworn galena, and a fragment of sheet copper in the mound at Porter’s Bar suggest that this was a
feature of considerable ceremonial significance.
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The ceramic assemblage from Porter’s Bar confirms that this mound was a Middle
Woodland construction. With the exception of vessels interred with burials, ceramics were
concentrated in the eastern portion of the mound. A few sherds and vessels were near the
southwestern edge, but most of the pottery was within 15 ft (4.6 m) of the mound’s eastern margin.
Just as there were no central burials, there was also no central ceramic cache. The deposit consisted
of “killed” vessels that followed a pattern familiar to Middle Woodland burial mounds in this
region: sherds and vessels fragments nearest the edge of the mound with whole or nearly whole
vessels closest to the center, the latter without any associated deposits of sherds. Moore was most
unimpressed with the 90-some vessels he recovered from Porter’s Bar. He provided perhaps his
harshest critique of any Middle Woodland ceramics in the entire valley, writing that “the ware is
most inferior, as a rule; the decoration poor in design and rudely executed” (Moore 1902:241).
That assessment was probably made because the majority of the assemblage was plain and
the few decorated pieces included many of the Late Variety Swift Creek-Complicated Stamped
type (Figure 100, right), with stamping limited to a narrow band around the neck of the vessel
(Willey 1949:266). Moore (1902:251) reported that he only observed one check-stamped sherd in
the entire mound, found among the shell, which he surmises was introduced unintentionally with
the mound fill. Among the ceramics illustrated in his volume are Early Variety Swift-Creek
Complicated Stamped and Weeden Island Incised types (Figures 100 and 101). Weeden Island
Plain compound vessels are also evident from his illustrations (e.g. Moore 1902:245, Figure 187)
and Willey (1949:267) identified several more Weeden Island Plain ceramics from Porter’s Bar in
the collections of the R.S. Peabody Museum and the Heye Foundation. It is interesting that Willey
classifies Moore’s (1902:247, Figure 194) Vessel No. 75 as Alligator Bayou Stamped, because
this is a Swift Creek ceramic type that is rare in this region. Other ceramic material from Porter’s
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Bar included red-painted ware, an owl-head effigy adorno (Moore 1902:249, Figure 193), a doghead effigy adorno (Moore 1902:246-47), a partial human-effigy bottle, a four-lobed compartment
vessel (Moore 1902:249, Figure 200), and a several novel vessel forms (Moore 1902:243, Figure
182; 244, Figures 185 and 186) which are all probably variant early Weeden Island types.
Knigge (2018) cataloged several additional Middle Woodland types from Porter’s Bar
(Knigge 2018:111, Table 6.3) as well as ceramics that are diagnostic of the Early Woodland period
(Knigge 2018:108, Table 6.2), Late Woodland (Knigge 2018:112, Table 6.4), and Mississippian
periods (Knigge 2018:115, Table 6.5). However, it is unclear if these collections were recovered
from the nearby midden or the mound itself. Work at the shoreside midden south of the mound has
certainly provided evidence that the site was occupied much longer than the mound was in use.
For instance, a Late Archaic fiber-tempered sherd and Poverty Point type clay balls were found
underneath unmarked historic burials along the shoreline and Fort Walton ceramics have been
observed on the surface of the same area (Knigge 2018:102-07). Though the area around Porter’s
Bar was certainly occupied before, during, and after the Middle Woodland period, the only vessels
from the mound itself which may not be Middle Woodland are Carrabelle Incised (Knigge
2018:72), a type that endured through Late Woodland times in parts of the research region.

Green Point (8Fr11)
The mound near Green Point, also on the property of T.J. Branch, was located only about
2000 ft (610 m) southwest of the mound at Porter’s Bar (Moore 1902b:249) and seems to have
been constructed earlier. In her thesis, Knigge (2018) documented the many unsuccessful attempts
to relocate the mound near Green Point and suggests that it was likely obliterated during the
construction of U.S. Highway 98. The only recorded excavations of the mound were conducted by
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Figure 100: Swift Creek Complicated-Stamped sherds from the mound at Porter’s Bar
(NMAI#174997; photograph by Nancy White at the National Museum of the American Indian,
2017)

Figure 101: Red-painted Weeden Island Incised vessel from the mound at Porter's Bar
(NMAI#173409; photograph by Nancy White at the National Museum of the American Indian,
2017; see also Moore 1902:242, Figure 180)
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C.B. Moore (1902:249-56), and despite being situated in an agricultural field, the mound was
relatively undisturbed at the time of his arrival. The mound was two ft (0.6 m) tall and had a
circular base 62 ft (18.9 m) in diameter. It was composed principally of white sand, though in some
areas the soil had been darkened by the decay of organic materials. Moore (1902:249) wrote that
“…on the western side it was necessary to go down five feet to reach undisturbed sand,” suggesting
that this mound’s subterranean deposits extended significantly deeper than those of other
contemporaneous mounds in the region. The mound fill included scattered shell in addition to
numerous, more discrete deposits of oyster shell throughout. In several instances, deposits of
oyster shell were found with burials, though Moore is careful to clarify that this was not always
the case. He notes that while burials were found throughout the mound, they were especially
concentrated toward the center.
The mound contained 80 burials which consisted of loosely and tightly flexed skeletons as
well as single skulls, bundle burials, and scattered bones in addition to the remains of several subadults (Knigge 2018:94-95). In many instances, ceramic and non-ceramic artifacts were interred
with the human remains. Some skeletons were found with single vessels, and some burials were
found associated with ceramic caches. It seemed to Moore that mostly broken lithic tools had been
interred with the dead: he recorded badly worn and broken celts as well as fragmentary and
unfinished projectile points, all in direct association with burials. In another instance, he cataloged
an abundance of artifacts found between burials that included manuports such as modified or
broken marine shell, pieces of fossilized wood, and fragments of sandstone. In addition to finished
goods, some items appeared to represent the early stages of tool production. Specifically, several
shell artifacts described by Moore may have been blanks for later tool manufacturing. These
included rounded shell discs, presumably for gouge-making, as well as gastropod columellae that
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had been carefully smoothed and rounded as if for bead-manufacture. Other items cataloged by
Moore include conventionally utilitarian items similar to the lithic and shell tools observed at
Porter’s Bar. The only item ostensibly reminiscent of burial mound ceremonialism was a ceramic
pipe of an unknown provenience.
The only ceramics unassociated with burials were found in two deposits on the western
side of the mound. Plain ceramics were present and most of the vessels featured basal perforation.
Moore (1902:253) was clear that Swift Creek Complicated-Stamped ceramics (Figure 102)
dominated the assemblage but indicated there was a conspicuous dearth of incised decoration.
Willey (1949:276-77) identified the Swift Creek Complicated-Stamped ceramics as Early Variety,
and one interesting pattern illustrated by Moore (1902:253, Figure 207) is identified by Willey
(1949:277) only as “Unclassified complicated stamped.” From Moore’s illustrations, Willey
(1949) identifies the types Franklin Plain (Moore 1902:256, Figure 211) and probable Weeden
Island Plain (Moore 1902:256, Figure 212). The illustration identified by Willey as Crystal River
Incised (Moore 1902:254, Figure 209) should instead be classified as Weeden Island Incised. From
collections at the R.S. Peabody Museum and the Heye Foundation, Willey also recorded the
presence of additional Early Variety Swift Creek Complicated-Stamped ceramics as well as
Weeden Island Plain, Franklin Plain, and a rare type he refers to as Crystal River Negative Painted.
Non-ceramic artifacts from these same collections included a stone pipe and lithic pendants
in addition to a variety of shell tools. (Willey 1949:276). Neither author reports check-stamped
ceramics from Green Point in their published works, and Moore (1902:253) concluded that “It was
apparent that the commonest kitchen ware had been placed with the dead” Moore (1902:253)
remarked that four-footed vessels and ceramics with scalloped rim constituted an unusually large
proportion of the assemblage, and this abundance of tetrapodal vessels suggests that mound
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Figure 102: Early Swift Creek Complicated-Stamped sherds from Green Point (NMAI#180247;
photograph by Nancy White at the National Museum of the American Indian, 2017)
interments may have begun during the Early Woodland period. In her thesis, Knigge (2018:57-63)
concludes that Green Point was situated earlier in the chronological sequence than Porter’s Bar,
but the presence of Swift Creek and early Weeden Island ceramic together in the mound still
suggests Middle Woodland use of the burial mound at Green Point.

St. Joseph Bay
There are two Middle Woodland burial mounds located on St. Joseph Bay, summarized in
Tables 67 through 73. Although these two mounds are located 4.7 mi (7.5 km) apart, only one of
them was known to C.B. Moore (1902) during his expeditions through northwest Florida.
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Table 67: Geospatial data for Middle Woodland mounds of St. Joseph Bay
Site
Number

Site Name

8Gu2
8Gu10

Gotier Hammock
Richardson's Hammock

Relocated?

River
Mile

0
0

130
100

Fresh Water
Distance
Direction
(m)
130
NW
100
NW

Habitation
Distance
Direction
(m)
200
W
0
S

Table 68: Size and construction of Middle Woodland mounds St. Joseph Bay
Site
Site Name
Number
8Gu2
Gotier Hammock
8Gu10
Richardson's Hammock

Height
(m)
1.5
1.5

Diameter
(m)
18.3
10.0

Mound Construction
Soil
Shell
Dark sand
Dark sand
-

Area
(m2)
262.7
78.5

Table 69: Burial data for Middle Woodland mounds of St. Joseph Bay

Burial
Count

SubAdults

Extended

Flexed

Bundle

Skull

Cremains

Secondary

Other

Burial Type

Shallow pits
below base

-

-

-

-

X

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

Site
Site Name
Number

Location

8Gu2

Gotier Hammock

8Gu10

Richardson's Hammock
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Plain

Check-Stamped

Archaic

Early Woodland

Swift Creek

8Gu2
8Gu10

-

Unassociated
-

X
X

X
X

X
X

-

-

X
X

Gotier Hammock
Richardson's Hammock

Mississippian

Burial
Association

Weeden

Location

Early
Island

Site
Site Name
Number

Perforated

Table 70: Ceramic data for Middle Woodland mounds of St. Joseph Bay

X
X

X

Table 71: Ceramic types from Middle Woodland mounds of St. Joseph Bay
Site
Site Name
Number
8Gu2
8Gu10

Ceramic Types

Swift Creek Complicated-Stamped; Weeden Island red; Weeden Island plain; Weeden Island
Incised; Basin Bayou Incised; cordmarked
Swift Creek Complicated-Stamped; Weeden Island Incised; Weeden Island Punctated; Keith
Richardson's Hammock Incised; Carrabelle Incised, Fort Walton Incised; Cool Branch Incised; Lake Jackson rims (ticked
& unticked with D lugs, B-lugs, and nodes)
Gotier Hammock
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Site
Number

Site Name

Location

Burial
Association

Copper

Mica

Galena

Steatite

Celts

Pipes

Table 72: Non-ceramic artifact data from Middle Woodland Mounds of St. Joseph Bay

8Gu2
8Gu10

Gotier Hammock
Richardson's Hammock

-

Unassociated
-

X

X
-

-

-

X

-

Table 73: Non-ceramic artifacts from Middle Woodland mounds of St. Joseph Bay
Site
Site Name
Number
8Gu2

Gotier Hammock

8Gu10

Richardson's Hammock

Other Materials & Artifacts
projectile point tip; chert debitage; red sandstone; charcoal; unidentified bone fragments;
charred seeds; Busycon shell tools (whorl scrapers, columella [bi]points); Busycon shell
debitage; horse conch columella tools (points); unidentified gastropod shell tools (whorl
scrapers & [bi]pointed columella) & debitage
microtools; projectile points, primary decortication flakes; secondary decortication flakes;
quartzite block shatter; faunal remains; shell beads; Busycon columella tools (awl &
scraper); shell pin, unmodified Busycon shell; oyster shell
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Gotier Hammock (8Gu2)
The burial mound at Gotier Hammock is situated on a slightly elevated hardwood
hammock roughly 550 yds (500 m) east of St. Joseph Bay and some 325 yds (300 m) back from
the tidal marsh. Approximately 142 yds (130 m) northwest of the mound, a small creek is one of
the few freshwater sources that feeds into the hypersaline bay and was likely the nearest source of
drinkable water during prehistoric times. At the time of C.B. Moore’s visit, the mound was already
“famous for successful relic searches in it…” (Moore 1902:210) and one of the many looters was
a man named C.H.B. Floyd, who ultimately sent his collection to the Smithsonian Institution. The
mound was five ft (1.5 m) tall with a circular base 60 ft (1.8 m) across. Although Moore (1902:210)
wrote that it had been practically “dug to pieces” upon his arrival, it was clear that the dark sand
mound had been the shape of truncated cone. Excavations by White (2010:16) determined the dark
sand to be a stratum of hard-packed, dark brown mound fill (10YR3/3 to 10YR2/2) that was three
to eight inches (seven to 20 cm) thick. Beneath that was an eight-inch (20-cm) thick layer of
culturally sterile white sand (10R8/1) which capped pale to yellowish-brown sandy subsoil.
The mound contained several bundle burials, and although no remains were extant below
the mound’s base, Moore noted the presence of shallow sub-mound pits and suggested that, due to
their size, these had once contained bundle burials as well. With the exception of a small
undecorated bowl, no items were directly associated with any of the fragmentary remains.
Diagnostic ceramic types illustrated by Moore included Late Variety Swift Creek ComplicatedStamped (Moore 1902:210, Figure 140) and Weeden Island Incised (Moore 1902:210, Figure 141).
White’s (2010) assessment concluded that Moore had also encountered Weeden Island Plain and
red-painted vessels. From Floyd’s collection, Willey (1949:256-57) identified Late Variety Swift
Creek Complicated-Stamped as well as Weeden Island Plain and Weeden Island Incised
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decorations. Other items recovered by Floyd included two fragments of mica, two ground stone
celts, and two gastropod columellae. Many of the vessels recovered from this mound, both by
Floyd, Moore, and White, show evidence of having had been basally perforated.
A small road later bisected the mound, and test units placed by White (2005, 2010) on what
remained were the first controlled excavations at the site. In addition to plain, cordmarked, and
indeterminate incised sherds, pedestrian survey of the mound’s surface recovered Swift Creek
Complicated-Stamped, Weeden Island Incised, and red-painted ceramics. Non-ceramic artifacts
visible on the disturbed surface of the mound included fragments of sheet mica, chert debitage,
and many shell artifacts (e.g. columellae, scoops/scrapers, whelk shell debitage, etc.). All units
contained charcoal and an abundance of plain ceramic sherds. Early Weeden Island ware was
limited to three Weeden Island red-painted sherds recovered from Test Unit 1, near what was
originally the northwest edge of the mound. This was also the only unit to contain oyster shell but
was disturbed from historic pine planting. The second test unit, located just east of the mound’s
center, was excavated in search of more intact subsurface contexts and was much less disturbed.
The ceramic assemblage from Test Unit two included several Swift Creek ComplicatedStamped sherds and a nearly whole Basin Bayou Incised jar and a whole plain bowl. There were
also several indeterminate incised, cordmarked, and check-stamped sherds in addition to chert
debitage and the broken tip of a projectile point. A possible post-mold was observed in profile, as
was another pit-feature, but historic disturbance could not be ruled out as the origin for these
features. Much less ambiguous, however, was an ovoid pit feature that was intruded upon by an
apparent flat-bottom and straight-sided post mold (White 2010:13). Materials recovered from the
feature included charcoal, charred seeds, sand-tempered plain ceramic crumbs, a sand-tempered
plain ceramic sherd, and a Swift Creek Complicated-Stamped sherd.
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Two radiocarbon dates obtained from soot baked onto the exterior of the Basin Bayou
Incised jar and the plain bowl returned a calibrated intercept of A.D. 650, firmly within the Middle
Woodland period. Based on its ceramic assemblage, White (2010) concluded that the bayfront
oyster midden 200 m west of the mound was roughly contemporaneous with mound-construction.
The midden-area contained a more diverse array of Swift Creek types but completely lacked any
early Weeden Island types. Despite a lack of Fort Walton ceramics, radiocarbon dates obtained
from the midden returned calibrated dates of A.D. 1320-1390 and A.D. 1500. While it is possible
that there could have been a later Mississippian occupation of this midden, the dates were obtained
from shell and could be inaccurate.
Richardson’s Hammock (8Gu10)
The mound at Richardson’s Hammock is the southernmost mound in the research region
that was unknown to C.B. Moore at the time of his expeditions in northwest Florida. It is located
on the northeast edge of a hardwood hammock on the St. Joseph Peninsula. The mound is nearly
hidden among the undulating swales, with an elevational gradient so mild that ascending its slope
is almost indiscernible. It reaches a maximum elevation of approximately five ft (1.5 m) and has a
circular base approximately 33 ft (10 m) in diameter. Immediately south of the mound is a midden
with a few Deptford sherds that suggest the site was also occupied during the preceding Early
Woodland period. Extending south from the small Middle Woodland midden is a much larger Fort
Walton midden (White et al. 2002).
Knowledge of the mound’s contents has been gained primarily from the study of local
informants’ private collections (White 2018). The occurrence of both Mississippian and Middle
Woodland ceramics in the Richardson’s Hammock burial mound demonstrates that later Fort
Walton interments intruded into what was originally a Middle Woodland structure. While dating
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the mound to the Middle Woodland period has been limited to ceramic typology, the mound’s Fort
Walton component has been corroborated radiometrically from burnt material encrusted onto the
exterior of a donated check-stamped vessel. In addition to the numerous plain and check-stamped
sherds, collections included Swift Creek, early Weeden Island, Fort Walton, and Lake Jackson
types. These private collections also included a copper fragment, greenstone and other celts, chert
debitage, shell beads, pointed Busycon columella tools, Busycon whorl scrapers, and several very
large unmodified oyster shells. While data regarding burials at Richardson’s Hammock continue
to be collected, the mound’s Middle Woodland signature is clear despite its disturbance by later
Fort Walton people.
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CHAPTER FIVE:
RESULTS

Much of the information regarding these mounds is imperfect, especially early historical
accounts and data obtained from unprovenienced collections. Many of the mounds had been
heavily disturbed prior to systematic excavation and others have only been excavated in
fundamentally uncontrolled manners. As such, the available data are fragmentary and carry an
inherent sampling error that cannot be ignored. Generally, the sample size is too small to allow for
consistent, statistically significant analysis of sub-regional variation across all measured variables.
Accordingly, I have reserved discussion of sub-regional trends for only those instances when it is
possible to make robust characterizations. Although I wish to avoid treating the entire research
region as a monolithic unit of analysis, instead preferring to acknowledge inter-regional variation
when possible, interpretation is constrained by the nature of the available data. More favorable
analyses acknowledge individual site variation from the broader population mean rather than subregional variation within the valley during the Middle Woodland period.

Mound Characteristics
Of the 42 Middle Woodland mounds in the research region, exactly half have been
relocated. The remaining 21 mounds comprise a group whose locations have been approximated
with general vicinity determinations. Regardless of category, mound size remains the most
thoroughly documented aspect of all the Middle Woodland mounds in the research region (Tables
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74 and 75). Their heights are normally distributed (n=35; x̅=1.4; σ=0.8) with a strong positive skew
(Figure 103). In total, eight sites were more than one standard deviation from the population mean
for height: three mounds were less than 0.7 m in height, (Shoemake Landing [9Er87], the Mound
Near Apalachicola [8Fr20A], and Green Point [8Fr11]) and five mounds were taller than 2.2 m
(Aspalaga Landing [8Gd1], Jackson Mound [8Fr15], Cool Spring Mound [8Fr19], Pierce Mound
A [8Fr14A], and Porter’s Bar [8Fr1]). The two tallest mounds (Aspalaga Landing [8Gd1] and
Porter’s Bar [8Fr1]) exceeded a height of 3.0 m, more than two standard deviations greater than
the population mean. Standing 4.0 m above the ground surface prior to being truncated by
agricultural plowing, the mound at Aspalaga Landing was the tallest mound in the entire research
region. However, this estimated height is based solely on testimony recorded by C.B. Moore. If
we limit the mound’s height to that which Moore recorded himself (2.5 m), the mound at Aspalaga
Landing was relatively nearer the population mean but was still, by all accounts, significantly
larger than the regional average.
Aside from Aspalaga Landing, all the largest mounds in the research region (those above
the 90th percentile for height) are located on or near the Gulf Coast and some of the tallest mounds
in the research region were located near some of the smallest ones. For instance, the three tallest
mounds of the Pierce Complex (Jackson Mound [8Fr15], Cool Spring Mound [8Fr19], and Pierce
Mound A [8Fr14A]) are all near the Mound Near Apalachicola (8Fr20A), the second shortest
mound in the region. Although the Pierce Complex is unique in many respects, it is not an outlier
in this regard. In addition to the mounds at the Pierce Complex, the nearest neighbor of the secondtallest mound in the entire region, Porter’s Bar, was the absolute shortest mound in the region:
Green Point (8Fr11). There is little evidence that the largest mounds in the region reflect longer
occupations with Middle Woodland deposits isolated to only the uppermost strata. When mounds
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Table 74: Middle Woodland mounds sorted by height
Site Number

Site Name

8Fr11
8Fr20A
9Er87
9Dr18
8Gu41
8Li4
9Dr2
8Fr10
8Gu1
8Li7
1Ho301
8Li3
8Li6
8Ca2
9Dr27
8Fr8
8Li5
8Ca1
8Ja1
8Ja2
8Gu4
8Gu3
8Gu10
8Gu2
8Fr21
9Se33
9Dr14 (9Dr2)
8Gu5
8Fr12
8Fr14C
8Fr19
8Fr14A
8Fr15
8Fr1
8Gd1

Green Point
Mound Near Apalachicola
Shoemake Landing
Hardnut Landing
Howard Creek
Bristol Mound
Munnerlyn's Landing
Eleven Mile Point
Indian Pass Point
Estiffanulga
Fulmore's Upper Landing
Mound Below Bristol
Michaux Log Landing
OK Landing
Log Landing
Brickyard Creek
Rock Bluff Landing
Davis Field
Sampson's Landing
Kemp's Landing
Isabel Landing
Burgess Landing
Richardson's Hammock
Gotier Hammock
Cemetery Mound
Hare's Landing
Kerr's Landing (Bower Plantation)
Chipola Cutoff
Huckleberry Landing
Pierce Mound C
Cool Spring Mound
Pierce Mound A
Jackson Mound
Porter's Bar
Aspalaga Landing
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Height
(m)
0.6
0.6
0.6
0.7
0.8
0.8
0.8
0.9
0.9
0.9
0.9
1.0
1.1
1.1
1.1
1.2
1.2
1.4
1.4
1.4
1.4
1.4
1.5
1.5
1.5
1.5
1.6
1.6
1.6
2.0
2.3
2.4
2.7
3.2
4.0

Figure 103: Histogram showing the height distribution for 34 of the 42 Middle Woodland
mounds in the research region
were dug down to their base at sites such as Porter’s Bar, Moore noted deposits of diagnostic
Middle Woodland ceramics in situ along the base of the mound, ostensibly placed prior to the
initiation of mound construction. Furthermore, most of the interments in these mounds are located
exclusively near the mound’s base with few remains or items located in the upper strata. Instead,
it is more likely that these larger mounds reflect longer construction periods and/or more active
participants contributing to the collective mound building enterprise.
The mounds’ (n=33; x̅=16.8; σ=5.3) basal dimensions were nearly as well-represented in
the dataset as mound-height (Table 75). The distribution is also more-or-less normally distributed,
albeit slightly platykurtic with a mild positive skew (Figure 104). Nine of the mounds had ovoid
bases, so for the purposes of statistical analyses I calculated a single average dimension for each
by adding length plus width and dividing the sum by two. There are nine mounds in the research
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Table 75: Middle Woodland mounds sorted by average basal diameter
Diameter
(m)

Site Number

Site Name

8Gu10
8Ja2
8Fr8
8Ca2
8Li7
8Li6
8Gu3
8Gu5
8Li5
8Ja1
9Er87
8Fr12
8Gu4
9Se33
8Fr10
8Li3
8Ca1
8Li4
9Dr27
9Dr2
8Gu1
8Gu2
8Fr11
9Dr14 (9Dr2)
9Dr18
8Gu41
8Fr1
8Fr15
8Fr14C
8Fr14A
8Fr19
8Fr20A
8Gd1

Richardson's Hammock
Kemp's Landing
Brickyard Creek
OK Landing
Estiffanulga
Michaux Log Landing
Burgess Landing
Chipola Cutoff
Rock Bluff Landing
Sampson's Landing
Shoemake Landing
Huckleberry Landing
Isabel Landing
Hare's Landing
Eleven Mile Point
Below Bristol
Davis Field
Bristol Mound
Log Landing
Munnerlyn's Landing
Indian Pass Point
Gotier Hammock
Green Point
Kerr's Landing (Bower Plantation)
Hardnut Landing
Howard Creek
Porter's Bar
Jackson Mound
Pierce Mound C
Pierce Mound A
Cool Spring Mound
Mound Near Apalachicola
Aspalaga Landing
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10.0
10.1
10.7
10.7
11.6
11.7
12.8
13.7
13.7
13.7
13.7
13.7
14.6
14.6
15.2
15.2
15.2
15.2
15.2
15.2
15.5
18.3
18.9
18.9
19.8
20.0
21.0
21.0
25.0
26.2
27.4
27.4
28.7

Figure 104: Histogram showing the distribution of basal dimensions for 32 of the 42 Middle
Woodland mounds

region whose diameter exceeded one standard deviation from the population mean. Four mounds
were more than one standard deviation below the mean, less than 11.496 m in diameter
(Richardson’s Hammock [8Gu10], Kemp’s Landing [8Ja2], Brickyard Creek [8Fr8], OK Landing
[8Ca2]). Five mounds were more than one standard deviation above the mean with a basal diameter
greater than 22.2 m (Pierce Mound A [8Fr14A], Pierce Mound C [8Fr14C], Cool Spring Mound
[8Fr19], the Mound Near Apalachicola [8Fr20A], and Aspalaga Landing [8Gd1]). There is no
apparent geographic patterning to the smaller mounds but all the larger mounds, with the exception
of Aspalaga Landing, are within the Pierce Complex. These mounds are near the coast, as is the
smallest mound in the research region, Richardson’s Hammock (8Gu10) with a diameter of
approximately 10.0 m. Aspalaga Landing is the widest mound in the research region with a base
29.9 m east-west and 27.432 north-south. With an average dimension of 28.7 m, it is the only
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mound in the entire research region more than two standard deviations above the population mean.
Like most of the mounds in this sample, the basal dimensions are likely exaggerated at the expense
of its height as it was spread by agricultural plowing. This should be taken into consideration when
considering any of the mounds’ dimensions.
The distances to fresh water (n=27; x̅=113.8; σ=106.1) feature a relatively normal
distribution with a strong positive skew (Figure 105). The data show a clear preference for sites to
be less than 200 m from a freshwater source (Table 76). A total of 10 mounds are beyond one
standard deviation from the population mean and no distinct geographic patterning is evident
among these sites. There are five mounds less than 30.1 m from a freshwater source (Fulmore’s
Upper Landing [1Ho301], Shoemake Landing [9Er87], Porter’s Bar [8Fr1], Pierce Mound A
(8Fr14A), and the Mound Near Apalachicola [8Fr20A]), which is greater than one standard
deviation below the population mean. There are also five mounds that are more than 117.2 m from
a freshwater source (Kerr’s Landing/Bower Plantation [9Dr14/9Dr2], Kemp’s Landing [8Ja2],
Gotier Hammock [8Gu2], Aspalaga Landing [8Gd1], and the Underwater Indian Mound [9Se27]),
which is more than one standard deviation above the population mean.
The distribution of the mounds’ distances to contemporaneous habitation sites (n=20;
x̅=73.12; σ=87.9) is platykurtic, and the high standard of deviation about the mean calls into
question the veracity of the descriptive statistics. While there is little consistency in directional
orientation and the data suffer from poor sampling, it is clear from the histogram (Figure 106) that
there was a clear preference for mounds to be built immediately adjacent to habitation sites (Table
77). Nearly a quarter of the mounds were immediately adjacent to a Middle Woodland midden and
only four mounds were more than 135 m away, a distance equal to one standard deviation above
the mean. Of the nine mounds adjacent to contemporaneous middens, five are within the Pierce
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Table 76: Middle Woodland mounds sorted by distance from fresh water
Fresh Water

Site Number

Site Name

8Fr10
9Se27
8Fr1
8Gd1
8Gu5
8Fr15
8Fr20A
8Fr20B
8Fr21
8Li4
8Ja65
8Ca114
8Fr12
8Gu41
8Gu4
8Gu10
8Fr14A
9Dr21
8Fr14C
1Ho301
8Gu2
8Gu3
8Gu1
8Ja138
9Er87
8Li5
9Dr14 (9Dr2)

Eleven Mile Point
Underwater Indian Mound
Porter's Bar
Aspalaga Landing
Chipola Cutoff
Jackson Mound
Mound Near Apalachicola
Shell Mound Near Apalachicola
Cemetery Mound
Bristol Mound
Waddell's Mill Pond)
Gaston Spivey
Huckleberry Landing
Howard Creek
Isabel Landing
Richardson's Hammock
Pierce Mound A
Lake Douglas
Pierce Mound C
Fulmore's Upper Landing
Gotier Hammock
Burgess Landing
Indian Pass Point
Poplar Springs Mound
Shoemake Landing
Rock Bluff Landing
Kerr's Landing (Bower Plantation)
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Distance (m)
0.0
15.0
20
20
36.5
50
50
50
50
50
60
75
90
90
90
100
100
110
120
125
130
140
150
250
300
400
400

Direction
S+W
SW
E
S
SE
N
N
N
SSW
SE
N
N
NE
E
NW
ESE
W
E
NW
NW
NE
WNW
E
N
E
SW

Figure 105: Histogram showing the distribution of the distance to fresh water for 27 of the 42
Middle Woodland mounds

Complex (Pierce Mound A [8F14A], Pierce Mound C [8Fr14C], the Mound Near Apalachicola
[9Fr20A], the Shell Mound Near Apalachicola [8Fr20B], and Cemetery Mound [8Fr20]), though
Jackson Mound (9Fr15) is nearby. The absolute maximum distance from a Middle Woodland
mound to a habitation site was at Gotier Hammock (8Gu2) and the Chipola Cutoff (8Gu5), each
situated 200 m from a contemporaneous midden.
The distribution of burial counts (n=28; x̅=24.3; σ=25.9) in the research region’s Middle
Woodland mounds also features a platykurtic distribution with a slight positive skew. That the
standard deviation exceeds the population mean evinces the high variation in mound burial counts.
It is clear from the histogram (Figure 107) that the data trend toward mounds with fewer burials.
However, the positive skew may be a result of preservation bias. Deterioration and looting often
precluded identification, and due to this preservation bias the number of burials recorded in each
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Table 77: Middle Woodland mounds sorted by distance from contemporaneous midden
Site
Number
8Gu10
8Fr14A
8Fr14C
8Fr15
8Fr20A
8Fr20B
8Fr21
8Ca114
8Gd1
8Fr12
8Fr1
8Li5
8Gu3
8Ja138
8Fr10
8Gu1
8Li4
8Gu2
8Gu5
8Ja1

Site Name
Richardson's Hammock
Pierce Mound A
Pierce Mound C
Jackson Mound
Mound Near Apalachicola
Shell Mound Near Apalachicola
Cemetery Mound
Gaston Spivey
Aspalaga Landing
Huckleberry Landing
Porter's Bar
Rock Bluff Landing
Burgess Landing
Poplar Springs Mound
Eleven Mile Point
Indian Pass Point
Bristol Mound
Gotier Hammock
Chipola Cutoff
Sampson’s Landing
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Habitation
Distance (m) Direction
0
S
0
all
0
all
0
NE
0
all
0
all
0
all
0
N
0
all
20
E/W
55
SE
60
NE
100
N
115
S
125
W
150
SW
150
W
200
W
200
unknown
288
S

Figure 106: Histogram showing the distribution of distance to a contemporaneous midden for 20
of the 42 Middle Woodland mounds

mound probably underrepresents the total number of interments. There are only four mounds with
more than 50 burials (Aspalaga Landing [8Gd1], Porter’s Bar [8Fr1], Green Point [8Fr11], and
Pierce Mound A [8Fr14A]), which is one standard of deviation greater than the population mean.
Only two of those four mounds (Green Point [8Fr11] and Pierce Mound A [8Fr14A]) exceed two
standard deviations above the mean with more than 76 burials. Of those two mounds, Pierce
Mound A (8Fr14A) is the high-value outlier more than four times the average number of burials,
placing it three standard deviations higher than the population mean. While acknowledging the
issues inherent to these data, the trends noted are nonetheless instructive. For instance, in the entire
research region there are only three mounds in which the remains showed evidence of cranial
flattening. There were many bundle burials whose skulls had both anterior and posterior flattening
at Indian Pass Point (8Gu1) (Moore 1902:203), one skull with fronto-occipital flattening belonging
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to a secondary interment at Lake Douglas (9Dr21) (Kelly 1960:7), and one case of unspecified
“moderate” compression at Porter’s Bar (8Fr8) (Moore 1902:241). The one known Middle
Woodland burial recovered by looters from Richardson’s Hammock (8Gu10) displays frontooccipital modification.
The data in Table 78 show that bundle burials (n=18) were the most common, followed
closely by single-skulls (n=16) and flexed burials (n=15). Sub-adult burials were present in nearly
one-fifth of the mounds and were often associated shell beads. Secondary interments were
comparably common, cremated remains were slightly rarer, and extended burials were present
only in two isolated incidents (Pierce Mound A [8Fr14A] and Cemetery Mound [8Fr21]).
Extended burials were only recorded in the Pierce Complex, which is not inconsistent with other
aspects of the complex’s construction which make it an outlier in the region. Cremated remains
were only present at five sites (Lake Douglas [9Dr21], Aspalaga Landing [8Gd1], Michaux Log
Landing [8Li6), Jackson Mound [8Fr15], and Porter’s Bar [8Fr1]) and they seemed to be spaced
with relative evenness throughout the region. The closest proximity between sites with cremains
occurred nearest the coast. The high number of burials in the “Miscellaneous” category (n=19)
reflects my use of this category as a catch-all and speaks to burials’ non-conformity to the parochial
types I have delineated. Ultimately, this category was too broad and poorly defined to be very
informative. Correlations within the burial data are generally spurious and should be considered
cautiously. For instance, the strong positive correlation between cremated remains, bundled
burials, and single-skull interments is likely an artifact of the latter two burial types’ ubiquity in
the dataset. Unfortunately, the data are such that associations between types of interments bear
little analytical value. However, it is clear from Figure 107 that the mounds usually contained only
a few burials, with less than five being the most common and nearly half containing 15 or fewer.
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Table 78: Middle Woodland mounds sorted by burial counts. Included are those for which burial type was documented even if the
absolute count is unknown
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X
-

X
X
-

X
X
X
X
X
X
X

X
X
X
X
X
X

X
-

X
X
X
-

Other

X
X
-

Secondary

1
1
1
2
2
2
3
5
5
8
9
12
13
14

Cremains

Indian Pass Point
Gotier Hammock
Brickyard Creek
Shoemake Landing
Fulmore's Upper Landing
Mound Near Apalachicola
Estiffanulga
Below Bristol
Kemp's Landing
Isabel Landing
OK Landing
Chason Plantation
Pierce Mound C
Cemetery Mound
Michaux Log Landing
Underwater Indian Mound
Cool Spring Mound
Burgess Landing
Rock Bluff Landing
Bristol Mound

SubAdults

Skull

8Gu1
8Gu2
8Fr8
9Er87
1Ho301
8Fr20A
8Li7
8Li3
8Ja2
8Gu4
8Ca2
9Dr3/4
8Fr14C
8Fr21
8Li6
9Se27
8Fr19
8Gu3
8Li5
8Li4

Burial
Count

Bundle

Site Name

Flexed

Site Number

Extended

Burial Type

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

Table 78 (continued)
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X
2

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
15

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
18

X.
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
16

X
X
X
X
5

X*
X
X
X
X
8

Other

X
X
X
X
X
X

Secondary

16
21
22
25
26
26
34
42
43
47
54
68
80
99
681

Cremains

Munnerlyn's Landing
Hardnut Landing
Lake Douglas
Kerr's Landing (Bower Plantation)
Jackson Mound
Davis Field
Huckleberry Landing
Chipola Cutoff
Hare's Landing
Sampson's Landing
Aspalaga Landing
Porter's Bar
Green Pt.
Pierce Mound A
TOTAL COUNTS:

SubAdults

Skull

9Dr2
9Dr18
9Dr21
9Dr14 (9Dr2)
8Fr15
8Ca1
8Fr12
8Gu5
9Se33
8Ja1
8Gd1
8Fr1
8Fr11
8Fr14A

Burial
Count

Bundle

Site Name

Flexed

Site Number

Extended

Burial Type

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
19

Figure 107: Histogram showing distribution of burial counts from 28 of the 42 Middle Woodland
mounds

Ceramics were mostly unassociated with burials (Table 79). Only at Lake Douglas (9Dr21)
and Rock Bluff Landing (8Li5) were they determined to be strictly associated with human remains.
Other mounds in which ceramics were associated with burials also had caches distinctly separate
from human remains. Data were not available regarding the ceramic association, or lack thereof,
with burials in 19 mounds. Basal perforation of the ceramic assemblage was noted in all but 10 of
the mounds in the research region (Underwater Indian Mound [9Se27], Waddell’s Mill Pond
[8Ja65], Poplar Springs Mound [8Ja138], Howard Creek [8Gu41] Cemetery Mound [8Fr21], the
Shell Mound Near Apalachicola [8Fr20B], the Mound Near Apalachicola [8Fr20A], Cool Spring
Mound [8Fr19], Pierce Mound C [8Fr14C], and Richardson’s Hammock [8Gu10]). Half of these
mounds were unknown to C.B. Moore and thus little information exists regarding their contents,
as recent investigations have been limited to the areas surrounding them. As such, the list of 10
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9Er87

Fulmore's Upper
Landing
Shoemake Landing

9Se33

Hare's Landing

9Se27

Underwater Indian
Mound

8Ja2

Kemp's Landing

9Dr21

Lake Douglas

9Dr14
(9Dr2)
9Dr3/4

Kerr's Landing
(Bower Plantation)
Chason Plantation

9Dr2

Munnerlyn's Landing

9Dr18

Hardnut Landing

9Dr27
8Ja65
8Ja138

Log Landing
Waddell’s Mill Pond
Poplar Springs Mound

1Ho301

Burial
Association

Plain

Site
Number

Perforated

Table 79: Ceramic data from Middle Woodland mounds

Location

E margin
toward C
E cache
E edge
toward C
E & NE edge
toward C
E side cache
on base
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Isabel Landing

8Gu3

Burgess Landing

8Ja1

Sampson's Landing

8Gd1

Aspalaga Landing

8Li5

Rock Bluff Landing

8Li4

Bristol Mound

8Ca1

Davis Field
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OK Landing
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8Gu4
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Swift Creek
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sherds
throughout

Early Woodland
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Location
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Number

Perforated

Table 79 (continued)
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8Li6
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sites without basal perforation of the ceramic assemblage more than likely reflects a lack of data
rather than the bona fide absence of basal perforation altogether. Similarly, Underwater Indian
Mound (9Se27) is the only mound in the research region without plain ceramics, though this is
likely an artifact of sampling error. Only six mounds lacked check-stamped ware (Fulmore’s
Upper Landing [1Ho301], Aspalaga Landing [8Gd1], Davis Field [8Ca1], Gaston Spivey
[8Ca114], Howard Creek [8Gu41], and Jackson Mound [8Fr15]) but given the ubiquity of this
decoration in mound assemblages throughout the research region in conjunction with the less-thansystematic excavation of these mounds, this absence likely reflects a lack of data rather than a true
absence of check-stamped ceramics in these mounds. Only three mounds contained fiber-tempered
ceramics (Underwater Indian Mound [9Se27], Waddell’s Mill Pond Area C Mound (8Ja65), and
Howard Creek Mound [8Gu41]), though Pierce Mound A contained a projectile point that may
have been of an Archaic period type.
Early Woodland ceramics, either tetrapodal vessels or Deptford types of sherds, were
present in nine of the mounds (Kerr’s Landing/Bower Plantation [9Dr14/9Dr2], Munnerlyn’s
Landing [9Dr2], the Underwater Indian Mound [9Se27], Waddell’s Mill Pond Area C [8Ja65],
Aspalaga Landing [8Gd1], Huckleberry Landing [8Fr12], Pierce Mound A [8Fr14A], Pierce
Mound C [8Fr14C], and Green Point [8Fr11]) with no clear geographic patterning among sites. It
is unclear from Moore’s accounts whether or not Burgess Landing (8Gu3) and Eleven Mile Point
(8Fr10) contained Early Woodland ceramics as well. There were only two Middle Woodland
mounds in the entire valley that did not contain Swift Creek Complicated-Stamped ceramics:
Fulmore’s Upper Landing (1Ho301) and Indian Pass Point (8Gu1). Early Weeden Island ceramics
were not present in seven of the Middle Woodland mounds in the region: Munnerlyn’s Landing
(9Dr2), Waddell’s Mill Pond Area C Mound (8Ja65), OK Landing(8Ca2), the Mound Below
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Bristol (8Li3), Howard Creek (8Gu41), and Pierce Mound C (8Fr14C). Additionally, due to the
ambiguity of Moore’s accounts, it is unclear whether or not the ceramics he described from Cool
Spring Mound (8Gr19), Cemetery Mound(8Fr21), Isabel Landing 98Gu4) and Huckleberry
Landing (8Fr12) were in fact early Weeden Island specimens. Intrusive Fort Walton ceramics were
documented from nine of the Middle Woodland mounds in the research region: Underwater Indian
Mound (9Se27), Waddell’s Mill Pond Area C Mound (8Ja65), Aspalaga Landing (8Gd1), Poplar
Springs Mound (8Ja138), Chipola Cutoff (8Gu5), the Shell Mound Near Apalachicola (8Fr20B),
Cool Spring Mound (9Fr19), Jackson Mound (8Fr15), Richardson’s Hammock (8Gu10), and
possibly Brickyard Creek (8Fr8).
Generally, ceramics were relegated to an eastern cache that extended toward the center of
the mound with sherds near the mound’s edge and more complete vessels nearer the mound’s
center. However, other materials seemed to be more regularly associated with human remains than
the mound’s ceramics (Table 80). While there are no data regarding the mortuary association of
non-ceramic artifacts for 13 of the mounds in the region, an equal number had non-ceramic
artifacts both associated and unassociated with burials. Only at Rock Bluff Landing (8Li5), Indian
Pass Point (8Gu1), and Green Point (8Fr11) were these artifacts solely associated with human
remains. At another 11 sites, non-ceramic artifacts were explicitly unassociated with human
remains, though the Mound Below Bristol (8Li3) bore some ambiguity with grave goods that may
or may not have been directly associated with human remains. Half of the mounds contained celts,
and nearly as many contained fragments or pieces of sheet mica (n=17). Much less frequent were
artifacts made of copper (n=8), steatite (n=5), and cobbles of galena (n=5).
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Number
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Table 80: Non-ceramic artifact data from Middle Woodland mounds
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Copper artifacts included discoidal ear spools, copper tube from Pierce A, various indeterminate
fragments, and a bracelet that may not have been of Middle Woodland provenience from the
Underwater Indian Mound (9Se27). Most of the mounds that contained copper were located near
the Gulf Coast: Howard Creek (8Gu41), Huckleberry Landing (8Fr12), Cemetery Mound (8Fr21),
Jackson Mound (8Fr15), Pierce Mound A (8Fr14A), Richardson’s Hammock (8Gu10), and
Porter’s Bar (8Fr1). Steatite objects included pipes, bowls, and indeterminate fragments in many
of the same mounds: the Underwater Indian Mound (9Sw27), Pierce Mound A (8Fr14A), and
Jackson Mound (8Fr15) in addition to Munnerlyn’s Landing (9Dr2), Waddell’s Mill Pond Area C
(8Ja65), and possibly Eleven Mile Point (8Fr10) as well. The galena artifacts recorded by Moore
often had percussive use wear, suggesting that these artifacts functioned as some type of tool or
for rubbing as pigment. Galena was only found at five mounds in the research region: Kerr’s
Landing/Bower Plantation (9Dr14/9Dr2), Hare’s Landing (9Se33), OK Landing (8Ca2), Jackson
Mound (8Fr15), and Porter’s Bar (8Fr1).

Results of pXRF Ceramic Analysis
The non-Middle Woodland ceramics included in the analysis of sherds from Richardson’s
Hammock (8Gu10) do not comprise a quantity sufficient for statistically significant comparison
with the Middle Woodland assemblage. However, the data have been included in this analysis
because they contribute to the detection of outliers and I hope they may inform future hypotheses
about the relationship between Woodland and Mississippian ceramics’ geochemical similarity.
The parameters used for analysis are optimized for the detection of iron (Fe), rubidium (Rb),
yttrium (Y), zirconium (Zr), niobium (Nb), and barium (Ba) (Speakman n.d.:14), and the mean
values of these elements calculated for each sherd are provided in Table 81 . Following Razali and
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Wah (2011) and Ghasemi and Zahediasl (2012), a Shapiro-Wilk test was used to evaluate the
normality of the elements’ distributions. The test indicated that the distribution of values (df=50,
α=0.05) was normal for Fe (W=0.99, p=0.89), Rb (W=0.98, p=0.73), Y (W=0.96, p=0.06), Zr
(W=0.96, p=0.05), Nb (W=0.97, p=0.27), and Ba (W=0.98, p=0.41) but not for Sr (W=0.84,
p<0.00). For this reason, caution was exercised when considering parametric tests of Sr values
within subgroups of this sample. However, the overall sample size is sufficient to neutralize the
violation of normality assumptions for parametric tests which include the entire assemblage
(Pallant 2001:172, Ghasemi and Zahediasl 2012:486).
Levene’s Test (df=19,19, α=0.05) indicated no appreciable differences in the concentration
of Fe (F=1.50, p=0.36), Rb (F=1.55, p=0.34), Sr (F=3.68, p=0.06), Y (F=0.61, p=0.38), Zr
(F=1.28, p=0.36), or Ba (F=0.12, p=0.43) between the Swift Creek (n=20) and early Weeden
Island groups (n=20). Accordingly, equal variances were assumed which allowed for the
maximum degrees of freedom (df=38) for these elements’ associated t-statistics. However, the pvalue for Nb (F=4.477 p=0.04) fell below the critical value threshold so equal variances could not
be assumed for this element, reducing the associated the t-statistic’s degrees of freedom
(df=34.59). An independent samples t-test of the Swift Creek and early Weeden Island groups
showed no statistically significant differences at a 95% confidence interval (α=0.05) between the
two groups’ measured values of Rb (t=-1.30, p=0.13), Y (t=0.30, p=0.82), Zr (t=-0.6, p=0.72),
Nb (t=-0.24, p=0.81), or Ba (t=0.44, p=0.51). However, the observed difference between groups
in Fe-content (t=1.71, p=0.03) and Sr (t=2.07, p=0.05) reflected moderate group differences.
Prior to dimension reduction, each elemental value was converted to a z-score to normalize
the variation in raw counts between elements. Fe-content is most closely associated with clay type
rather than source area, so it was excluded from dimension reduction. Ba was also excluded from
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Table 81: Fe, Rb, Sr, Y, Zr, Nb, and Ba values from XRF analysis of archaeological ceramics at Richardson’s Hammock (8Gu10)
pXRF#
36834
36835
36836
36837
36838
36839
36840
36878
36879
36880
36881
36882
36883
36884
36885
36886
36887
36888
36889
36890
36891
36892
36893
36894
36895

Catalog#
JS-1
JS-6
JS-6
JS-6
JS-6
JS-10
JS-10
01-90.1
00-153.4
00-164
01-27
01-27
TJ-19.1
TJ-19.1
TJ-19.1
TJ-19.1
TJ-19.1
TJ-19.1
TJ-19.2
TJ-19.1
TJ-19.3
TJ-19.2
TJ-19.2
TJ-19.2
TJ-19.2

Provenience
Burial mound
Burial mound
Burial mound
Burial mound
Burial mound
Burial mound
Burial mound
TU E Level 3 N ½
TUD Level 1
TU C Level 2
Surface
Surface
Burial mound
Burial mound
Burial mound
Burial mound
Burial mound
Burial mound
Burial mound
Burial mound
Burial mound
Burial mound
Burial mound
Burial mound
Burial mound

Type
Weeden Island
Swift Creek
Swift Creek
Swift Creek
Swift Creek
Weeden Island
Weeden Island
Deptford
Weeden Island
Swift Creek
Swift Creek
Swift Creek
Swift Creek
Swift Creek
Swift Creek
Swift Creek
Swift Creek
Swift Creek
Swift Creek
Swift Creek
Swift Creek
Weeden Island
Weeden Island
Weeden Island
Weeden Island
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Fe
42805
28318
30515
35704
36954
24306
21735
16893
22108
28739
38761
38469
31770
29733
33509
33758
37317
39122
35821
32696
48312
29347
26747
27692
35153

Rb
36
35
36
41
37
51
38
53
47
28
25
32
37
26
32
45
40
41
42
32
46
40
31
40
49

Sr
66
87
116
113
97
120
134
231
159
102
408
174
252
250
200
187
310
269
344
323
133
107
138
109
426

Y
22
29
27
27
31
25
50
19
34
32
36
19
31
33
35
37
25
17
23
30
40
29
22
30
20

Zr
149
251
174
184
185
333
271
129
379
179
422
300
296
367
227
247
377
215
420
307
259
248
194
209
256

Nb
15
17
14
14
15
15
10
16
21
13
17
11
16
18
13
14
20
16
21
14
15
13
15
13
19

Ba
217
196
209
206
193
195
208
220
174
209
227
221
185
174
195
178
168
198
181
186
185
168
202
207
177

Table 81 (continued)
pXRF#
36896
36897
36898
36899
36900
36901
36902
36903
36904
36905
36906
36907
36908
36909
36910
36911
36912
36913
36914
36915
36916
36917
36918
36919
36920

Catalog#
TJ-19.2
TJ-19.2
TJ-19.2
TJ-19.3
18-HJ-2.3
18-HJ-1.1
18-HJ-2.6
18-HJ-1.5
18-HJ-2.7
18-HJ-1.10
18-HJ-2.5
19-HJ-1.13
19-HJ-1.13
19-HJ-1.13
19-HJ-1.4
19-HJ-1.3
19-HJ-1.3
00-50.3
00-39.5
00-142
00-65.1
19-TJ.5
19-TJ.4
19-HJ-1.7
19-HJ-1.10

Provenience
Burial mound
Burial mound
Burial mound
Burial mound
Burial mound
Burial mound
Burial mound
Burial mound
Burial mound
Burial mound
Burial mound
Burial mound
Burial mound
Burial mound
Burial mound
Burial mound
Burial mound
Burial mound
Burial mound
Burial mound
Burial mound
Burial mound
Burial mound
Burial mound
Burial mound

Type
Weeden Island
Weeden Island
Weeden Island
Deptford
Swift Creek
Weeden Island
Weeden Island
Weeden Island
Weeden Island
Weeden Island
Weeden Island
Swift Creek
Swift Creek
Swift Creek
Weeden Island
Weeden Island
Weeden Island
Fort Walton
Fort Walton
Lake Jackson
Lake Jackson
Lake Jackson
Fort Walton
Fort Walton
Lake Jackson
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Fe

Rb

Sr

Y

Zr

Nb

Ba

30329
24567
33697
29993
24755
30674
41895
35446
26810
29480
35309
34434
25137
25871
17144
14208
27182
32790
31070
27515
25191
34094
25871
29726
33714

34
43
29
33
49
34
51
48
40
41
39
16
49
27
37
25
42
54
45
55
43
41
35
49
27

107
116
272
109
120
79
110
116
96
97
111
75
132
71
69
75
99
196
322
310
227
167
68
76
116

27
29
26
20
34
30
25
26
26
24
28
23
25
21
31
33
29
31
31
32
25
29
20
35
23

199
346
188
187
425
131
376
290
307
398
186
288
268
170
469
538
314
335
254
306
214
176
168
347
150

12
20
14
18
20
11
20
19
18
20
13
18
19
16
16
23
19
18
16
19
14
17
20
19
14

201
177
207
185
168
170
189
190
191
219
189
216
193
220
190
180
188
205
203
182
211
186
177
162
194

Table 82: Minimum, maximum, and mean values for all trace elements measured.
Minimum
Maximum
Mean

Fe
14208
48312
31034

Rb
16
55
39

Sr
66
426
163

Y
17
50
28

Zr
129
538
268

Nb
10
23
16

Ba
162
227
194

the analysis due to issues of inaccurate measurement with handheld spectrometers. The initial
eigenvalues from the principal component analysis of the remaining five elements are provided in
Table 83 with the amount of variation each principal component accounts for. The values
calculated for principal component one (PC1), principal component two (PC2), and principal
component three (PC3) are provided in Table 84. Levene’s test for equal variances (df=38,
α=0.05) indicated a homogeneity of variance for principal component one (F=1.75, p=0.19),
principal component two (F=0.32, p=0.86), and principal component three (F=0.135. p=0.72).
An independent samples t-test showed no statistically significant differences (df=38, α=0.05)
between the Swift Creek and early Weeden Island ceramics for principal component one (t=-0.26,
p=0.80), principal component two (t=0.96, p=0.92), or principal component three (t=1.13,
p=0.27). All principal component values were plotted orthogonal to one another with color-coded
around both the Swift Creek and early Weeden Island clusters to aid visualization of their overlap
(Figures 109-111).
As seen in Figures 108 through 110, it is evident from Figures 108 and 110 that the Swift
Creek samples are more broadly distributed than the early Weeden Island samples. It is also clear
that the early Weeden Island sherds fall into two discrete clusters. The early Weeden Island sherds
ceramic sherds that are clustered together in both Figures 108 and 109 include Weeden Island
Incised (n=11) and Weeden Island Punctated (n=6) types recovered primarily from the burial
mound (Tables 84 and 85). Group 1 (N=8) consists entirely of Weeden Island Incised (Table 84)
while Group 2 (N=9) includes Weeden Island Punctated (n=6) and Weeden Island Incised (n=3)
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Table 83: Total variance explained by the principal component analysis of, Rb, Sr, Y, Zr, and Nb
Initial Eigenvalues
Principal
Component Total % of Variance Cumulative %
1
1.79
35.79
35.79
2
1.13
22.68
58.47
3
0.98
19.56
78.03
Table 84: Results for principal component one (PC1), principal component two (PC2), and
principal component three (PC3) from the analysis of Rb, Sr, Y, Zr, and Nb
pXRF#
36834
36835
36836
36837
36838
36839
36840
36878
36879
36880
36881
36882
36883
36884
36885
36886
36887
36888
36889
36890
36891
36892
36893
36894
36895
36896
36897

Catalog#
JS-1
JS-6
JS-6
JS-6
JS-6
JS-10
JS-10
01-90.1
00-153.4
00-164
01-27
01-27
TJ-19.1
TJ-19.1
TJ-19.1
TJ-19.1
TJ-19.1
TJ-19.1
TJ-19.2
TJ-19.1
TJ-19.3
TJ-19.2
TJ-19.2
TJ-19.2
TJ-19.2
TJ-19.2
TJ-19.2

Provenience
Burial mound
Burial mound
Burial mound
Burial mound
Burial mound
Burial mound
Burial mound
TU E Level 3 N½
TUD Level 1
TU C Level 2
Surface
Surface
Burial mound
Burial mound
Burial mound
Burial mound
Burial mound
Burial mound
Burial mound
Burial mound
Burial mound
Burial mound
Burial mound
Burial mound
Burial mound
Burial mound
Burial mound

Type
Weeden Island
Swift Creek
Swift Creek
Swift Creek
Swift Creek
Weeden Island
Weeden Island
Deptford
Weeden Island
Swift Creek
Swift Creek
Swift Creek
Swift Creek
Swift Creek
Swift Creek
Swift Creek
Swift Creek
Swift Creek
Swift Creek
Swift Creek
Swift Creek
Weeden Island
Weeden Island
Weeden Island
Weeden Island
Weeden Island
Weeden Island
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PC1

PC2

PC3

-1.22
-0.28
-1.06
-0.86
-0.80
0.32
-0.70
-0.35
1.58
-1.38
1.07
-1.02
0.24
0.59
-0.76
-0.10
1.37
-0.24
1.84
-0.03
0.08
-0.71
-1.00
-0.88
1.05
-1.22
-0.28

-0.82
0.19
-0.05
-0.10
0.44
-0.26
3.67
-1.89
0.50
0.89
1.23
-0.57
0.38
0.81
1.21
1.25
-0.76
-1.82
-1.11
0.44
1.66
0.46
-0.74
0.49
-1.97
-0.82
0.19

-0.61
-0.83
-0.02
0.19
-0.17
0.20
1.03
1.49
-0.31
-0.33
0.98
0.06
0.67
-0.31
0.63
1.09
0.45
0.89
0.55
1.17
0.62
0.08
-0.41
0.23
2.20
-0.61
-0.83

Table 84 (continued)
pXRF#
36898
36899
36900
36901
36902
36903
36904
36905
36906
36907
36908
36909
36910
36911
36912
36913
36914
36915
36916
36917
36918
36919
36920

Catalog#
TJ-19.2
TJ-19.3
18-HJ-2.3
18-HJ-1.1
18-HJ-2.6
18-HJ-1.5
18-HJ-2.7
18-HJ-1.10
18-HJ-2.5
19-HJ-1.13
19-HJ-1.13
19-HJ-1.13
19-HJ-1.4
19-HJ-1.3
19-HJ-1.3
00-50.3
00-39.5
00-142
00-65.1
19-TJ.5
19-TJ.4
19-HJ-1.7
19-HJ-1.10

Provenience
Burial mound
Burial mound
Burial mound
Burial mound
Burial mound
Burial mound
Burial mound
Burial mound
Burial mound
Burial mound
Burial mound
Burial mound
Burial mound
Burial mound
Burial mound
Burial mound
Burial mound
Burial mound
Burial mound
Burial mound
Burial mound
Burial mound
Burial mound

Type
Weeden Island
Deptford
Swift Creek
Weeden Island
Weeden Island
Weeden Island
Weeden Island
Weeden Island
Weeden Island
Swift Creek
Swift Creek
Swift Creek
Weeden Island
Weeden Island
Weeden Island
Fort Walton
Fort Walton
Lake Jackson
Lake Jackson
Lake Jackson
Fort Walton
Fort Walton
Lake Jackson
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PC1

PC2

PC3

-1.06
-1.32
0.96
-0.89
-0.61
1.63
-1.82
1.28
0.63
0.28
1.04
-1.05
-0.65
0.57
-1.25
0.72
1.81
0.58
1.14
0.42
1.44
-0.44
-0.30

-0.05
0.25
-0.04
-0.28
-1.31
0.75
0.63
-0.63
-0.57
-0.27
-0.53
0.17
-0.33
-0.80
-0.87
1.10
1.04
0.02
0.11
0.05
-0.11
-0.51
-0.22

-0.02
-0.03
-0.79
0.82
-0.93
-0.53
0.12
-0.60
-0.33
-0.84
-1.32
0.21
-2.30
-0.11
-1.24
-1.30
-2.86
-0.78
0.76
1.78
1.73
1.09
0.34

Group 2

Group 1

Figure 108: Results for principal component one (PC1), principal component two (PC2), and principal component three (PC3) from
the analysis of Rb, Sr, Y, Zr, and Nb
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Figure 109: Principal component two plotted orthogonal to principal component three from the analysis excluding Fe and Ba. Both the
color-coded Swift Creek and early Weeden Island groupings represent 90% confidence intervals.
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Group 2

Group 1

Figure 110: Principal component one plotted orthogonal to principal component three from the analysis excluding Fe and Ba. Both the
color-coded Swift Creek and Early Weeden Island groupings represent 90% confidence interval.
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Table 85: Group 1 sherds from Figures 109 and 111
pXRF#

Catalog#

Provenience

36834
36892
36893
36894
36896
36898
36901
36906

JS-1
TJ-19.2
TJ-19.2
TJ-19.2
TJ-19.2
TJ-19.2
18-HJ-1.1
18-HJ-2.5

Burial mound
Burial mound
Burial mound
Burial mound
Burial mound
Burial mound
Burial mound
Burial mound

Ceramic Type
Weeden Island Incised
Weeden Island Incised
Weeden Island Incised
Weeden Island Incised
Weeden Island Incised
Weeden Island Incised
Weeden Island Incised
Weeden Island Incised

Table 86: Group 2 sherds from Figures 109 and 111
pXRF#

Catalog#

Provenience

36839 JS-10

Burial mound

36879
36897
36902
36903
36904
36905
36910
36912

TUD Level 1
Burial mound
Burial mound
Burial mound
Burial mound
Burial mound
Burial mound
Burial mound

00-153.4
TJ-19.2
18-HJ-2.6
18-HJ-1.5
18-HJ-2.7
18-HJ-1.10
19-HJ-1.4
19-HJ-1.3

Ceramic Type
Weeden Island
Punctuated
Weeden Island Incised
Weeden Island Incised
Weeden Island Punctated
Weeden Island Punctated
Weeden Island Punctated
Weeden Island Punctated
Weeden Island Incised
Weeden Island Punctated

types (Table 85). Although Fe and Ba did not contribute to the principal component analysis, they
are reported here to illustrate the full range of elemental variation between these two groups of
ceramics. At a 95% confidence interval (df=7,8, α=0.05) Levene’s Test indicated equal variances
between groups for the measured values of Fe (F=2.28, p=0.15), Rb (F=0.25, p=0.62), Sr (F=1.57,
p=0.23), Y (F=0.29, p=0.60), Zr (F=3.08, p=0.10), Nb (F=1.05, p=0.32), and Ba (F=0.54,
p=0.47) as well as principal component one (F=0.78, p=0.39), principal component two (F=0.15,
p=0.71), and principal component three (F=0.23, p=0.64). An independent samples t-test indicates
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that the observed variation is statistically significant at a 95% confidence interval (df=15, α=0.05)
for principal component one (t=-10.08, p<0.00) and principal component three (t=3.25, p=0.01),
but not principal component two (t=0.35, p=0.73). An independent samples t-test of the calibrated
elemental values (df=15, α=0.05) indicates that the geochemical differences between these two
groups of early Weeden Island ceramics is significant for trace elements Rb (t=-3.28, p=0.01), Zr
(t=-4.40, p<0.00), and Nb (t=-6.40, p<0.00) but not for Fe (t=0.67, p=0.52), Sr (t=0.88, p=0.39),
Y (t=-0.34, p=0.74), or Ba (t=0.64, p=0.53).
Consistent outliers in Figures 109 through 111 included sherds from each of the ceramic
series sampled (Table 86). Several of the sherds exhibited moderate variation between their inner
and outer surfaces, but it is unlikely that these surficial differences were responsible for the outliers
given the data normalization procedures. The results of independent samples t-tests (df=49,
α=0.05) suggest that when compared to the population means reported in Table 87, elemental
variation among these outliers is not random. All of these sherds were unslipped, so the observed
variation must be considered either indicative of post-depositional alteration of the ceramics’
surfaces or representative of the ceramics’ clay matrices. In either case, the reported elemental
variation is the most likely cause of their outlying position in the biplots. While the outliers’
positions on the biplots is technically quantified in terms of their Euclidian distance from the
sample assemblage’s centroid (e.g. Mahalonobis distance), it is more instructive to discuss each
sherd’s variation from the overall population mean values for the elements that contributed to the
principal component analysis: Rb (μ=39, σ=9), Sr (μ=163, σ=95), Y (μ=28, σ=6), Zr (μ=269,
σ=96), and Nb (μ=16, σ=3). Although Fe (μ=31034, σ=6771) and Ba (μ=194, σ=17) did not
contribute to the principal component analysis, their variation is also reported.
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Table 87: Outliers observed in Figures 109 through 111.
pXRF#
36840
36878
36888
36895
36907
36914
36915
36918

Catalog#
JS-10
01-90.1
TJ-19.1
TJ-19.2
19-HJ-1.13
00-39.5
00-142
19-TJ-2.4

Provenience
Burial mound
TU E Level 3 N ½
Burial mound
Burial mound
Burial mound
Burial mound
Burial mound
Burial mound

Ceramic Type
Weeden Island Punctated
Deptford Linear Check-Stamped
Swift Creek Complicated-Stamped
Weeden Island Incised
Swift Creek Complicated-Stamped
Fort Walton Incised
Lake Jackson Rim
Fort Walton Incised

The single Deptford Linear Check-Stamped outlier (8Gu10-01-90.1) exhibited variation in
principal component two and principal component three, with significantly higher amounts of Rb
(x̄=53, t=-12.00, p<0.00), Sr (x̄=231, t=-5.08, p<0.00), and Ba (x̄=220, t=-11.07,p<0.00) but had
the lowest amount of Fe (x̄=16893 t=14.77, p<0.00) and Zr (x̄=129, t=10.24, p<0.00) of any sherd
in the assemblage. In addition to Fe and Zr, the amount of Y (x̄=19, t=10.40, p<0.00) present in
this sherd was lower than the population mean. The first Swift Creek outlier (8Gu10-TJ-19.1)
varied mostly in principal component two and had a higher concentration of Fe (x̄=39122, t=-8.45,
p<0.00) and Sr (x̄=269, t=-7.91, p<0.00), and lower concentrations of both Y (x̄=17, t=12.69,
p<0.00) and Zr (x̄=215, t=3.93, p<0.00) compared to the population means. The second outlying
Swift Creek sample (8Gu10-19-HJ-1.13) varied primarily in principal component three and had
the least amount of Rb (x̄=16, t=18.88, p<0.00) in the assemblage. The Swift Creek ComplicatedStamped sherd was also low in Sr (x̄=75, t=6.53, p<0.00), and Y (x̄=23, t=5.81, p<0.00) but had
higher concentrations of Fe (x̄=34434, t=-3.55, p<0.01), Nb (x̄=18, t=-3.85, p<0.00), and Ba
(x̄=216, t=-9.37, p<0.00) compared to the population means. The first outlying early Weeden
Island sherd (8Gu10-JS-10) varied primarily in principal component three. This sherd was low in
Fe (x̄=21735, t=9.71, p<0.00), Sr (x̄=134, t=2.14, p=0.04), and Nb (x̄=10, t=14.91, p<0.00), with
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elevated amounts of Y (x̄=50=-25.18, p<0.00) and Ba (x̄=208, t=-5.98, p<0.00) compared to
population means. This Weeden Island Punctated sherd had the highest Y-content and least Nb of
any sherd in the entire assemblage. The second early Weeden Island outlier (8Gu10-TJ-19.2)
varied in both principal component two and principal component three with significantly higher
amounts of Fe (x̄=35153, t=-4.30, p<0.00), Rb (x̄=49, t=-8.66, p<0.00), Sr (x̄=426, t=-19.58,
p<0.00) – the most of any sherd in the assemblage – and Nb (x̄=19, t=-6.19, p<0.00). Compared
to the population means, this Weeden Island Incised sherd had moderately lower levels of Y (x̄=20,
t=9.25, p<0.00) and Ba (x̄=177, t=7.15, p<0.00).
The Mississippian sherds comprised a significantly smaller sample than either the Swift
Creek or early Weeden Island groups, but outliers still differed significantly from the population
mean in the measured amounts of trace elements. The first Fort Walton outlier (8Gu10-00-39.5)
varied primarily in Principal Component 3, probably due to higher amounts of Rb (x̄=45, t=-5.32,
p<0.00), Sr (x̄=322, t=-11.85, p<0.00), Y (x̄=31, t=-3.37, p<0.01), and Ba (x̄=203, t=-3.86,
p<0.00) compared to the population means. The second Fort Walton outlier (8Gu10-19-TJ-2.4)
varied mostly in principal component two and principal component three, with a higher amount of
Nb (x̄=20, t=-8.54, p<0.00) than the population mean but lower amounts of Fe (x̄=25871, t=5.39,
p<0.00), Rb (x̄=35, t=3.02, p<0.01), Sr (x̄=68, t=7.05, p<0.00), Y (x̄=20, t=9.25, p<0.00), Zr
(x̄=168, t=7.37, p<0.00), and Ba (x̄=177, t=7.15, p<0.00). The only Lake Jackson outlier (8Gu1000-142) varied mostly in principal component one and principal component three. This sherd had
the most Rb (x̄=55, t=-13.67, p<0.00) of any sample and was also high in Sr (x̄=310, t=-10.95,
p<0.00), Y (x̄=32, t=-4.52, p<0.00), Zr (x̄=168, t=-2.75, p<0.01), and Nb (x̄=19, t=-6.19, p<0.00)
with significantly lower amounts of Fe (x̄=27515, t=3.68, p<0.01) and Ba (x̄=182, t=5.03, p<0.00).
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Other sherds that fell within the principal component groupings illustrated in Figures 109 through
111 may still be considered outliers due to the extremely high and/or low values measured for certain
elements in the analysis. For instance, both a Weeden Island Incised sherd (8Gu10-19-HJ-1.4) and a
Weeden Island Punctated sherd (8Gu10-19-HJ-1.3) from the HJ Collection had two of the lowest amounts
of Fe (x̄=17144, t=13.51, p<0.00; x̄=14028, t=17.57, p<0.00), the highest amounts of Zr (x̄=469, t=-

14.72, p<0.00; x̄=538, t=-19.76, p<0.00), and some of the lowest amounts of Sr (x̄=69, t=6.97, p<0.00;
x̄=75, t=6.53, p<0.00) of the entire sample assemblage. However, outliers within the principal component
clusters were not limited to early Weeden Island types. A Swift Creek Complicated-Stamped ceramic from
the TJ Collection (8Gu10-TJ-19.3) had the most Fe (x̄=48312, t=-18.04, p<0.00) and the second-most Y
(x̄=40, t=-13.70, p<0.00) in the sample, while one of the Swift Creek Complicated-Stamped ceramics
surface collected during White’s investigations in 2001 (8Gu10-01-27) had the second-highest amount of
Sr (x̄=408, t=-18.25, p<0.00) and the highest Ba-content (x̄=227, t=-14.03, p<0.00) of the sample
population.
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Table 88: Summary statistics of all sample groups discussed
Ceramic
Series

Sherd
Quantity

Deptford

2

Swift Creek

20

Weeden Island

20

Group 1

8

Group 2

9

Fort Walton

4

Lake Jackson

4

Total

50

Descriptive
Statistic
Mean
Standard Deviation
Mean
Standard Deviation
Mean
Standard Deviation
Mean
Standard Deviation
Mean
Standard Deviation
Mean
Standard Deviation
Mean
Standard Deviation
Mean
Standard Deviation

Fe

Rb

Sr

Y

Zr

Nb

Ba

Principal
Components
PC1 PC2 PC3

23443
9263
33485
5721
29757
7869

43
14
36
9
39
7

170
86
188
101
128
83

20
1
29
6
28
6

158
41
278
86
280
112

17
1
16
3
16
4

203
25
195
18
193
16

-0.48
0.18
-0.05
0.97
0.03
1.10

-1.60
0.41
0.14
0.93
0.11
1.10

0.28
1.71
0.07
0.86
-0.27
1.03

32075
5186
27660
7329

35 124 27 188
4 64 3 36
44 109 28 357
5 24 3 56

13
1
19
2

195
18
190
13

-1.11
0.35
0.82
0.43

0.02
0.57
-0.08
0.57

0.05
0.43
-0.68
0.48

29864
2943
30129
4464
31034
6771

46
8
42
12
39
9

18
2
16
3
16
3

187
21
193
13
194
17

0.54
0.71
-0.21
1.23
0.00
1.00

-0.13
0.99
-0.34
0.21
0.00
1.00

0.17
1.38
0.66
0.97
0.00
1.00

Trace Element Counts
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166
120
205
83
163
95

29
7
27
4
28
6

276
83
212
68
269
96

CHAPTER SIX:
DICUSSION AND CONCLUSION

The lack of significant difference in the geochemical composition of Swift Creek and early
Weeden Island pottery from Richardson’s Hammock (8Gu10) suggests that the same clay sources
were used for the manufacture of both ceramic series. My interpretation of this finding is that Swift
Creek and early Weeden Island pottery were likely not made by separate groups of people and are
not diagnostic of distinct cultural entities during the Middle Woodland period at this site. Rather,
the data suggest that both ceramic series were being produced locally and contemporaneously,
probably by the same group of people. This conclusion is reinforced by the fact that the two
ceramic series are found together in 75-90% of the Middle Woodland mounds in the region.
Furthermore, the deposition of either series within these mounds was behaviorally
indistinguishable in the context of burial mound ceremonialism.
Although the sample sizes are too small to be statistically significant, that the Deptford,
Fort Walton, and Lake Jackson sherds fall near the same clusters as the Swift Creek and early
Weeden Island ceramics suggests that both earlier and later peoples were using similar clay
deposits near the site to make their ceramics as well. The few outlying ceramics discussed at the
conclusion of Chapter 5 may have arrived at Richardson’s Hammock through exchange of finished
goods or raw material and/or the movement of people between sites along the river, perhaps visà-vis matrilocal marriage. It is unlikely that minor variation, for instance within roughly a single
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standard deviation of the population mean, is representative of non-local ceramic manufacture.
Marginal variation should instead be interpreted conservatively as variation within clay sources.
However, the two Swift Creek Complicated-Stamped outliers (8Gu10-TJ-19.1 and 8Gu10-HJ1.13) diverged greatly from both the Swift Creek mean and the group average, indicating they
were likely non-local imports. That their variation is derived from different elements and is
reflected in different principal components suggests that these two non-local wares were not made
from the same clay deposits. As such, it is unlikely that they came from the same locale and are
indicative of two separate vectors of material import at Richardson’s Hammock. Similar variation
was evident between the two early Weeden Island outliers, so similar interpretation should be
considered for these sherds as well. Collectively, these ceramics’ geochemical signatures indicate
four separate lines of import with both early Weeden Island and Swift Creek pottery-making
groups. A similar conclusion could potentially be extended to the Mississippian outliers (8Gu1000-39.5, 8Gu10-19-TJ-2.4, and 8Gu10-00-142) if more sherds were analyzed, but the present
sample size is insufficient to permit confident interpretation of the data.
The two distinct groupings of early Weeden Island ceramics were an unexpected finding,
and it is interesting that six of the eight total Weeden Island Punctated sherds included in this
analysis fell within a single cluster. It is clear from visual inspection of the Group 2 sherds shown
in Figures 9, 12, 30, 35 through 38, 43, and 45 that it is unlikely this clustering was caused by their
being from the same vessel. The only sherds that resemble one another are 8Gu10-18-HJ-1.10
(Figure 38) and 8Gu10-19-HJ-1.3 (Figure 45), and perhaps 8Gu10-18-HJ-1.5 (Figure 36) and
8Gu10-18-HJ-2.7 (Figure 37), but even these sherds feature slightly different punctated patterns,
While variation in punctated patterns may be evident across the surface of a single pot, it is unlikely
that the other sherds in Group 2 are from the same vessel given the variation in decoration, surface
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coloration, paste composition, and/or rim shapes and sizes. However, there is a comparatively
higher likelihood that the sherds in Group 1, shown in Figures 4, 25 through 27, 29, 31, 34, and
39, may have come from the same few vessels. For instance, 8Gu10-JS-1 (Figure 4) and 8Gu1018-HJ-1.1 share very similar red-painted appliques and rim shapes. Similarly, within the lot
8Gu10-19-TJ-2.2, pXRF# 36892, 36893, and 36894 (Figure 25-27) feature punctated crosshatching, incisions, and protuberances on their rims, though the protuberance of pXRF#36896
differs from the others. Also, within the same lot, pXRF#36893 and 36898 share a similar color
and paste but differ slightly in the pattern of their incisions and punctations. The only sherd in
Group 1 that is stylistically distinct from all the others is 8Gu10-18-HJ-2.5.
The great variation in Sr and Zr values suggests that some ceramics in the sample were
made from clay obtained from potentially distant areas. However, the distance of these sources
from Richardson’s Hammock can only be estimated when clay samples from this region are
collected and tested. Although the size of the two early Weeden Island groups is small and the
typological dichotomy is not absolute, the differential clustering is significant and reflects the use
of clay deposits separated by some indeterminate amount of geographic space. There is little
evidence of craft specialization during the Middle Woodland period, but it remains possible that
these clusters could reflect individuals’ preferences for sourcing economically viable clay. That is
to say, Group 1 may be ceramics made by Individual X, who preferred to Weeden Island Punctated
decoration and used Clay Deposit 1, and Group 2 may be ceramics made by Individual Y, who
instead preferred Weeden Island Incised decoration and used Clay Deposit 2. The groupings could
also be considered the result of more collective set of preferences consistent with the
transegalitarian social structure reflected by the parity of interments within Middle Woodland
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mounds. For instance, it is possible that the same group of potters made both Incised and Punctated
varieties of early Weeden Island ceramics and simply preferred to exploit different clay deposits.
Although there is little evidence of hereditary hierarchy in Middle Woodland societies, that
does not mean that social life was entirely nonranked. It is also possible that each type was made
by a separate subgroup within the broader community at Richardson’s Hammock, such as a distinct
family unit or spiritual clan group, with each preferring to exploit a different clay outcropping. To
be clear, there is currently no evidence that Weeden Island Incised and Weeden Island Punctated
vessels were made by different people and interpretive care must be exercised to avoid conflating
people with pots as a matter of fact. The evidence presented here only suggests that two different
deposits of clay within the vicinity of Richardson’s Hammock were utilized to make the ceramics
interred in this particular Middle Woodland burial mound. That one of those groups contains more
Weeden Island Punctated vessels than the other is certainly interesting for conjecture, but
ultimately tells us very little about the people who lived there beyond the fact that a variety of clay
sources were utilized.
Due to the river’s headwaters being in the Piedmont province of the southern Appalachian
Mountains, the region’s clays are geochemically distinct from other areas of Florida, Georgia, and
Alabama (Steponaitis et al. 1996; Wallis et al. 2016:37, Figure 4). Even within the study area, clay
deposits’ trace elemental concentration covaries with geographic distance along the region’s
waterways (Prendergast 2015). Previous analyses of archaeological ceramics from sites in the
Creek Complicated-Stamped goods has been demonstrated convincingly and may have involved
the movement of pots, potters, and/or paddles (Broyles 1968; Snow and Stephenson 1998;
Stoltman and Snow 1998). While much of this work has been focused in Georgia and northeast
Florida (e.g. Wallis 2011), limited geochemical and stylistic analyses have led some to conclude
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Figure 111: Sites analyzed by pXRF at the University of South Florida's Archaeological Sciences
Laboratory (adapted from Tykot 2016:47, Figure 5)

that non-local ceramics were interred in burial mounds along the Gulf Coast during the Middle
Woodland period (Wallis et al. 2016). A similar argument based on the hypotheses of Sears (1956;
1973) has been proposed for the Weeden Island series which posits centralized production at
Southeastern civic-ceremonial centers (Pluckhahn and Cordell 2011; Wallis et. al 2017).
However, these analyses have generally omitted the greater Apalachicola region from
consideration and have focused primarily on either the Swift Creek or Weeden Island series. While
it has been noted that the concomitance of the two series at sites along the Gulf Coast “indexed
intercommunity connectivity” during the Middle Woodland period, the articulation of these two
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styles in the Deep South has not yet been thoroughly explored (Wright 2017: 56). The compilation
of data in this thesis is significant because it clearly demonstrates the intimate association of the
Swift Creek and early Weeden Island complexes in this region during the Middle Woodland
period. However, geochemical analyses had yet to account for the relationship between these
Appalachian (Swift Creek) and Gulf Coastal (Weeden Island) traditions. Trace elemental
concentration varies with geographic distance, so the overlapping distributions of Swift Creek and
early Weeden Island ceramics illustrated in Figures 109 through 114 indicate that a variety of
similar clay sources near Richardson’s Hammock were used to make both series of pottery during
the Middle Woodland. At the outset of this thesis, I suggested that this particular part of the
Southeast holds together as a cohesive region based on the continuity of its culture history. The
database within this document clearly demonstrates the affiliation of the Swift Creek and early
Weeden Island ceramic series at sites in the region. For the native inhabitants of this region, it
remains possible that the coalescence of these two traditions may have served as a sort of marker
of a shared regional identity. Ultimately, the compilation of data in this thesis will aid future
research assessing the similarities and differences between Middle Woodland mounds in this
particular region and how these localized expressions of Middle Woodland ideas articulate with
the broader patterns of burial mound ceremonialism in the Southeastern United States during this
time.
The Middle Woodland mounds in this research region were, on average, roughly 1.5-m tall
structures in the shape of truncated cones with circular bases about 17 meters across. This is within
the upper range of what Milanich (1994:1480-49) describes as typical for Middle Woodland
mounds. Mounds were composed primarily of sand, but shell is a more common constituent of
mound fill at sites nearer the coast, likely reflecting the use of midden soils in mound construction.
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Most of the mounds are situated roughly 50 m or less from contemporaneous habitation sites with
which they were likely associated. If inhabited year-round, the residents of these villages are likely
the ones responsible for their construction and the interment their honored dead therein.
Alternatively, these villages may have been sporadically occupied sites used for the occasion of
burial ceremony, perhaps drawing temporary residents from several interrelated community
groups in the area. Most of these mounds are within roughly 100 m of a freshwater source,
probably as a result of their proximity to habitation sites as access to this resource was an important
factor for determining the location of human settlement throughout prehistory. Among the mounds
whose burials have been recorded, most contained 15 or fewer interments. Remains were usually
placed along the base of the mounds but there was enormous variation in where along the base
they were placed. Burials were frequently flexed, bundled, or disarticulated and scattered but were
also typically loose in the mound fill without covering (though this may have been from
unrecognized prior disturbance).
Ceramics were often concentrated in the eastern portion of mounds, placed variably along
the base from the center to the edge of the earthen structures. Both plain and check-stamped types
were ubiquitous, and basal perforation was pervasive among all types. Only two mounds contained
material dating to the Archaic period: Howard Creek (8Gu41) and Waddell’s Mill Pond (8Ja65).
However, both Early Woodland and Mississippian wares were present in approximately one
quarter of the mounds (Figures 112 and 113). All but one of the mounds with diagnostic ceramics
lacked Swift Creek types (Fulmore’s Upper Landing [1Ho301]), and roughly 75-90% contained
early Weeden Island types. These two types were frequently in direct association and deposited in
an identical manner, and their presence in these mounds unequivocally dates their construction to
the Middle Woodland period. Deposits included whole vessels, some crushed by the weight of the
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Figure 112: Middle Woodland mounds in the study area that contained Early Woodland ceramics
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Figure 113: Middle Woodland mounds in the study area that contained Mississippian ceramics
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mound fill, as well as caches of sherds without complementary pieces. Sherds were also scattered
across the base of the mound and frequently included plain and check-stamped decoration,
especially nearer the edge of the mound. Sheet mica and lithic celts were recorded at roughly half
of the sites, while smoking pipes, galena hammerstones, artifacts made of steatite, and copper
items of personal adornment, such as earspools, were much rarer – present in less than one-fifth of
the mounds. Non-ceramic goods were more frequently found throughout the body of the mound
than ceramic goods, and the frequency with which ceramic and non-ceramic goods were in direct
association with human remains was roughly equal to that of their distinct separation from the
burials.
Still, there was a tremendous amount of variation in burial practice between mounds in the
region, reflecting the loosely prescriptive nature of the customs or traditions practiced at each site
in the region. For instance, although most burials were loose in the mound fill, several seem to
have been covered with stones at Hare’s Landing (9Se33) and Sampson’s Landing (8Ja1), and at
least one burial was housed in a sub-mound structure made of timbers at Davis Field (8Ca1), which
also featured a sub-mound dome made of fire-blackened clay. Chipola Cutoff (8Gu5) and Porter’s
Bar (8Fr1) had burials placed in shallow sub-mound pits, and there are a handful of instances
where cremation has been inferred (Kerr’s Landing [9Dr14), Aspalaga Landing [8Gd1], Michaux
Log Landing [8Li6], Jackson Mound [8Fr15], and Porter’s Bar [8Fr1]). While the deposition of
ceramic goods in these mounds varied less between sites than burial forms, pottery was found to
be concentrated in central and western deposits at Indian Pass Point (8Gu1) and Green Point
(8Fr11), respectively. Speaking of this variation, Aspalaga Landing is a poor choice for a type site
for early Weeden Island locally as advanced by Milanich (1994) simply because it is such an
extreme outlier in many regards. Regarding size alone, the mound at Aspalaga Landing is not
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representative of the practices happening throughout the rest of the region during the Middle
Woodland period – it is the 1%, metaphorically speaking. If the site was indeed a node drawing
from several nearby populations, its grandeur can potentially be explained by its proximity to the
Torreya Ravines, whose unrivaled biotic diversity may have afforded access to a broader array of
resources able to support a larger population. This argument can be extended to explain the high
density and large size of sites near the Apalachicola bayhead, whose incredible estuarine
productivity is a result of the detritus carried downstream (see Chapter Two). The reason for
Pierce’s comparatively more elaborate Hopewellian regalia is probably a result of its fortuitous
location along the primary artery of trade from the Gulf Coast to the Midsouth and Midwest in
conjunction with its proximity to coastal waters which afforded the ability to supply the gastropod
shells so coveted by Hopewellian practitioners (Anderson 1998:279-80, 287-88).
Milanich’s (1994:144) suggestion that an association between Deptford and Swift Creek
types at inland sites preceded similar assemblages nearer the coast is not reflected in the mounds
of this region. Throughout the drainages, the presence of unmistakable Early Woodland material
in Middle Woodland mounds is quite rare (Figure 112), and fragmentary evidence can generally
be discounted as incidental inclusions when older midden material was used as mound fill. With
the exception of Green Point, the assemblages of these mounds mostly post-date transitional Early
Woodland sites to the north such as Mandeville, which contained an abundance of Deptford and
then Swift Creek ceramics (Kellar et al. 1962:343, Figure 4). While there is little concrete
evidence, the indeterminate check-stamped pottery present in more than three-quarters of the
mounds may reflect origins during the Early Woodland. It seems that, for whatever reason, the
cultural phenomena taking place at Mandeville evidently did not exert their influence as far south
as the research region during the late Early Woodland period. These regions are separated by an
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area in Early County, Georgia, where Swift Creek – early Weeden Island sites are supposedly
absent (Steinen 1998:185-86, 190), perhaps reflecting a cultural boundary with differences in
ceramic and mortuary traditions. In any case, the nucleation of communities around burial mounds
seems not to have begun in earnest until the Middle Woodland period in this area, as evidenced by
the sheer quantity of mounds that lack Deptford ceramics but contain both Swift Creek and early
Weeden Island pottery.
Following the summary of Stephenson et al. (2002:342-347), these Middle Woodland
mounds display similarities to roughly contemporaneous sites to the north and west. In some
respects, however, the mound sites in the Apalachicola, lower Flint, and Lower Chattahoochee
drainages are distinct from sites in those regions. Specifically, the roughly equivalent density of
mounds along the coast compared to those along interior waterways seems to be a blend of
settlement patterning characteristic of Middle Woodland peoples who occupied areas the west and
north, respectively. It cannot be said that “…the interior was essentially vacant and used for
special-purpose, short-term activities,” as is characteristic of the Santa Rosa-Swift Creek peoples
to the west (Stephenson et al. 2002:342; Milanich 1994: 141-43; Bense 1998:255-57). Instead the
data reflect both a coastal adaptation shared with people to the west in articulation with an interiorriverine adaptation prevalent among south-Georgia’s Middle Woodland populations. However, the
architectural grammar of the mound sites in the Apalachicola, lower Flint, and lower
Chattahoochee drainages is fundamentally different from those in south Georgia and areas in the
western Florida panhandle.
Diverging from adjacent regions, the strictly linear or curvilinear settlement patterning of
villages associated with mounds in the Apalachicola, lower Flint, and lower Chattahoochee Rivers
is distinct from the “structured non-mound ring midden sites of northwest Florida” where the Santa
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Rosa expression of Swift Creek predominates (Stephenson et al. 2002:344-46). However, there is
little evidence to suggest that “the absence of a well-formed ring midden…[indicates] the site was
of short duration” (Stephenson et al. 2002:345). Pierce Mounds, for instance, was densely occupied
during both the Middle Woodland and Mississippian periods, perhaps more-or-less continuously
through the Late Woodland period (White 2013). It remains to be quantitatively tested whether the
Middle Woodland middens associated with these burial mounds were attendant to full time
populations or if they were formed by temporary, recurring occupations drawing from several
nearby communities. The substantial size of the middens does not seem to suggest only intermittent
site use (Milanich 1994:144-45; Williams and Freer Harris 1998:47). The mounds of the Santa
Rosa Swift Creek area are of a comparable size and construction to those within the Apalachicola,
lower Flint, and lower Chattahoochee drainages. Multi-mound complexes are absent, between one
and two meters in height with ovoid or circular bases between 20 and 30 meters in diameter with
basal layers of oyster shell that indicates a single construction event (Bense 1998:259). While these
constructions are roughly contemporaneous with those in the study area, these mounds contain
only Swift Creek ceramics, often in an eastern cache, and lack any semblance of Hopewellian
ceremonial regalia (Bense 1998:252, 272)
Within the study area, there is also little evidence for the sort of clean-swept plazas and
platform mounds observed at Middle Woodland mound sites in south Georgia (e.g. Pluckhahn
2003:123) and western Florida (e.g. Bense 1998:263-70) which have been characterized as “civicceremonial mortuary centers” (Stephenson et al. 2002:346). With few exceptions, neither coastal
nor interior Middle Woodland mound sites in this region are similar to the multi-mound complexes
known from these areas. Although Moore (1903:481) documented two “domiciliary” mounds at
Aspalaga Landing, and these have been interpreted as platforms which once held structures
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(Milanich 2002:361), the platforms may have been constructed later in time – perhaps
contemporaneous to the household excavated by Milanich (Milanich and Fairbanks 1980:126-29).
Pierce Mounds is one such example of Middle Woodland burial mounds which were flanked by
platform mounds in later times. The platform mounds at Aspalaga may be a later addition that
reflects an emergent social hierarchy immediately preceding the Mississippian period. The
evidence suggests that plazas and platform mounds are not apparent at sites in the region until the
later Mississippian period (e.g. Du Vernay 2011:88), suggesting that Middle Woodland rituals in
this area differed from those practiced in adjacent regions of southwest Georgia and northwest
Florida (Anderson 1998:286, 289-90). This seems to be a regionalized tradition, and it may reflect
a lack of substantial social differentiation and/or mortuary rituals that were intimate and
participatory rather than public and performatory. It is possible that local shamanic leadership did
not involve strict role segregation during this time, as reflected by the relatively balanced
distribution of grave goods and communal ceremonial deposits within burial mounds (Carr and
Case 2005; Brown 2006).
Similarly, the architecture of mounds in this region reflects different cultural traditions than
those expressed at mound sites to the east and southeast such as McKeithen (Milanich et al. 1997)
and Crystal River (Pluckhahn and Thompson 2018). Few Swift Creek ceramics are found east of
the Aucilla River, although Middle Woodland people in north-central Florida and along the
peninsular Gulf coast also placed early Weeden Island ceramics in sand burial mounds with their
honored dead (Milanich 2002:353, 359). Milanich (1994, 2002) delineates four sub-areas within
this non-Swift Creek-producing area of early Weeden Island ceramic distribution: an area around
the McKeithen site which he surveyed and excavated, a separate north peninsular coast tradition,
the Cade’s Pond area south of the Santa Fe River defined by John Goggin (1948:58, 60; 1949:25),
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and the Manasota area at the southernmost end of the early Weeden Island ceramic distribution
(Luer and Almy 1979, 1982). As summarized by Milanich (1994, 2002) and others, the burial
mound ceremonialism expressed in these areas differs in several key respects from the Middle
Woodland practices of the Apalachicola, lower Flint, and lower Chattahoochee River drainages.
Only Crystal River, along the northern peninsular Gulf Coast, exhibits comparable concentrations
of elaborate Hopewellian ceremonial regalia. In that area, however, Middle Woodland mound sites
are generally restricted to a narrow strip along the coast and interior regions were sparsely
populated during this time. This is clearly at odds with the settlement patterning of the
Apalachicola, lower Chattahoochee, and Lower Flint Rivers during the Middle Woodland period,
which featured consistent habitation deep into the interior of the Gulf Coastal plain through the
entire period, with burial mounds dispersed throughout the drainages’ tributary creeks and streams
White 1981; White and Trauner 1987; White 2018). East of the Aucilla River along the Gulf Coast
into north-central Florida, Deptford ceramics were placed in Middle Woodland burial mounds with
early Weeden Island ceramics, indicating a temporal overlap of the Deptford and early Weeden
Island ceramic series in the context of burial mound ceremonialism which is absent in the study
area. While Deptford series ceramics are regularly observed in northwest Florida’s Early
Woodland contexts, they seem to overlap temporally with early Swift Creek types and are
completely absent by the time early Weeden Island ceramics are being interred in sand burial
mounds during the Middle Woodland.
Middle Woodland mounds in these areas east of the research region were generally
constructed with an architectural grammar indicative of burial traditions that differed from those
in the Apalachicola, lower Flint, and lower Chattahoochee region. For instance, both the
McKeithen site and Crystal River have platform mounds and plazas, features that are similar to
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Middle Woodland sites in southwest Georgia but are absent from the study area. In the Cades Pond
area, the earliest mounds were surrounded with earthen embankments, and within the Manasota
area primary burials have been observed within sand mounds. Within the interior of north-central
Florida, burial mounds are frequently clustered together in a manner that is not evident within the
interior of the research region – instead, clusters of mounds are only found along the coast and
near the Apalachicola bayhead in this particular area of northwest Florida. Despite these
differences, which clearly indicate different ceramic histories and divergent traditions of burial
mound ceremonialism and architecture, early Weeden Island ceramics were interred in burial
mounds through the Middle Woodland period, so these regions are considered under the rubric of
the “early Weeden Island” ceramic series. However, as evidenced by their distinct mortuary
behaviors and settlement patterns, these areas are culturally distinct from the study area. In addition
to the absence of localized expressions of Swift Creek and early Weeden Island ceramic traditions,
the Glades areas of south Florida has been convincingly demonstrated by Goggin (c.1949), Griffin
(1988, 2002), and others to feature the in-situ development of cultures substantially different from
those to the north both on the basis of subsistence, technology, sociopolitical organization, and
cosmology. As this relates to mound architecture, mounds in northwest Florida lack features
present in many of the southern Florida cultures, such as the earthwork ridges of the Okeechobee
basin (Sears 1994), the massive shellworks known from the Caloosahatchee and Ten Thousand
Islands area Florida (Schwadron 2010), or the rock mounds of the anachronously-named Tequesta
subarea in the southeast (Goggin c.1949:75). Still, there is evidence that charnel structures and
secondary burials in sand mounds were present in some areas of South Florida during
chronologically equivalent periods (Milanich 1994:293, 319).
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The St. Johns region of Florida’s northern Atlantic coast is often treated as a separate
cultural area, and while a thorough discussion of the reasons it is considered culturally distinct
from other regions of the Southeast is beyond the scope of this thesis, the burial mound
ceremonialism during the Middle Woodland period deserves at least brief attention. Swift Creek
ceramics, and to a lesser extent some early Weeden Island pottery, were interred in sand burial
mounds within the lower (northernmost) portions of the St. Johns River drainage during the Middle
Woodland period (Ashley 1998:199, 213; Goggin 1952:49-50; 106-107). Most of these mounds
were excavated by C.B. Moore (1894, 1896a, b, c) and his writings were later interpreted by John
Goggin (1952) to provide a chronological framework similar Willey’s (1949) interpretation of
Moore’s expeditions along the Gulf Coast. One of the ceramic types defined by Goggin and others
working in the area at the time (e.g. Griffin and Smith 1949) was a chalky-textured ceramic
tempered with microscopic sponge spicules that eventually came to be known as St. Johns ware
(Griffin 1988:75-77; Goggin c.1949:449-46). For decades, these spiculate-tempered ceramics
were considered to be native only to the St. Johns River basin, and when found in other areas they
were considered to be an import indicative of extra-local exchange (ibid). Building on the
hypothesis of Espenshade (1983:185-88), recent findings have challenged the veracity of this
interpretation (Bloch et al. 2019), but it remains that the type is entirely absent from the
Apalachicola, lower Flint, and lower Chattahoochee region.
However, St. Johns series ceramics are abundant within the Middle Woodland burial
mounds of the lower St. Johns River basin. Site distribution patterns suggests that settlement was
mostly limited to coastal areas along the southern banks of the river (Ashley 1998:199, 215). The
presence of Deptford ceramics within the earliest mounds suggests the tradition of burial
ceremonialism may have begun slightly earlier along the St. Johns River than in the study area.
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Based on the data compiled by Ashley (1998:209, Table 12-5) mounds of the lower St. Johns River
drainage are slightly wider (n=14, x̅ =18.0; σ=5.2) but shorter (n=14, x̅ =1.1; σ=0.5) than the
mounds of the Apalachicola, lower Flint, and lower Chattahoochee Rivers. The mounds are the
familiar shape of a truncated cone with circular or elliptical bases and homogenous mound fill. As
is the case for the Middle Woodland mounds in the research region, there is little evidence the
lower St. Johns mounds ever held structures (Ashley 1998:210). However, the vertical
arrangement of human remains and artifacts within the fill suggests these mounds were constructed
in multiple stages (Ashley 1998:213). Interments were mostly secondary: bundled and flexed
burials, as well as single skulls, which suggests the use of charnel facilities. Supine burials have
been reported and there is at least one instance of probable cremation (Milanich 1994:260-62;
Ashley 1998:211). Similar to the Apalachicola, lower Flint, and lower Chattahoochee research
region, a balanced assortment of grave goods included pebbles, pebble hammers, projectile points,
marine shell, chert flakes, hematite, and sandstone interred with individuals as well as in communal
deposits (Ashely 1998:211-13). An influx of Hopewellian ceremonial regalia is reported from
these Middle Woodland mounds (Goggin 1952:70; Milanich 1994:261-62), but Ashely (1998:214)
contests this notion. Rather than emphasizing an exchange a network connected with communities
in the Midsouth and Midwest during this time, Ashley (1998: 218) suggests the egalitarian
societies of the lower St. Johns area were closely connected through exchange to communities in
the west along the Gulf Coast. He posits that the focus of non-local exchange in the lower St. Johns
basin shifted north later in time toward the Atlantic coast of Georgia, perhaps due to the emergence
of the McKeithen “protochiefdomship” in north-central Florida which effectively separated the
two Swift Creek areas of the state (Ashley 1998:207, 214, 219).
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While it is instructive to compare and contrast the archeological data from the study area
with the cultural practices and traditions of adjacent regions, it is also important to evaluate these
local phenomena in the context of broader regional ceremonialism. James Brown (2013:237) wrote
that in the Southeast “the long hand of Ohio Hopewell exercises a strong grip over the
imagination,” but the Hopewellian nature of the materials in the Apalachicola, lower Flint, and
lower Chattahoochee region is difficult to understate. Hopewell is understood to be set of socioreligious traditions shared broadly by Middle Woodland societies across eastern North America
and expressed symbolically through their material culture, often with aspects of the tradition being
disarticulated from the whole and re-interpreted through the lens of more localized beliefs and
practices (Carr 2005a:51, 53). Put more simply, the Hopewell phenomenon is a regional pattern of
local-level practices: it reflects regionally shared beliefs which were adapted and expressed
symbolically at the local-level through material culture (Carr 2005a:58). Shamanism as a
mechanism of socio-religious organization was a central facet of the Hopewell-influence among
Middle Woodland societies, with “magicoreligious practitioners” serving a variety of roles that
ranged from a healer to a diviner to a philosopher and a keeper of mythology (Carr and Case
2005b:181, 183, Table 5.1). Invariably, these individuals were leaders within their communities
who were corporately invested with a certain quantity of esoteric knowledge and/or supernatural
power (Brown 2006). Many of the materials interred in mounds and recognized as “Hopewellian”
have been interpreted as religious paraphernalia used in shamanic practices. For instance, pipes
were possibly frequently used to induce trance states and may have signified communication with
the upperworld in many of the native worldviews of the Eastern Woodlands (Carr and Case
2005b:206-07, 211). Seemingly integral to the symbolism that pervades the Hopewell influence
was the manufacture of religious artifacts from non-local materials, particularly “raw materials
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that, through their simultaneous light/shiny and dark/dull characteristics, embodied the shamanic
theme of transformation” (Carr and Case 2005a:43-44; Spence and Fryer 2005:714).Materials
recognized as being standard items of the Hopewell ceremonial toolkit include mica, copper,
silver, galena, steatite, earspools, celts, smoking pipes, and elaborate ceramics (Carr 2005a:54;
Carr and Case 2005b:200; Ruhl 2005:701; Spence and Fryer 2005).
Carr and Case (2005a:38-42) use historic ethnography to make the case that Native
American groups in the Eastern Woodlands during the Middle Woodland period probably
perceived a continuum of spiritual energy that extended from the individual through their
community groups to deceased ancestors as well as inanimate objects and places in nature. This is
a particularly productive lens through which to interpret Middle Woodland burial mounds in the
Deep South because if we presume this central premise, even materials not necessarily diagnostic
of the Hopewell tradition may be understood through analogy with roughly contemporaneous
groups from other areas in the eastern United States. For instance, the inclusion of pebbles with
the dead may not have been an anomaly observed by Moore in the Middle Woodland mounds of
the Apalachicola, lower Flint, and lower Chattahoochee Rivers. Rather, it is reminiscent of a
practice known from Ohio Hopewell contexts – it is hypothesized that the association of materials
evocative of water, either in appearance or by the nature of their origin, were possibly used as a
barrier against spirits (Carr and Case 2005a:43-44). Carr and Case (2005a:28) also posit that quartz
pebbles were “useful in divination and/or gambling”. Mica, copper, silver, and steatite are all
materials that can be made reflective through polishing, so Carr and Case (2005b:200, Table 5.3,
206, Table 5.4) suggest they may have been symbolic of a shamanic theme of transformation. Carr
(2005b: 583) suggests that sheet mica was also used as a mirror, and that materials that symbolized
vision, such as reflective sheet mica and clear quartz crystals, were used in divination rituals.
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Following this hypothesis, mica effigy points, such as those observed at Bristol and Aspalaga
Landing, may have been used in divination rituals related to hunting or conflict (Carr and Case
2005:206, Table 5.4)
Panpipes are another hallmark of Hopewell ceremonialism, and some from Middle
Woodland mounds in the Midwest, Midsouth, and Southeast have been covered with copper (Turff
and Carr 2005). The only possible evidence of panpipes in the study area is the copper tube
recovered by Moore from a burial in Pierce Mound A (White 2013:61), though copper panpipes
have been recorded farther to the southeast at Crystal River (Milanich 1994:216). Carr and Case
(2005:27) claim that “power [was] copper’s most basic common denominator semantically over
the historic Woodlands” and it was held in high regard by the native peoples of the Eastern
Woodlands. Turff and Carr (2005:674) posit that in the Southeast, copper was ideologically
associated with the sun and the Upper World in the tripartite supernatural worldview of the Eastern
Woodlands’ native inhabitants. In the Deep South, copper may have also reflected the spiritual
fortitude necessary to complete the long-distance journey to obtain it from its raw source, possibly
as a rite of pilgrimage or power questing (Carr 2005b:584, 589; Bernadini and Carr 2005:631-34;
Turff and Carr 2005:678-79). An example of this would be the copper earspools reported with
burials at several sites in the region, and their placement with individuals rather than in communal
deposits may suggest that they are indicative of an individual’s achieved status. The morphological
characteristics of the earspools from Huckleberry Landing from seem to fit Ruhl’s (2005:699,
Figure 19.1, 701) late sequence of stylistic drift, thought to be derived from local manufacture
separated in time and/or space from the origin of the earspool tradition at the Copena and Havana
sites. This placement late in the stylistic sequence squares with the Middle Woodland chronology
beginning slightly later in the Deep South than in the Midwest. Ruhl suggests the image of a ring
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central to the embossment of the earspool was symbolically significant and that as grave goods
they signify an individual’s group membership, such as achievement within a community, that
afforded certain rights and duties rather than social prestige (Ruhl 2005:704-07, 709).
The earspools at Pierce Mounds are unique because they were silver-plated and thus
contained the only known silver from Middle Woodland mounds in the Apalachicola, lower Flint
and lower Chattahoochee research region. Spence and Fry (2005:715) confirmed via geochemical
sourcing that only two sources of silver were utilized by Middle Woodland of the Eastern
Woodlands: one in the Cobalt area of Ontario, where silver occurs naturally in its pure form, and
another in the Keweenaw area of northern Michigan, where silver only occurs as a minor inclusion
within copper deposits. Spence and Fry (2005:724-25, 730-32) convincingly suggest that, due to
the union of the deposits in nature, silver obtained from the Keweenaw source was conceptually
bound to copper and solely used with it to make composite silver-copper artifacts, whereas silver
from the Cobalt source was often used to make pure silver artifacts. Citing Goad (1978, 1979),
Bernadini and Carr (2005:631-34) suggest that Appalachian copper deposits in Tennessee, North
Carolina, and Georgia were also used in varying proportions among Middle Woodland people in
the Southeast. However, given the combination of metals it is highly probable that the raw material
used to make the discoidal silver-covered copper earspools from Pierce Mounds was sourced in
northern Michigan.
While the copper celts known from Midwestern sites are absent in the Deep South, the
groundstone celts found in the mounds of the Apalachicola, lower Flint, and lower Chattahoochee
River may have had a similar symbolic significance. Aside from mortuary ceramics, which were
often basally perforated and present in all of the mounds within the region, celts (n=20) were the
most frequently-interred mound offering during the Middle Woodland period. Bernadini and Carr
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(2005:635-37, 644) suggest that among Middle Woodland societies practicing burial mound
ceremonialism, celts were symbolic of traditional leadership roles, whether achieved or ascribed,
for their technological association with the socio-religiously meaningful tasks of canoe
manufacture and land clearing prior to mound construction, the former being allegorical of
facilitating a long spiritual journey such as or on a vision quest or to the afterlife. Pipes were an
infrequent inclusion within mounds (Figure 114), present at only about one-fifth (n=8) of the sites
and perhaps indicating that ceremonial tobacco use was not prevalent in the study area. Mica was
by far the most common raw material reminiscent of Hopewell influence (Figure 115) and was
reported in nearly half (n=17) of the known mounds in the research region. Galena (n=5) (Figure
116) and steatite (n=5) (Figure 117) were much less common than mica and no geographical
patterning was apparent for any of these materials, perhaps indicating that divination was more
important to Middle Woodland people in this region than shamanic themes of transformation. The
low density of galena is not unexpected in the context of Walthall’s (1979) conclusion that the
highest concentrations occur in Ohio and galena decreases in density as one moves south,
indicating down the line trade from primary procurement centers (Carr 2005b:593). However, the
opposite mechanism is evident among copper artifacts (Figure 118), which were present in nearly
one-fifth (n=8) of the mounds in the research region, with a discernible concentration near the Gulf
Coast. This may indicate primary procurement of copper by people residing at Gulf Coastal sites
and perhaps redistribution from a central node to interrelated peoples in the immediate area.
Whether copper was obtained through trade or journeying to the source is unknown, but the
presence of gastropod shells at sites in the Midsouth and Midwest indicates that interregional
exchange, either direct or down-the-line, engaged Gulf Coastal communities during the Middle
Woodland period.
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Figure 114: Middle Woodland mounds in the study area that contained pipes
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Figure 115: Middle Woodland mounds in the study area that contained mica
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Figure 116: Middle Woodland mounds in the study area that contained galena
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Figure 117: Middle Woodland mounds in the study area that contained steatite
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Figure 118: Middle Woodland mounds in the study area that contained copper
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Carr (2005b:611-13) concluded that the interregional exchange which pervades the
Hopewell Interaction Sphere was one of raw materials rather than finished goods. However, a lack
of debitage suggests that these materials were imported to the study area as finished goods and the
general scarcity of these materials suggest only limited quantities were imported. The symbolism
projected by the artifacts made from these exotic materials was visually indicative of a shared,
pan-regional worldview, the minutia of which probably varied from locale-to-locale. This
symbolism may have served as a type of costly signaling to facilitate communication and exchange
of materials and esoteric knowledge between people who may have spoken mutually unintelligible
languages (Turff and Carr 2005:680-81; see Kantner and Vaughn 2012 for nonlocal analogues).
In Carr’s (2005b:579-80) view, the transport of raw materials occurred through several cultural
mechanisms: vision- and power-questing by shamanic practitioners, pilgrimage to a place of
spiritual power or learning, spirit adoption and intermarriage amongst communities, the longdistance exchange of commodities and/or esoteric knowledge by the social elite and/or shamanic
healers, and the travels of shamanic healers or their patients to heal and be healed. Swift Creek
paddles, potters, and the knowledge they possess may have moved across the Eastern Woodlands
by similar mechanisms (Ruby and Shriner 2005:570-72; Snow 1998; Snow and Stephenson 1998;
Stoltman and Snow1998).
Bernadini and Carr (2005:644-46) suggest that most copper in the Eastern Woodlands was
procured directly from its distant sources by individuals who traveled beyond their communities
for the purposes of power questing or pilgrimage. While these hypotheses are exceedingly difficult
to test, the coastal concentration of copper within the study area, in conjunction with its
comparative absence upriver nearer the native copper sources, may support a hypothesis of direct
procurement (Carr 2005:584; Bernadini and Carr 2005:632-34). While the other materials
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cataloged in this thesis also demonstrate a Hopewell affiliation, the concentration of copper near
the coast is indicative of the mechanisms by which material moved throughout the region during
the Middle Woodland. Following Anderson (1998), people, materials, and ideas moved through
major arteries of transportation from the Midwest, through the Midsouth, to the Southeast and back
again. The Apalachicola, Flint, and Chattahoochee Rivers were a major conveyer of people,
materials, and the culture they carried with them. However, the marine gastropod shell and yaupon
holly leaves coveted by Hopewellian practitioners in the Midwest and Midsouth for consumption
of the black drink was perhaps among the most significant material contributions the Gulf Coast
made to the regional tradition. Within this framework of interregional exchange for ritually and/or
symbolically significant raw materials, people residing in the lower valley and especially those
along the Gulf Coast were able to leverage their proximity, and perhaps their ability to regulate
access, to this resource and the ceremonial knowledge associated with it. In exchange, they
accumulated non-local raw materials which they expertly crafted into artifacts reminiscent of the
Hopewell tradition they absorbed through contact and interaction with their distant northern
neighbors. While the combination of Swift Creek and early Weeden Island pottery that
characterizes Middle Woodland in the research region is not unique, the data in this thesis clearly
demonstrate that the Middle Woodland people of the Apalachicola, lower Flint, and lower
Chattahoochee River drainages engaged in regional exchange and expressed a shared tradition of
burial mound ceremonialism across the eastern United States. that nonetheless differed in practice
from adjacent regions. The elaboration of material culture in the study area during this time rivals
any contemporaneous area of the Southeast – the data in this thesis clearly demonstrate that the
Middle Woodland people of the Apalachicola, lower Flint, and lower Chattahoochee Rivers
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embodied a unique expression of the cultural phenomena emblematic of the period within the
Woodland Southeast.
The data in this thesis demonstrate that the people of this region were active participants in
long-distance exchange and local consumption of the materials and ideas which have become
known as hallmarks of the Middle Woodland period. These materials reflect consumption of a
regional tradition that was loosely prescriptive, and the variation exhibited between mound
contents effectively indexes differing community practices within the region. Under the umbrella
of burial mound ceremonialism, differing ritual practices are indicative of the relative autonomy
of communities at this time. While certain elements of these practices may have had their roots in
traditions first expressed in the Midwest (Brose 1979; Carr and Case 2005; Charles and Buikstra
2006), the burial mound ceremonialism that occurred in the Deep South during the Middle
Woodland period should be considered an organic, in situ development that was influenced by
non-local ideas which were recreated, or sometimes reinvented, and expressed at the local level,
often with innovations that reflect intraregional community diversity at this time. Many of the
materials associated with Midwestern burial mound ceremonialism are also present in the Deep
South. The burial mound ceremonialism and attendant ritual that occurred in the Apalachicola –
lower Flint and Chattahoochee River region during the Middle Woodland period were distinct
from surrounding areas and as elaborate as any other locale in the Eastern United States. While
this region was clearly tied to the socioeconomic systems that swept the Southeast at this time,
analysis of the ceramics show that the production of Middle Woodland regalia occurred at the local
level and incorporated regionalized variation of Woodland motifs.
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